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Preface 

Let me begin with stating my personal history; readers who are not interested may skip 

to the next paragraph. In the spring of 1992, I was looking for a subject for my master's 

thesis. I took an interest in censoring problems, and learned that 0.0. Aalen's paper in 

1978 is the origin of the martingale approach to those problems. The approach has been 

one of the most active areas in statistics since the early 80's. (Needless to say, R.D. Gill's 

pioneering monograph in 1980 is also important.) Having read Aalen 's paper, I made a 

conjecture, my first as a statistician, concerning the weak convergence of Nelson-Aalen 's 

estimator in the multiplicative intensity model of point processes with general marks, 

where the estimator is considered as a set-indexed stochastic process. Unfortunately (or 

fortunately?), I was not able to solve it in my master 's thesis , which consequently dealt 

with another problem. (At that time, I didn 't know the prominent paper by R.M. Dudley 

in 1978; this means that I didn't know anything about the modern theory of empirical 

processes.) However, the conjecture brought me the motivation of my current research 

subject - how to manage entropy methods, which have been developed mainly for i.i.d. 

empirical processes, in the framework of martingales. The result up to the present is this 

thesis. An answer to the conjecture is presented in Section 4.1. 

I would like to express my greatest gratitude to Prof. R.D. Gill for his advice, com

ments , kindness, patience and encouragement. He has always been the first reader of my 

drafts during the last two years, and gave me useful advice every time. His enthusiasm 

really accelerated my study. Also, although my stay in Utrecht was not originally in

tended to end up in a Doctor's degree, he has kindly given me this opportunity. It would 

be a great honor for me to succeed in obtaining a degree at the prestigious University of 

Utrecht. 

I am really grateful to my supervisor in Osaka, Prof. N. Inagaki , for his general 

statistical advice and constant encouragement; without him, I might not be a statistician. 

I would like to thank Prof. N. Yoshida for stimulating discussion at many stages of my 

work since I moved to Tokyo; without him , my statistics might be much weaker. My 

thanks also go to: Dr. S. Aki for his lectures on empirical processes in the winter of 1993-

1994, which inspired me to do this project; Prof. A.W. van der Vaart for a discussion 
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IV 

in February 1997 which taught me the importance of maximal inequalities; Prof. S.A. 

van de Geer for a discussion in November 1997 which improved my understanding of 

M-estimation. I express my gratitude to Profs. N. Ikeda, K. Isii , S. ~,hirahata, M. 

Fukushima, R. Shimizu, K. Hirano, T. Matsunawa, Y. Ogata, S. Eguchi, J . Jacod, Yu.A. 

Kutoyants and B.Y. Levit for their advice and encouragement. 

My work in Utrecht from June 1996 to May 1998 has been support,!d by a JSPS 

Fellowship for Research Abroad from the Japan Society for the Promoti•m of Science. 

These two years living here have made a strong positive impact on my study, and I 

hope that my scientific fruits may have achieved the Society's high expec1.ations. I also 

owe a great deal to the Institute of Statistical Mathematics for allowin~ such a long 

period of leave, and for support from the Tokyo side; and to the kind hos pitality of the 

Mathematical Institute at the University of Utrecht, which has made my period of work 

here exciting beyond my expectations. My special thanks go to the secret :i,rial staff and 

computer managers both in Tokyo and Utrecht, and to the stochastics gro1p in Utrecht, 

for their help and kindness; in particular, to Damien White for correctin€; grammatical 

erros and awkward sentenses contained in a draft of the preface, and to Erik van Zwet 

for translating the summary into Dutch. 

April 1998, in Utrecht Yoic1i Nishiyama 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The purpose of this study is to develop entropy methods, which were first introduced for 

empirical processes of i.i.d. data, in order to handle some martingales with applications 

to statistical inference for stochastic processes. Among a lot of directions of statistical 

applications of the methods , we are concerned with two main themes in this monograph. 

The following brief description of them is intended to illustrate also the motivation of 

our work. 

Theme 1: Asymptotic normality and efficiency in £00 -spaces. Let (E , [) be a mea

surable space. Let {Z;} ;EN be a sequence of E-valued i.i.d. random variables with the 

common law P , and let W be a subset of .C2 (P) = .C2 (E ,[ , P) with an envelope func

tion belonging to .C2 (P). We are interested in estimating the £00 ('11)-valued unknown 

parameter P = (P(1µ)l1P E w) given by P(1µ) = fe 1µ(z) P(dz); a natural estimator is 

the empirical process !Pn = (F(1µ)l1P E w) given by F(1µ) = n- 1 I:7=1 1µ(Z;). The 

Donsker property is then nothing else than the asymptotic normality of !Pn about P; 

if the class W is P-Donsker then the residual process Jn(!Pn - P) converges weakly in 

£00 ('11) to a Brownian bridge indexed by w. A sufficient condition for the class \J! to be a 

Donsker class is that the class satisfies an integrability condition for metric entropy with 

.C2 (P)-bracketing, given by Ossiander (1987), which we will recall later in this chapter. 

When we have the asymptotic normality of an estimator, the next interest should 

be to show its asymptotic efficiency. For this purpose, a general procedure based on 

the Le Cam theory for finite- or infinite-dimensional parameters goes as follows (sec e.g. 

Chapter 3.11 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)): 

(i) show the local asymptotic normality of a model ; 

(ii) show the differentiability of an unknown parameter; 

(iii) show that the sequence of proposed estimators converges weakly to the distribu-

1 



2 1. Introduction 

tion of the efficient bound specified in terms of some factors appearing in the steps 

(i) and (ii). 

Then , the asymptotic efficiency in the sense of the local asymptotic minimax theorem 

with certain loss functions follows from the weak convergence shown at the step (iii) and 

the continuous mapping theorem. Furthermore if the proposed estimator can be shown 

to be regular, then the asymptotic efficiency in the sense of the convolution theorem is 

also fulfilled. 

Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) illustrated the usefulness of this approach by a 

discussion about the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator IF for the unknown parameter 

P (see their Section 3.11.1 for the details); the Donsker theorems for empirical processes 

are applied at the step (iii) above. On the other hand, a merit of the Le Cam theory is 

that, as seen in the step (i) , the i.i.d. setup has been generalized up to local asymptotic 

normality. It is thus meaningful to present some new limit theorems, which should be 

useful at step (iii) , in order to make full use of the general approach. In particular, such 

theorems in £00-spaces were given mostly for row-independent arrays in the 80 's, and 

have been recently established also for stationary sequences (see Notes to Chapter 3). 

We consider this subject in some martingale contexts. ◊ 

Them e 2: Rate of convergence of M-estimators. Let 0 """' ')'(0) be a deterministic 

process with parameter 0 in a set 8. Suppose that we are interested in estimating a 

maximum point 00 of the function 0 """' 1'(0). If 0 """' 1'(0) is well approximated by a 

stochastic process 0"""' rn(0) , a natural estimator would be a maximum point ifn of the 

latter, that is , an M-estimator with respect to the criterion process 0"""' rn(0). 

In the case of i.i.d. data, those processes are typically given by 1'(0) = P('l/Jo) and 

rn(0) = IF( 'l/Jo), where {'l/Jo: 0 E 8} is a given class of elements of L 1(P) indexed by 8. 

When the data is a sample from a density p0 with respect to a measure on (E, c), the 

maximum likelihood estimator is an M-estimator for 'l/Jo = 1ogp0 . On the other hand, 

when E = 8 = IR, if we set 'l/Je = l [e-a,e+a] for a constant a > 0, then the maximum point 

00 of 0"""' 1'(0) = P([0 - a, 0 + al) is something like a mode of the unknown distribution 

P . 

Such M-estimation procedures allowing (8, d) to be a general metric space have been 

studied in recent years. A general approach to derive the rate of convergence requires 

the following (see Theorem 3.2.5 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for the details; a 

version of the theorem, with some modifications, is given also in this monograph, namely 

Theorem 5.1.2): 

(1.1.1) 1'(0) - ')' (00 ) ~ -d(0, 00 )2 in a neighborhood of 00 ; 
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(1.1.2) E* sup l(rn - 1')(0) - (rn - 'Y )(0o)I :S cpn(6) for small 6 > 0. 
d(O ,Oo )'.S6 

Here, 6 --..--. cpn(J) is an appropriate non-decreasing function. When we have checked 

those conditions, by choosing some constants r n > 0 which satisfy cpn(r;;_ 1) :S r ;;_ 2 , we 

can conclude that rnd(iJn,00 ) = Op-(l) for M-estimators ifn = argmax0E0 f"(0). The 

crucial point of th is approach is how to get a moment inequality for the residual processes 

0--..--. (rn - ')' )(0) as in (1.1.2). In the case of i.i.d. data mentioned above, the residual 

(rn - 1')(0) equals (IP'n - P)('1j;0 ) , and the function cpn(J) is typically of the form ¢"(6) = 
n- 112cp(6) for a function 6--..--. cp (6) not depending on n; the function cp (J) = 6 leads to the 

standard rate rn = n 112 , while cp (J) = JJ does to t he "cube root asymptotics" rn = n 113 . 

It should be noted, however , that this method possesses a good potential to be applied in 

much broader situations. As a matter of fact, some authors have already taken this kind 

of approach in non-i.i.d . settings, for instance regression models, but most of them are 

based on some maximal inequalities for i.i.d. empirical processes. With this aim in mind , 

we develop moment inequalities to obtain a bound (1.1.2) when the residual (rn - 1)(0) 

is the terminal variable of a martingale. ◊ 

To handle martingales , we introduce a quantity called "quadratic modulus" in Chap

ter 2, which plays a key role in this work. For the sake of intuitive explanation , let us 

recall Ossiander's central limit theorem for i.i.d. sequences under the entropy condition 

for L2-bracketing, and next see how to generalize it to a dependent case; the idea of the 

quantity naturally appears there. 

Let (E, E) be a measurable space. Let { Z ; } iEN be a sequence of E-valued i.i.d. random 

variables with the common law P. Let IJ! be a subset of £ 2 (P) with an envelope function 

belonging to £ 2 (P). For every c E (0, l] choose N(s) pairs of elements of £ 2 (P), namely, 

W·k, u',k], k = 1, ... , N(s), such that for every 'lj; E IJ! the relation [',k :S ·tf; :S u',k holds 

for some k and that 

(1.1.3) 

Ossiander's theorem says that if this bracketing procedure can be accomplished with 

(1.1.4) l Jlog N(s)dc < oo, 

then the sequence of stochastic processes 'lj; --..--. xn ( 'lj; ) defined by 

x n( 'lj; ) yn(IP'n - P)('lj; ) 

)n t { 'lj; (Z;) - l 1/J (z)P(dz)} 

converges weakly in £00 (1Ji) to a Brownian bridge indexed by IJ!. 



4 1. Introduction 

l ow, let { Z;};EN be an arbitrary sequence of £-valued random variables, and denote 

by P; the conditional law of Z; given F;_1 = o-{Z1 , .. . , Z;_i} (F0 is the null o--field) . We 

are interested in the sequence of stochastic processes 'lj; .,... xn( 'ljJ) defined by 

xn('lj;) = )n t { 'lj;(Z;) - h 'lj;(z) P;(dz) }. 

Consider the bracketing procedure as above with (1.1.3) replaced by 

almost surely, 

where K; is a random variable , not depending on E and k, that is F;_1-measurable; since 

the left hand side is random in the present case, we have allowed the random coefficient 

K; in the right hand side. Then, a result given in Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.2.2 or 3.3.1) says 

that if the entropy condition (1.1.4) is satisfied and if the sequence of random variables 

K 1 
defined by 

is bounded in probability, then the asymptotic tightness of the processes 'lj; .,... xn('lj;) 

follows from the finite-dimensional convergence and a Lindeberg condition on an envelope 

function of IV. Ossiander's theorem can be thought as the case of P; = P and K ; = l. 
Some quantities "quadratic modulus" , which we will define for three kinds of martingales 

in Chapter 2, have the same spirit as the random variables K'; a closer explanation might 

be that 

. Jn-1 I:?=1 J E lu<,k(z) - [<,k(z)l2 P;(dz) 
"quadratic modulus" = sup max 

<E{0,1] l:Sk:SN(<) E 

Since this random variable depends awkwardly on the choice of the brackets, and more

over since we will treat also random weight functions , we will actually define the quan

tities in a slightly different way based on a series of finite partitions of IV , avoiding the 

explicit construction of pairs w,k' u',k] in the definition of brackets. 

The entropy methods were at first recognized to be useful to statisticians chiefly 

through efforts to seek for sharper and/or more general versions of uniform laws of 

large numbers and central limit theorems for empirical processes especially in multi

dimensional cases. However, some recent works have shown that a core part of them, 

namely, chaining and bracketing techniques controlled in terms of entropies, can be 

applied also to other problems in statistics which are not directly connected to those 

limit theorems; a good example is M-estimation (recall Theme 2). From our point of 
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view, an important advantage of the methods is that some of the techniques work well 

also for the dependent case above on the set {Ji: :s; L} for a given constant L > 0. 

Hence, some problems of statistical inference for stochastic processes can be solved by 

handling some truncations such that the complements like {Ji: > L} are asymptotically 

negligible for a fixed, large constant L. This is the basic outline of the approach which 

we frequently take in this work. 

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with some abstract martingales, while the remaining 

chapters deal with concrete models in statistics. To be more precise , the stochastic 

processes treated in the former chapters are some classes (X'1' 17/> E w) of martingales , 

indexed by an arbitrary set w, in the sense that each coordinate process t ,,_.... Xf for 

every 7/> is an IR-valued martingale. We consider the following three situations: (i) each 

coordinate process t ,,_.... Xf is represented as a stochastic integral , namely, 

Xf WV' * (µ - v)t 

f W'l' (w , s, z)(µ(w; ds , dz) - v(w; ds , dz)) , 
J (o,t]x E 

where W v'J = W VJ (w, t, z) is a predictable function on !1 x Ill+ x E, µ is an £-valued 

multivariate point process, and v is the predictable compensator ofµ; (ii) each process 

t ,,_.... Xf is a partial sum process of a discrete time martingale, namely, 

"' xt = I:(t, 
i= l 

where { (t}iEfs is a discrete time martingale and ( a 1)tE IR+ is an increasing family of finite 

stopping times; (iii) each process t ,,_.... Xf is a continuous local martingale. There 

are three reasons why we choose the martingales as the objects of our study. First , 

the Bernstein inequality, which is a basic tool in the i.i.d. case, is already provided 

also in the framework of martingales with the modification that a truncation based on 

the predictable quadratic variation is introduced (Lemma 2.1.1). The second reason is 

that we can take advantage of the well-developed martingale central limit theorems to 

establish the finite-dimensional convergence in our situation. Last, but not least , the 

martingale is a vital concept in analyzing a rich class of statistical models , including 

the multiplicative intensity models for survival data, Markov chains , the Gaussian white 

noise model , and diffusion processes derived from stochastic differential equations. 

The organization of the monograph is as follows . In Chapter 2, we introduce the 

quantities "quadratic modulus" and "exponential modulus" for the three kinds of mar

tingales above , and establish maximal inequalities, namely, some bounds for 

Esup sup IXf - Xflls 
t v,,</JE 'il 
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with the truncation by the set B in terms of the modulus. Those inequalities are not 

asymptotic estimates , and are applied not only for the proofs of weak convergence the

orems in Chapter 3 but also as a crucial tool to derive the rate of convergence of M

estimators in Chapters 5 and 6. As for the case (iii) of continuous local martingales, we 

study also the continuity of the sample paths along the direction of parameter 'I/; __,_, xt 
Chapter 3 is devoted to weak convergence theorems for the three kinds of martin

gales. An essential part of the proofs is the asymptotic tightness, which is established by 

using the maximal inequalities in Chapter 2. As we have mentioned above, the sufficient 

condition that we present is that the quadratic modulus is bounded in probability and 

that an entropy condition of the type (1.1.4) is satisfied . In particular, natural gener

alizations of Jain-Marcus' and Ossiander's central limit theorems are presented. The 

entropy condition for the cases (i) and (ii) above is analogous to that for £ 2-bracketing, 

while the case (iii) is based on the metric entropy condition without bracketing. The 

results of this chapter are repeatedly applied to derive the asymptotic distribution of 

estimators in the subsequent chapters. 

Some results concerning Theme 1 are given in Chapter 4. We consider the multiplica

tive intensity model for point processes with general marks , and derive the asymptotic 

normality and effi ciency in £00-spaces of a generalized Nelson-Aalen estimator. An inter

esting difference from the i.i .d. case, where the £ 2-bracket ing condition is optimal, is that 

an LP-bracketing condition with p E [2 , oo] is sometimes preferable; this fact is valid also 

for other problems in this monograph , and the multiplicative intensity model provides a 

good illustration. We also study two non-linear models, of continuous semimartingales 

and of counting processes, both with time-dependent covariates. 

Theme 2, the M-estimation procedure, is studied in Chapters 5 and Chapter 6 stress

ing non-standard rates of convergence. First, in Section 5. 1, we present a general criterion 

for rate of convergence. A difference from known results in this area is that a kind of 

"twice differentiability" of criterion functions is generalized to a "p-times differentiabil

ity", that is, "d(0 , 00 )
2

" appearing in (1.1.1) is replaced by "d(0, 00 )P". Sections 5.2 and 

5.3 are concerned with some estimation problems of Euclidean parameters in the Gaus

sian white noise model and the multiplicative intensity model , respectively. Jump point 

estimation, among other things, is considered in those models. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of rate of convergence of non-parametric maximum 

likelihood estimators. The models considered there are the Gaussian white noise model , 

the multiplicative intensity model, a counting process model with non-linear covariates, 

and the diffusion type processes. The third model above contains a discussion about the 

Lexis diagram, which is important in the context of survival analysis. 
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The last chapter contains three independent topics. Since the setups of these problems 

are simple, this chapter, as well as Section 4.1, perhaps gives a guideline of the usage of 

the weak convergence theorems in Chapter 3. Except for Subsection 7.1.2, we do not use 

any results presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In Section 7.1, we study the asymptotics 

of local random fields of kernel type estimators. The results are applied to the problem 

of estimating the mode of a density function; we derive the asymptotic behavior of an 

estimator defined as the argmax of kernel density estimator by using also the general 

theorem for NI-estimators presented in Section 5.1. Section 7.2 is devoted to deriving 

the asymptotic behavior of log-likelihood ratio random fields in a general discrete-time 

statistical experiment with abstract parameters. An application to Markov chains is also 

discussed. In Section 7.3, we study a testing problem for a non-parametric regression 

model with dependent noise. 

1.2 General Notations and Remarks 

(1) JR = (-oo, oo); JR.+ = [O , oo); N = {l , 2, ... }; N0 = {O} UN; Z 

Q = { rational numbers}. 

{integers} ; 

(2) We denote by I • I the Euclidean norm , even in the multi-dimensional case. We 

denote by Leb(B) the Lebesgue measure of a Borel measurable subset B of a 

Euclidean space. 

(3) The inequality "x ,:Sy" (x , y E [O, oo)) means that there exists a universal constant 

C > 0 such that x :s; Cy. 

(4) t'00 (w) denotes the set of all bounded functions defined on a set w. We denote by 

11 · lloo the supremum-norm on t'00 (W). 

(5) For every p E [1 , oo], we denote by £P(E, E, >.) the set of all p-integrable functions 

defined on a measure space (E, E, >.) (when p = oo, it means the set of all >.
essentially bounded functions), and by V(E, E, >.) the equivalent classes of elements 

of .CP(E, E, >.). These are often abbreviated to £P and LP , respectively. This kind 

of notational abbreviations of spaces are given section-wisely. 

(6) Card(w) denotes the number of the elements of a set W, allowing oo. 

(7) Diam(W , p) denotes the diameter of a set W with respect to a semimetric p. 

(8) When a semimetric space (S, p) is given, we denote by B(s,p)(x ; c: ) the closed ball 

with center x E S and ,a-radius c: > O; when there is no danger of confusion , it is 
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sometimes denoted by Bp(x; c) or even by B(x; c). This notational abbreviation is 

also given section-wisely. 

(9) When a semimetric space (S, p) and a subset \JI of S are given, we denote by 

N(w, p; c) the minimum number of closed balls with p-radius c > 0 which cover \JI , 

allowing oo. The centers of the balls need not belong to IV . 

(10) Let S be a linear space of JR-valued functions 'tj; defined on a set, and let a seminorm 

II· II on S be given. For a given pair l , u E S , we denote [l, u] = {'tj; E S : l :=; 'tj; :=; u }. 

Such [l, u] is called a (II· II, c)-bracket in S if llu-lll ::; c. For a given class IV CS, the 

bracketing number N[](w, p; c) is the minimum number of (II· II, c)-brackets which 

cover \JI ; that is , the smallest N E N U { oo} such that: there exists lk, uk E S, 

k = l , ... , N, such that IV C u£'=1W, uk] and that lluk - [kll ::; c for all k. 

(11) Let a , H > 0 be given, and denote by Q the greatest integer strictly smaller than 

a. Let a bounded, convex subset E in JRd with nonempty interior Ei be given. 

We denote by CH (E) the set of all continuous functions f : E -t JR such that 

llf Ila ::; H , where 

with the notations k. = I:,f=1 k; and 

f)k 
Dk=----

oxk' · · · OXkd I d 

for every vector k = (k 1 , ... , kd) of d non-negative integers. It is well-known that 

there exists a constant K > 0 depending only on a and d such that 

(
H)d/a 

logN(C~(E), II· lloo;c)::; K · Leb(E+) -; Ve> 0, 

where E+ = {x : Ix - El < l} (see, e.g., Theorem 2.7.l of van der Vaart and 

Wellner (1996)). 

(12) A random semimetric 12 on a set Tis a collection {e(w; •, •) : w Erl} of semimetric 

on T indexed by a probability space (0, :F, P) , although we do not require any 

measurability. We often denote a random semimetric by 12 and a (non-random) 

semimetric by p. 

(13) The words increasing and decreasing mean "non-decreasing" and "non-increasing", 

respectively ( the situation where we should use the words strictly increasing or 

strictly decreasing does not appear in the monograph). 
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(14) We follow the standard definitions and notations of the martingale theory, which 

can be found in the book by Jacod and Shiryaev (1987). 

(15) We refer to Part 1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for the weak convergence 

theory which does not require the measurability of random sequences. In particular, 

see their Chapter 1.2 for the definitions of the notations E*, E. , P* and P. that 

mean the outer integral , inner integral , outer probability and inner probability, 

respectively. Let (X, d) be a metric space, and for every n E N let xn be a 

mapping from a probability space (Dn, :Fn , pn) to X. We denote by "Xn .::f:;. X 

in X" the weak convergence of xn to a tight, Borel measurable random element 

X taking values in X; by "Xn ~ c" the convergence in pn•-probability to a 

non-random element c of X ; by "Xn ~ c" the convergence in pn_probability (in 

this case xn is assumed to be Borel measurable). 



Chapter 2 

Maximal Inequalities 

2 .1 Preliminaries 

This chapter is devoted to getting some bounds for expectation of supremum of mar

tingales up to a universal constant; throughout we use the notation "';!;:," given in (3) of 

Section 1.2. The present section prepares two things , namely, quotation of two known 

inequalities which are used in Sections 2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4, and introduction of two defini

tions which are necessary to formulate a quantity "quadratic modulus" in Sections 2.2 

and 2.3. Thus, readers who are interested only in continuous local martingales studied 

in Section 2.4 may skip the latter. 

First , let us state two lemmas which are well-known. The first one is the Bernstein 

inequality for martingales with bounded jumps; see e.g. Section 4.13 of Liptser and 

Shiryaev (1989) for the proof. The second one, which is used in connection with the 

former, is an adaptation of Lemma 2.2.10 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). 

Lemma 2.1.1 Lett ""' Xt be an IR.-valued, locally square-integrable martingale such that 

Xo = 0 and that lb.XI ~ a for a constant a 2'. 0, and T a bounded stopping time. Then, 

it holds that for every r > 0 

p ( sup IXtl > e, (X,X)r ~ r) ~ 2exp ( - ( e
2 

) ) 
tE[O,r ] 2 ae + f 

Ve > 0. 

Lemma 2.1.2 Let N E N and let X 1 , ... , XN be arbitrary 'JR.-valued random variables. 

Assume that for a measurable set B and some constants a 2'. 0 and r > 0 

Then, it holds that 

Ve > 0, Vi = 1, ... , N. 

E max IX;lls ';;:, a log( l + N) + Jr log(l + N). 
l <:'.,i<:'., N 

10 
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Combining these inequalities, we can easily get the following. 

Corollary 2.1.3 Let N E N. Let t -v-+ X 1 = (Xl, ... , X{') be an RN -valued, locally 

square-integrable martingale such that Xo = 0 and that l6Xil :S: a for a constant a 2: 0, 

and let T be a finite stopping time. Then, for any constant J( satisfying 

it holds that 

where 

aJ1og(l + N) :S: J<, 

E sup max 1x; - Xf lls ;SJ< J 1og( l + N) 
tE(0 ,T] l'5ci ,J'5cN 

The purpose of this chapter is to study what happens in the case of "N = oo" . We 

consider this problem for three kinds of martingales in Sections 2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4, respec

tively. 

Next, let us give two definitions for Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

Definition 2.1.4 Let (X, A , A) be a c,-finite measure space. For a given mapping Z : 

X ➔ R U { oo}, we denote by [ Z]A,>. any A-measurable function U : X ➔ RU { oo} such 

that: 

(i) U 2: Z holds identically; 

(ii) U 2: U holds A-almost everywhere, for every A-measurable function [J such that 

U 2: Z holds A-almost everywhere. 

The existence of such a random variable [Z]A,>. and its uniqueness up to a A-negligible 

set can be shown by using Lemma 1.2.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). 

Definition 2.1.5 Let w be an arbitrary set such that Card(w) = oo. 

II = {II(s )} ,E(O,L'.n], where 6rr E (0 , oo) n (Ql, is called a Decreasing series of Finite 

Partitions (DFP) of W if it satisfies the following (i), (ii) and (iii): 

(i) each II(s) = {llr(s; k) : 1 ::; k :S: Nrr(s )} is a finite partition of w, that is, w = 

u:;f'l w(s; k) and w(s; k1) n llr (s; k2 ) = 0 whenever k1 =f. k2 ; 

(ii) Nn(6n) = 1 and lim,.J.o Nn(s) = oo; 

(iii) Nn(s) 2: Nn(s') whenever s :S: s '. 

II = {II(c) },E(O,t:.n], where 6n E (0, oo) n (Ql, is called a Nested series of Finite 

Partitions (NFP) of W if it satisfies the above (i) and (i i) and the following (iii'): 

(iii') II(c) is a refinement of II(c') whenever E :S: c1
. 
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The E: -entropy Hn (c) and the modified E: -entropy Hn(c) of a DFP II are defined by: 

Hn (c) 

Hn(c) 

JlogNn(c); 

Jlog(l + Nn(c)). 

Notice that any NFP is a DFP. Although the converse is not true, we can sometimes 

construct a new NFP from a given DFP, due to Lemma 2.2.2 given later, without loss 

of generality for our purpose. Notice also that for any DFP II 

t Hn(c)dc ~ b~ + t Hn(c)dc Vb E (0 , ~n] 

if the integral on the right hand side is finite ; in fact , it holds that 

(2.1.1) Jlog(l + N) ~ Jlog 2N ~ ~ + Jlog N \IN 2'. 1. 

2.2 Multivariate Point Processes 

Let (E , E) be a Blackwell space, and let B = (!1 , F , F = (F1)tEIR+, P) be a stochastic 

basis. We put D = fl x ll4 x E and f> = P 0 E, where P is the predictable a-field on 

n X ll4 . For a given predictable function w on n and a given random measure µ on 

ll4 x E , we denote by W * µ the integral process defined as the path-wise Lebesgue

Stieltjes integral: for every t E ll4, 

W ( ) { fro t]xE W(w , s, x)µ(w; ds , dx) if fro,t]xE IW(w , s, x)lµ(w; ds , dx) < oo, 
* µt w = 00' otherwise. 

(See Section II.la of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) for the detail). 

Let µ be an E-valued multivariate point process. Let v be a "good" version of 

the predictable compensator ofµ (thus v(w; {t} x E) ~ 1). We introduce the Doleans 

measure M/: on (D, 'P), which is P-a-finite, given by 

M!:(dw, dt , dx) = P(dw)v(w; dt , dx) 

(See Section II.lb , Definition IIl.1 .23 and III.3 .15 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). 

Let W = { W ,t, : 'I/; E w} be a family of predictable functions on D indexed by an 

arbitrary set 1¥. We give a definition, using the notation of Definition 2.1.4, which plays 

the key role in our context. 

Definition 2.2.1 The predictable envelope W of W = {W,t,: 'I/; E w} is defined by 

w = [sup 1w,t, 1] . 
,t,E >ll P,Mt' 
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For a given DFP IT of'¥ , the quadratic IT-modulus IIWlln of W = {Wl/J : 1/; E 1¥} is 

defined as the [O, oo]-valued increasing process t -v--+ IIWlln,t given by 

✓1w(w(E; k))l 2 * lit 
IIWlln,t = sup max 

eE(O,L!ln] nlQI l '.S k '.SNn(e) f 
Vt E ll4, 

where 

W(w') = [ sup IW,t, - w <1>1] 
,t,,</>E W' P,M[' 

(2.2. 1) Vw' C 1¥. 

For a given DFP IT of'¥ and a given constant a> 0, the exponential (IT, a)-modulus 

JI WJJ~• of W = {W,t, : 1/; E w} is defined as the [O, oo]-valued increasing process t -v--+ 

JJWJl~t given by 

t: ✓(Ea(W('V(E; k)))) * lit 
JJWllrr"t = sup max 

' eE(O,L!l n ]nlQI l '.S k '.SNn(e) f 
Vt E ll4, 

where 

(2.2.2) 
Vx E [0,oo), 
X = 00, 

and W(w') is defined by (2.2.1) for every '¥ 1 C '¥. 

It is clear that there exist some increasing versions of t -v--+ JJWJln,t and t -v--+ IIWJJ~",t 
uniquely up to a ?-negligible set, respectively. It holds that JIWllrr,t ::::; JIWJl~"t almost 

surely, since lxl 2
::::; Ea(x). Notice also that all of W , JIWlln and IIWII~" depend on F , P 

and 11, through P and M[. One may find that the exponential modulus above is based 

on the "Bernstein norm" (see 324 page of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for the i.i.d. 

case; a discrete martingale version is contained in van de Geer ( 1997)). 

Lemma 2.2.2 For any DFP IT of'¥ such that f0
6

n H11 (E) dE < oo, there exists a NFP 

IT' such that: 

.6.rr ; 

< 4 foi'.!ln Hn(E) dE; 

< 4 foi'.!ln Hn(E) dE; 

< JIWllrr,t Vt E ll4. 

Proof. For every f E (0, .6. 11 ], let us define 

IT'(E) = V IT(r1) 
io'.Sj'.Si 
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where i0 = min{ i E Z : 2-i s; 6n} . Then , the constructed IT' = {fI'(c)} cE(O,Lln,) is a 

NFP such that 611 1 = 6n. Further, since Nil' (2-i ) s; [1;
0
:9:,:; N11 (2 -i ) we have 

folln, Hll'(c) dc s; f T;H11,(T;) 
i=io 

00 i 

< L r; L H11(Ti) 
i=io j=io 

00 00 

L H11(ri) L r ; 
j=io i=j 

00 

4 L ri- 1H11(Tj) 
j=io 

< 4 fo!ln Hn(c)dc. 

The same argument is valid also for the modified entropies. The last inequality is trivial 

from the construction of IT'. D 

Supposing that there exists a version of W such that W * v1(w) < oo for all w E n 
and t E IR+, let us define the random variables Xf and Xf 'i/J by 

(2.2 .3) 

and 

(2.2.4) 

xt = w,jJ * (µ - v)t 

X a,i/J - W i/J l - ( ) t - {W Sa} * µ - V t 

Vt E JR+ V'lj; E \[I 

Vt E JR+ V'lj; E \[I Va > 0, 

respectively. Then, the process t ,._,... Xf and the process t ,._,... Xf 'i/J is a locally square

integrable martingale on B , both of which have finite variation. (see Lemma 1.3.10 and 

Proposition II.1 .28 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). The following theorem gives some 

maximal inequalities for these processes in terms of IIWll11 -

Theorem 2.2.3 Let µ be an E-valued multivariate point process defined on a stochastic 

basis B , and v a "good" version of the predictable compensator ofµ. Let W = {W"' : 

'¢ E \[I} be a family of predictable fun ctions on D, indexed by an arbitrary set \[I , such 

that W * v1 ( w) < oo fo r all w E f1 and t E IR+ for a version of predictable envelope W of 

W. Let T be a finit e stopping time. Then, we have th e following (i) and (ii) . 

(i) It holds for any NFP IT of \[I and any constants 5 E (0, 6 11 ] and K > 0 that 

E* sup sup IX~·"' - X~·</> llrnw11n.,SK} ;S K {
6 

H11(c)dc, 
tE[O,T) 1:,k:SNn(•l lo 

,/,,¢E 'i' (o;k) 

where the random variables X~·"' are defined by (2.2.4) with a= a(5, K) = 5K / if 11(5/2). 
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(ii) It holds for any DFP IT of W and any constants I<, L > 0 that 

• 1/1 1> 1.c.n - L 
E sup sup I.Xi - Xi ll{I IWII <K 1w 12 •vr <L} ;S I{ Hn(c)dc + A }( ' 

iE[O,T] 1/1,tf>E W n,r - ' - 0 un 

where the random variables Xf are defined by (2 .2.3). 

Theorem 2.2.4 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2. 2. 3. It holds for any random 

semimetric (! on W, any NFP IT of W and any constants o E (0, 6n] and I{ > 0 that 

E* sup sup 1.xr-tp - .xr,¢l l rnw11n.,~K}nB ;S I{ l Hn(E)dE, 
iE[O ,T] o(.:'."¢~~ 0 0 

where 

(2.2.5) 
B = { sup ✓(.xa ,1/1 - xa,1>, xa ,1/1 - xa,o/> )T < I{} 

,J,,¢E 'l! 0 -
o(,J,,¢)<,,• 

and the random variables .x~,1/1 are defined by (2.2.4) with a= a(o,K) = oK/Hn(o/2). 

Proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (i). Fix any o, I< > 0; we may assume o E Q without loss of 

generality. For every integer p 2: 0, we set 

Next, choosing an element 'l/Jp,k from each partitioning set '11(2 - Po ; k) such that 

we define for every 1/J E '¥ 

For every integer q 2: 1, we introduce the stopping time 

{ 
!if (2- q- 20) 12 

} 
Tq = inf t E IR+ : v([0 , t] x E) > n 

16 
- 1 /\ T. 

Since v([0, T] x E) < oo almost surely and lim,.J,o Nn(c) = oo, it holds that Tq t T as 

q--+ oo almost surely. Hence it is enough to show that 

(2.2.6) E* sup sup /Xt•1/l - .X~•"01/l llrnw11 n.r~K} ;SJ( {
6 

Hn(E)dE 
iE[O,T. J 1/JE W lo 

Vq 2: 1, 

where a= a(o, K). 
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Let us now fix any integer q 2'. 1, and denote T = Tq [there should be no danger of 

confusion]. For every p = 0, 1, ... , q, we consider the predictable functions W(Tip'¢) on D 
defined by (2.2.1). Since TI= {TI(c: )} eE (O,iin] is nested , it follows from Definition 2.1.4 

that 

(2.2.7) 2W 2'. W(Tio-¢) 2'. W(TI 1'¢) 2'. · · · 2'. W(Tiq'¢ ), 

Mt-almost everywhere. Defining the values on the exceptional sets as zero, we can 

choose some versions such that the above inequality holds identically. Notice also that 

W(Tip'¢ ) = W(Tip¢) holds identically, whenever '¢,¢ E '11(2-qo; k) for some k. Next, let 

us introduce the following predictable functions on D: 

l{W(IT o,J,)Sao, .. ,W(ITp - 1,J,)Sap- 1,W(ITp ,J,)Sap}> P = 0, 1, ··· , q; 

l(W (ITo,J,)Sao,. ,W(ITp- 1,P) Sap- 1,W(ITp ,J, )>ap}, P = 1 , · · ·, q; 

l(W(IT o,J,)>ao} · 

It is important that Ap('¢ ) and BP(-¢ ) depend on '¢ only through the subsets TI0 '¢, .. . , TIP'¢ 

of '11. Next observe the identity 

(2.2.8) (W ,i, - W"01P)Bo('¢ ) 
q 

+ L(W,i, - W"p1P )Bp('¢ ) 
p=l 

+(W,i, - W "•1P)Aq('¢) 
q 

+ I:(W"p'P - W"p- l'P)Ap- 1('¢ ). 
p=l 

Since a0 = 2a(o, K) , we have B0 ('¢ ) :::; l{W> a(&,K)) · Hence we obtain 

where 

sup sup 1x~(&,K),,j, - x~(&,K) ,1ro,J,1 :::; (/1) + (/2) + (II1) + (II2) +(III), 
tE[0,T] ,j,E 'lJ 

q 

(Ji) sup L W(Tip'¢ )Bp('¢ ) * µn 
,),E 'lJ p=l 

q 

(/2) sup L W(Tip'¢ )Bp('¢ ) * vT, 
,),E 'lJ p=l 

(Iii) sup W(Tiq'¢ )Aq('¢ ) * µT, 
,j,E 'lJ 

(II2) sup W(Tiq'¢ )Aq('¢ ) * Vn 
,j,E 'lJ 

q 

(II I) sup sup L l(W"P'P - W"p- ,,J, )Ap- 1('¢ ) * (µ - v)tl. 
tE[0,T] ,j,E 'lJ p=l 
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Further , it holds that (Ii) ::=; (I;)+ (12 ) where 

q 

u;) = sup L fl,,V(ITp 'lj; )Bp('lf! ) * (µ - v)TI , 
7/JE W p=l 

Hereafter we will obtain bounds for the terms (I;) , (12 ) , (II;) , (II2 ) and (III). 

Estimation of (h) and (II2 ). We can easily see that 

q 1 
< sup :Z::: - IW(ITP'lj; )l2Bp('lf! ) * vT 

7/J E'V p=l ap 

< 
[W(ITp'lj; )l2Bp('lf! ) * VT ~ 12 - Pc5[ 2 

max sup · 6--
1'.SP'.SQ,j;E w [2- Pc5[ 2 p=l ap 

q 

< KL rP- 1bHn(rP- 1c5) on the set {[[W[[n,T :S K}. 
p=l 

On the other hand , it follows from Schwarz 's inequality that 

Hence we have 

q+! 

E[(h) + (I h)I lrnw11 n.,:'S K} < KL rp- lc5Hn(rp- lc5) 
p=l 

< 2K fa° Hn(t: )dt: . 

17 

Estimation of (I;) , (II;) and (III) . Let us consider the term (I;). We will apply the 

Bernstein inequality (Lemma 2.1.1) to the processes 

It follows from 

that [t:.M[ ::=; ap_ 1 ; it is also clear that 

on the set { [[W[[n ,T :S K} . 
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Thus we have 

P ( sup /W( ITp-,p) Bp (-,P) * (µ - v)tl > c:, 1/ W l/n,T ~ K) 
tE[O,Tj 

< 2exp ( -----c-
2
---) 

- 2(ap- Jc + /2 - Pb"J{/ 2) 
Ve:> 0. 

Hence it follows from Lemma 2.1.2 that 

E sup sup /W(ITp -,p )Bp(-,P) * (µ - v)il lrnw11 n,r:C: K} 
,f;E W IE[O,T) 

< ap_, /Hn(rP5)/ 2 + rP5KHn(rP5) 

< 5K -rP5Hn(rP5), 

where it should be noted that "sup,J;E w" appearing on the left hand side is actually 

"max1 :,:k:,'.Nn(2-pi". We therefore obtain 

q 

El(I~)/lrnw11 n,r:C: K} < 5/{ I: rP5Hn( rP5) 
p= l 

< 5K fa° Hn (c:)dc:. 

Exactly the same calculation as for (ID yields some bounds for (I I;) and (I I I) , which 

lead to the inequality (2.2.6) . □ 

Proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (ii). Due to Lemma 2.2.2, it suffices to show the assertion 

in the case of IT being a NFP. We extend the given NFP IT = {IT(c:) },E(O,~n) to IT = 
{IT(c:)} ,E(0,2~n) where Nn(c) = 1 for all c E [6.n , 26.n]- In order to apply the assertion 

(i) with '5 = 26.n, we consider the truncated processes X f',J; with a = a(26.n, K) 

26.nK/y1og2; notice that 

sup sup 1xt - xt/ < 
tE[O,T) ,f;,</>E W 

First we have 

L 
< 

a 

sup sup /Xf• ,J; - Xf'1
1 

tE[O,T) 1/J,</>E W 

+2Wl{W>a} * µ 7 + 2Wl{W>a) * l/7 • 

a 

on the set {/Wl2 * 117 ~ L} . 

Next, let us introduce the predictable time 

S = inf{t E 114: IWl2 *lit> L}. 
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Take an announcing sequence {Sn} for S (see I.2.16 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). Since 

0 :S Sn < S almost surely on the set { S > 0} , it holds that IW 12 * vsn S L almost surely. 

Thus it follows also from Doob's stopping theorem that 

EWl{W>a } * µSn l\Tm EWl{W>a} * VS,, I\Tm 

< EIWl 2 
* VSnl\Tm < !:_ 

- ) a a 

where {Tm} is a localizing sequence for the local martingale t -v-+ Wl{W>a} * (µ- v) 1 . By 

letting n, m ➔ oo, we obtain EWl{W>a} * µ5 :SL/a. The predictable time S appearing 

in this inequality can be replaced by T on the set { I W 12 * vr ~ L}. 

Hence it follows from the assertion (i) with o = 2fin that 

E* sup sup 1xt - xt11{ II WII <K 1w12.,, < L} 
IE[O,r) ,/;,</,E 'V n ,r - ' r -

1
21ln _ L 

< K Hn(c)dc + 4 · ti / jiog2 
o 2 nK log2 

< 2 { K lalln Hn(c)dc + fi~K }-

□ 

Proof of Theorem 2.2.4- We use the notations introduced in the first paragraph of the 

proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (p = 0 only). Notice that 

1x:,,j; - x:,<1>1 s 1x:,,j; - x:·"0 V'1 + 1x:,<P - x:·"0 <P1 + 1x:·"DVJ - x:·"0 <PI 

and thus 

sup 1x:,,j; - x: ,<1>1 s 2 
g(,j;,</>)9 

sup 
ISkSNnC•l 
v,,,/,E "1 (o;k) 

1x:,,j; - x:,<1>1 + sup 1x:·"0 VJ - x:·"0 <1> 1. 
g(,j;,</>)9 

The second term on the right hand side equals 

where 

~1/J, ¢> E 111 s.t. { 1ro~ '.: 1ro ,k 1 
} and g('I/J, ef>)(w) so}. 

7ro'!-' - 7ro,k2 

Here, notice that for every 1/;, ef> E 111 

(xa,1ro,/; _ xa,1ro<1>, xa ,1ro,/; _ xa,1To<P)r < 3(xa,1ro,/; _ xa,,j;, xa ,1ro,/; _ xa,,j;)r 

+3(xa,1ro</, - xa,<I> , xa ,1ro</, - xa,q,)r 

+3(xa,,j; - x a,q,, xa ,,j; - xa,q,)T 
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on the set {I IWlln ,7 s; K} n B , where Bis given by (2.2.5). Thus, for every k 1, k2 = 

1, ... , Nn(b) and every w E {IIWlln,7 ~ K} n B n Ak, ,k,, by choosing some appropriate 

1/J = 1/J (w , k1 , k2) and¢ = ef>(w, k1, k2) , we get 

Thus it follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that 

for every c > 0. Hence, we obtain from Lemma 2.1.2 that 

E lxa,rro,J, xa,rro</> 11 sup sup t - t II Wll n,r$ K) nB 
tE[O,Tj f!(,J,,</>)$6 

< 2a log(l + Nn(<5) 2
) + 3<5K Jlog(l + Nn(b)2) 

< 4Kb ✓:::g: ;~i:~;)) + 3-/2<5K J!og(l + Nn(b)) . 

This , together with (i) of Theorem 2.2.3 , yields the assertion. □ 

So far we have been concerned with the truncated processes xa,,J, = ww1{W$a)*(µ - v) 

( except for (ii) of Theorem 2.2.3). This means that the predictable functions of integrands 

should be uniformly bounded, and this assumption is sometimes too strong. However, as 

is explained in Chapter 3.4 of van der Vaart and Wellner, it can be replaced by a moment 

assumption of exponential order (see, in particular , their Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 which 

are concerned with the i.i.d. case); the key tool for this purpose is the extended Bernstein 

inequality (e.g. , their Lemma 2.2.11). In our situation, we can make use of a martingale 

version of the inequality given by van de Geer (1995b, Lemma 2.2) ; we will quote it as 

Lemma 2.2.6 below. Let us begin with giving a version of Theorem 2.2.3. 

Lemma 2.2.5 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2.2.3. It holds for any NFP IT 

of '11 and any constants b E (0 , 6n] and K > 0 that 

E* sup sup l(WW - W <I> ) * (µ - v)ill rnw11 n,r$K} 
tE[O,T) 1$k$Nn(o) 

v,,4>E "' (o;k ) 

:S K f
0 

Hn(c)dc + E* sup max IW('11(<5; k)) * (µ - v)tllrnw11 n < K ) lo tE[0,7 ] 1$ k$ Nn(o) , T -

(recall the notation W(w') defined by (2.2 .1) for every \JI' c '11 ) . 
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Proof. Recall the proof of (i) of Theorem 2.2.3; it suffices to consider the first term on 

the right hand side of (2.2.8). Notice that 

(W'P - W ,r0,t, )B0(1j; ) * (µ - v) 1 :S: W(I10 1j; )Bo(1P ) * (µ - v)i + 2W(I1o1j; )Bo(1/; ) * Vt· 

The second term on the right hand side is bounded by 

< Hn(o/2) (oK) 2 

oK 
/6/2 _ 

< 2K lo Hn(c: )dc: . 

On the other hand , the first term is bounded by 

on the set {IIWlln ,T :S: K} 

IW(I101P) * (µ - v)1I + IW(I1o 'lj; )l{w(n0 ,t,):eoao} * (µ - v)tl, 

and it follows from Corollary 2.1.3 that 

E* sup sup IW(ITo'lj; )l{w(no,t,):eoao} * (µ- v)1ll rnw 11 n,r:eo K} ;S oKHn(o). 
t E[O,T] ,PE iJ! 

The assertion follows from these inequalities. □ 

Thus the problem is how to manage the second term on the right hand side of Lemma 

2.2.5. As we announced above , this can be solved by means of the following lemma that 

is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.2 of van de Geer (1995b). From now on , we will 

assume that v( { t} x E) = 0 for every t E R+ for simplicity. 

Lemma 2.2.6 Letµ be an E-valued multivariate point process which has the predictable 

compensator v such that v(w; { t} x E) = 0 for all w E S1 and t E R+. Let W 

be a predictable function, and suppose that for a given constant a > 0 it holds that 

exp(a- 1 IWI) * v1(w) < oo for all w E S1 and t E JR+ . Let T be a finit e stopping time. 

Then, it holds for every r > 0 

p ( sup IW * (µ- v)il > E, (Ea(IW I)) *VT::; r) :::: 2exp (- ( €

2 

)) 
tE[O,T] 2 ac + f 

Ve:> 0. 

Lemma 2.2. 7 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2. 2.3. For a given constant 

a > 0, suppose also that for every w E S1 it holds that v(w; { t} x E) = 0 and that 

exp(a- 1W) * v1(w) < oo for all t E [0 ,T(w)]. Then, it holds that for any NFP IT of 11' 

and any constants o E (0 , ~n] and K > 0 that 

E* sup sup l(W'P - W<P ) * (µ - v)ill rnw 11 n r:eo K} nB 
tE[O,Tj l '.,>:<,Nn (•) ' 

¢ ,¢E >l' (6 ;k ) 
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:S Kl Hrr(c: )dc: + a log( l + Nrr(8)) , 

where 

B = max ~-------- < J( . { 
J(l'2a(W(w(b; k)))) * 1/T } 

I SkSNn(b) () -

Proof. Lemmas 2.2.6 and 2.1.2 yield that 

E* sup sup IW(w(J; k)) * (µ - v)1 ll s ;S 8KHrr(8) + alog(l + Nrr(8)), 
!E[O,r] ,PE W 

which implies the assertion. □ 

While the argument 8 in the above lemma is arbitrary, it sometimes suffices to consider 

a specific range of J. In the context of M-estimation studied in Chapter 6, we will use 

it in the following form that is reasonably weak and simple. It should be noted that one 

may get different versions by going back to Lemmas 2.2.6 and 2.2.7; even removing the 

assumption that v(w; { t} x E) = 0 is a lso possible. 

Theorem 2.2.8 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2.2.3. For a given constant 

a > 0, suppose also that f or every w E n it holds that v(w; {t} x E) = 0 and that 

exp(a- 1 W) * v1(w) < oo for all t E [0,T(w)]. Let IT be an arbitrary NFP of '11 . 

(i) For any constants 8 E (0, b.rr ] and J( > 0 satisfying 

(2.2.9) a lab fJ IT ( c) de :'S J( 62, 

it holds that 

(ii) If a given random sem imetric e on W satisfies that 

\:/'If;, r/> E W P.-almost surely, 

then, for any constants 8 E (0, b.rr] and J( > 0 satisfying (2.2.9), it holds that 

• "' 1> < 16 -E sup sup IXt - xt llrnw1(2a <K} n{II II <KJ ~ J( Hrr (t:)dc: , 
t E[O r] ¢,¢E'I! n ,r - I! n - 0 

' o(¢.¢) $ K6 

where 
e('I/J, </>) 

llellrr = sup max sup - -
•E{0,6nl 1:S kSNn(e) ,t;,,PE w{,,k) c 
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Proof. The second term of Lemma 2.2.7 is bounded by ao-2 !It Hn(c)dsf, which is 
o - o - · 

bounded by K Io Hn (c )dc whenever ao-2 Io Hn(c)dc $ K. Thus we have obtamed the 

first assertion. 

For the proof of the second assertion, we use the notations introduced in the first 

paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (p = 0 only). The method of the proof is quite 

similar to that of Theorem 2.2.4. Notice that 

and thus 

sup 1xt - xt1 $ 2 sup 1xt - xt1 + sup 1x;0
"' - x;0 <1> 1. 

l!( ,JJ,</>) SKo 19'.>Nn <cl l!( ,JJ,</>)S Ko 
,J,,¢E 'i' (J; k ) 

The second term on the right hand side equals 

where 

Ak, ,k2 = { w E n : :3'1j; , ¢ EIJ!s.t. { 1ro~ :1ro,k,} andg('lj;, ¢)(w) $ Ko}. 
7fO'I' - 7fo,k2 

Here notice that for every 'lj;, ¢ E \JI 

J(E2a(IW"o,P - W"0<P I)) * VT < g(1ro '1/) , 7fo</J) 

< r!(7ro'lf , 'If )+ [!(1ro¢ , ¢) + r!( 'lf , ¢) 

< 2Ko+Q('lj; ,¢) 

on the set {llr!lln $ K}. Thus, for every k1 , k2 = 1, ... , Nn(o) , and every w E {llr!lln $ 

K} n Ak 1 ,k,, by choosing some appropriate 'lj; = 'lj; ( k1, k2, w) and ¢ = ¢( k1, k2, w) , we can 

get 

J(E2a(IW"0,k1 - W"0,k2I)) *VT $ 3Ko. 

Thus Lemma 2.2.6 yields that 

p ( sup 1x;0 ,k1 - x;0 ,k 2 11 Ak1.k, > c, llr!lln $ K) $ 2 exp ( 
!E[O,T] 

for every c > 0. Hence it follows from Corollary 2.1.2 that 

E* sup sup 1x;ot/J - x;0 <1> ll rn 1? ll nSK} 
tE[O,TJ l!(t/J,<l>)S Ko 

< 2alog(l + Nn(o)2) + 3KoJ1og(1 + Nn(o)2) 

< 4a log(l + Nn(o)) + 3v'2K o Jiog(l + Nn (o)). 

This, together with the first assertion of the theorem, yields the second. □ 
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2.3 Martingale Difference Arrays 

Let a discrete-time stochastic basis B = (D, F , F , P) be given, where (D, F , P) is a 

probability space and F = { F;};EHo is an increasing sequence of sub-CT-fields of F indexed 

by N0 = {O} UN. Let IV be an arbitrary set . 

D efinition 2.3.1 {(;};EN= {((f[7j, E IV)hN is called an €00 (1V)-valued martingale dif

ference array on B if: 

(i) f,; is a mapping from St to €00 (1V) for every i E N; 

(ii) {(t}iEN is an JR-valued martingale difference array on B for every 7P E IV. 

It is required in (ii) that f,f is F;-measurable and E;_1f,f = 0 almost surely, for every 

7P E IV, where E;_ 1 denotes the F;_ 1-conditional expectation; the exceptional sets may 

depend on 7j,. Notice also that we do not require any measurability of the €00 (1V)-valued 

random element f,;. 

Based on the notation of Definition 2.1.4, we make the following definition. 

D efinition 2.3.2 The adapted envelope ff;}iEN of { f,;};EN is defined by 

~i = [sup [f,f 1] 
1/JEV' :F,,P 

Vi EN. 

For a given DFP I1 of IV, the quadratic IT-modulus [l(lln of {f,;}iEN is defined as the 

JR.+ U {oo}-valued increasing process {ll(lln,i}iEN given by 

Vi EN, 

where 

(2.3.1) (;(IV') = [ sup lf.f - (fl] 
,f;,</>EW' :F,,P 

Vi E N VIV' C IV. 

For a given DFP I1 of Ill and a given constant a > 0, the exponential (IT , a)-modulus 

ll([lff of { f,;};EN is defined as the [O, oo]-valued increasing process {llf,[[~";};EN given by 

Vi EN, 

where Ea ( x) is defined by ( 2. 2. 2) and (; ( IV') is defined by ( 2. 3.1) for every IV' C IV. 

Theorem 2.3.3 Let { f,;};EN be an €00 ('11)-valued martingale difference array, and let CT 

be a finite stopping time, both of which are defined on a discrete-time stochastic basis B . 

Then, we have the following (i) and (ii). 
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(i) For any NFP IT of \JI and any constants r5 E (0, Lin] and K > 0, 

where C',J; = ~/1{{;:oa} with a= a(b, K) = bK/Hn(b/2). 

(ii) For any DFP IT of \JI and any constants K , L > 0, 

• I m ,j; <P I i~n - L E max sup ~](; - (;) l{ ll{ II < I< Lug_ I{ 12< L} ;SK Hn(c: )dc: + A K. 
1::;m:::;a 1/J ,</>EW i = l n ,u - ' 1 , 1 t - 0 L.lfl 
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The result above is similar to Theorem 2.2.3, although the proof needs a careful discussion 

about the choice of versions of conditional expectations. It gives us the analogue of 

Theorem 2.2.4. 

Theorem 2.3.4 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2. 3. 3. It holds for any random 

semimetric p on \JI, any NFP IT of \JI and any constants r5 E (0, Lin] and K > 0 that 

where 

(2.3.2) { 
✓'<;""'<T E 11:a,,j; - f:a ,¢ J2 } 

B = sup L.,z = l i- 1 "' "' < J{ 
,/,,,/,E'II 6 -

u(,/,,¢)So 

and where C',J; = ( 7 1{{;:oa} with a= a(b,K) = bK/Hn(b/2). 

Proof of Theorem 2.3.3. Fix any r5, K > 0, and define ap, 'Trp and TIP for every integer 

p ~ 0 in the same way as the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (i). For every 

integer q ~ l we introduce the finite stopping time 

{ 
Jif (2- q- 2t5) 12 } 

r5q = inf i E N : i > n 
16 

- 1 Ar,. 

Then, we have r5q t r, as q --+ oo almost surely. Hence it is enough for getting the 

assertion (i) to show that 

Vq ~ 1, 

where a= a(b, K). 
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Let us now fix any integer q 2: 1, and choose some appropriate versions of ~i and 

c;;(I1p1/>), p = 0, 1, ... , q (recall the argument about (2.2.7)). We define: 

A;,p ( 1P) 

B;,p(1/>) 

B;,o( 1P) 

l{(;{llo1/>)$ao, .. ,{;(np- 11/>) $ ap-1.{;{rip1/>) $ ap}> P = 0, 1, ···, q; 

1 {UTio1/>)$ao , .. ,{;(llp - 11/>) $ ap- I ,(;{rlp1/>)>ap}, P = 1, · · ·, q; 

Next observe the identity 

(c;f - c;f0"' )B;,o(1/>) 
q 

+ I:(Ef - E?v,)B; ,p('l/J) 
p= l 

+(c;f - c;;•"')A; ,q('l/;) 
q 

+ L(E?"' - c;;•-'"' )Ai,p-1('l/J). 
p=l 

Taking the F ;_ 1-conditional expectations of all terms, we obtain 

(2.3.4) (0 =) E;- 1.;f - E;- 1c;f0
"' = E;- 1(c;f - c;f0"')B; ,o('l/J) 

q 

+ I: E;-1(.;t - c·"')B;,p(11>) 
p= l 

+E;_1(c;f - c;;•"' )A;,q('l/;) 
q 

+ I: Ei-1 (.;?"' - c•-1"')Ai,p- l (11>), 
p= I 

almost surely. Further , it holds that 

(2.3.5) 

almost surely, and that 

p = 1, ... , q, 

almost surely, and that 

(2.3.7) 

almost surely. Here we choose versions of conditional expectations as follows: first 

choose some versions of the terms E;_1(;(I1p('l/;))B;,p(1/>) of (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) , which 

are non-negative and fulfill the second inequalities of (2.3.6), identically; next , on the 

exceptional sets of (2.3.4), (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) , we define the values of all other 
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conditional expectations as zero. Then, the values of E; _1~;(Tip1/J) B;,p(1/J) and E;_ 1 (C""' -
C"-'"')Ai ,p- i('I/J) depend on 1/J only through TI0 '1j;, ... , Tip 'I/J and 1rp_11/J, 1rp1/J, respectively, 

while (2.3.4) , (2.3.5) , (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) hold identically for all 1/J E \[!_ 

Since a0 = 26KH11 (6/2) we have B;,o (1/J) l 1{,'.Sa( 8,I<)) = 0. This implies that 

E* (!~~ IEi- 1 (~t - C0
"')B; ,0(1/J)I l{{;Sa(8,Kl} ) 

'.S E (:~~ IE;- 1~;(TI01/J)B;,0(1/J)l l{{; '.Sa(8,K)} ) 

< 2E (~;B;,o(1/J) l{{,'.Sa(8,Kl}) = 0, 

and thus 

since (2 .3.5) holds identically 

!~~ jE;-1(~1 - ~;
0
"')B;,0(1/J)j l{{,'.Sa(8,K)} = 0 

almost surely. Hence we obtain 

where 

(III) 

almost surely. To get (2.3.3), we can deal with terms (I;) , (h), (II;), (II2 ) and (I II) 

exactly in the same way as those of the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 (i). 

The assertion (ii) can be proved in the same way as that of Theorem 2.2.3, paying 

attention to the choice of conditional expectations; introduce a continuous-time stochas

tic basis and repeat the argument with an announcing sequence (see page 14 and I.2.43 

of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). D 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3.4 . The result follows from the same argument as Theorem 2.2.4. 

□ 

When a maximal inequality not for the truncated E,f'"''s but for the original E,f 's is 

needed, one may follow exactly the same discussion as Lemmas 2.2.5, 2.2.7 and Theorem 

2.2.8, replacing Lemma 2.2.6 by the following version of the extended Bernstein inequality 

due to van de Geer (1995b). 

Lemma 2.3.5 Let E, = { E,;}iENo be an JR-valued martingale difference array on a discrete 

stochastic basis B. Suppose that for a given constant a > 0 it holds that E exp(a- 1 lf:.;I) < 
oo for every i E N. Let c, be a finite stopping time on B. Then, it holds for every r > 0 

p ( max /f C,il > c, 'E,E;- 1l'a(IE,;I)) '.Sr) '.S 2exp (- ( c
2 n) 

l :S m :S u i = l i = l 2 ac + 
Ve> 0. 

We state here the analogue of Theorem 2.2.8 only. 

Theorem 2.3.6 Let { E,;};EN be an f!00 (iI!)-valued martingale difference array and let c, 

be a finite stopping time both of which defined on a discrete-time stochastic basis B . 

Suppose also that for a given constant a > 0 it holds that E exp(a- 1t) < oo for every 

i E N. Let IT be an arbitrary NFP of iI!. 

(i) For any constants 6 E (0, 6. 11 ] and K > 0 satisfying 

(2.3.8) al Hn(c)dc :S Kb2
, 

it holds that 

• . I m ,t, </> I loo -E max sup 2:)E,; - E,;) l{ll'lle2• <K} ;SK Hn(c)dc, 
l :Sm :S u ,t,,¢ E"1 ._ 1 ' n ,u- O 

p(,J,,¢)9 ,_ 

(ii) If a given semimetric {! on iI! satisfies that 

u 

L E;- 1l'2a(IE.t - E.tl) '.S e(~, <I>) P.-almost surely, 
i = l 

then, for any constant 6 E (0 , 6.n] and K > 0 satisfying (2.3.8} , it holds that 

where 

llelln = sup max sup e(~, </>) 
eE (O ,~n] l:Sk :S Nn(e) ,t,,</>EW(,,k) c 
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2 .4 Continuous Local Martingales 

Let B = (n, F, F = (F1)tEIR+ , P) be a stochastic basis and ('-II , p) a proper metric space. 

Let X = (X1P I¢ E '-II) be a family of continuous local martingales defined on B indexed 

by '-II. We introduce a kind of "quadratic modulus" which fits in this situation. 

Definition 2.4.1 A quadratic p-modulus IIXIIP of a family X = (X 1P 1¢ E '-II) of contin

uous local martingales is defined as a [O, oo]-valued stochastic process t """ IIXllp,t given 

by 

Vt E lI4. 

Since the set '-II is not necessarily countable, the random element IJXJlp,t may not have 

any measurability. Moreover, although the predictable covariation (X 'P , X ¢) is uniquely 

determined up to a negligible set for every pair ¢, </> E '-II, due to the same reason the 

quadratic p--modulus of X may not be unique even in the almost sure sense. However, 

we do not require its uniqueness because the assertion of the following theorem is valid 

for any choice of quadratic p--modulus of X. 

Theorem 2.4.2 Let ('-II , p) be a totally bounded metric space. Let X = (X 1P I¢ E '-II) be 

a family of continuous local martingales indexed by '-II such that xt = 0, and T a finite 

stopping time, both of which are defined on a stochastic basis B. 

Then, for any choice of quadratic p-modulus IIXIIP of X , it holds that for every 

o,K > 0 

sup E* sup sup IXt -xf Jlrnx 11 p,, :o K} ;SK fn° Jlog(l + N('-ll , p;E))dE, 
co~~;;.!,e IE[O,Tj Pu,::;. 0 

provided the integral on the right hand side is finite (the first supremum is taken over all 

countable subsets '-II* of '-II). 

Proof. Fix any countable subset '-II* of '-II. Let { wm }mEN be a sequence of finite subsets 

of '-II* such that wm t '-II* as m ---+ oo. For every m E N and p E Z, let us denote by 

q( m, p) the smallest integer such that q( m , p) > p and that each of closed balls with 

centers in wm and p--radius 2 · 2 - q(m ,p) contains exactly one point in wm_ Then it is clear 

that Card(wm) ~ N(w, p; 2- q(m,Pl). 

Next let us introduce some mappings n;_"·P: wm---+ w;n ,p , p ~ r ~ q(m,p) , defined by 

7rm ,p = ).m,p O ,\m,p O •.. 0 ,\m,p 
r r r + l q(m ,p) ' 
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where the sets \{l;_" ,P C \{Im and the mappings >.;_n ,P : \{Im ➔ \{l;_" ,P should be specified in 

the following way. For p :Sr < q(m,p) , choose \{l;_" ,P and define >.;_n,P which satisfy the 

following two conditions: (i) Card(\{l;_",P) :S N(ifl ,p;2- r) ; (ii) p('lj;, >.;_"•P( 'lj; )) :S 2 - 2-r for 

every 'lj; E \{Im_ For r = q(m,p) , put \{l;~,P) = wm and denote by >-;~,Pl the identity 

mapping on wm. 

In term of the mappings 1r;_"·P which have been introduced, we consider the chaining 

given as follows: for every t E Ill+ and 'lj; E if/* 

1xt - xt 1 :S (I)+ (II) 

where the terms on the right hand side are given by: 

q(m ,p) m p m p(•'• ) q(m,p) m p m P(A.) 
(I) I: 1x;r. (,/J) - x;r ..: , .,, I+ I: 1x;r . (¢,) - x;r..: , .,, I; 

r = p+ I r = p+ I 

(II) 1x;;,n·P(,i,J - x;;,n ·P(¢,JI -

First let us consider the term (I) . It follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that for every t: , T > 0 

p ( sup 1x;;_"·P(,t,) - xt"..:~( ,/J)I > c, 11x11p,r :S K) :S 2 exp (- 2 2~:r K2) ' 
tE[0,rAT] · 

and by letting T ➔ oo we can replace " T I\ T " by " T " on the left hand side. Thus we 

obtain from Lemma 2.1.2 that 

E sup sup 1x;;_"·P(,/J) - x;:."..:~(,/J)ll(IIXll,, r~K} ;S rr K J1og(l + N('¥ , p; 2- r)) . 
,/JE wm tE[0,r] 

Next let us consider the term (II). Notice that 

p( 1r;•P ( 7P ), 1r;•P ( q>)) 
q(m ,p) g(m ,p) 

< L p(1r7,:'·P(7j; ), 1r~H'lj; )) + L p(1r;_"•P(<j)) , 1r~H<t>)) + p('lj;, <I>) 
r = p+ I r = p+ I 

and the right hand side is not bigger than 9 - 2- p whenever p('lj; , </>) < 2- P_ Hence it 

follows from Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 that 

E 

;S 9 - rP K J1og(l + N('¥ , p; 2- P)2) :S 9h - rP K J1og(l + N('¥, p; 2- P)) . 

To show the assertion of the theorem, for a given o > 0 choose p E Z such that 

2- p- J < o :S 2- p_ Then, the estimates for the terms (I) and (II) yield that 

E sup sup 1xt - xt11{11Xll,,r~K} 
:cJ.~f~ tE[O,r] 

q(m ,p) ~------ - Ii 

~ rrKJlog(l+N(ifl,p; 2- r)) < 2K fo2 
Jlog(l+N('¥,p; t: ))dt:. < 
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The proof is accomplished by letting m -+ oo. □ 

One may sometimes encounter the question whether the paths 1/; -v-+ Xf and (t, 1/;) -v-+ 

Xf are continuous and/or bounded. Applying the result above, we can get two kinds of 

answers to this problem. The first one is concerned with the case where '¥ is countable. 

Theorem 2.4.3 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2.4- 2. Suppose also that w is 

countable and that 

P(IIXIIP,T < oo) = 1 and l Jlog N(w , p; c)dc < oo. 

Then, almost all paths of 1/; -v-+ Xf are uniformly p-continuous on W; moreover, they 

belong to €00 ('¥). Furthermore, when T > 0 is a constant, almost all paths of (t,1/;) -v-+ 

Xf are uniformly p-continuous on [O, T] x w, where p((t, 1/;), (s, ¢)) = It - sl V p('I/;, ¢); 

moreover, they belong to £00 ([O, T] X w). 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.4.2 that for every i E N there exists 6; > 0 such that 

Here, we set 

A; = { sup sup IXf - Xf I > r;} Vi EN. 
p( ,P,</>) 'oc bi tE [O,T] 

Then, since L; P(A; n {IIXIIP,T :::; K}) < oo, it follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma 

that P (lim sup; A; n {I IXIIP,T :::; K}) = 0 for every K > 0. Noting UKEN{IIXIIP,T :::; K} = 
{IIXIIP,T < oo}, we obtain that P(lim sup; A;) = 0, which implies the uniform continuity. 

Since (w, p) is totally bounded, almost all pathes are bounded. □ 

When \{I is uncountable , the following gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a 

continuous version of 1/; -v-+ Xf . 

Theorem 2.4.4 Consider the same situation as Theorem 2.4- 2. Suppose also that it 

holds for a choice of quadratic p-modulus IIXIIP,T of X that 

p (rnx11p,T].Fr,P < oo) = 1 and l JiogN(w,p; c )dc < 00 . 

Then, there exists a family { .X ( 1/;) : 1/; E '¥} of F7 -measurable random variables such that 

X ( 1/;) = X f almost surely for every 1/; E W and that almost all paths of 1/; -v-+ X ( 1/;) are 

uniformly p-continuous; moreover, they belong to €00 (w). (Such a process 1/; -v-+ X('I/;) is 

called a p-continuous version of 1/; -v-+ X f .) 
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Proof. Consider the FT-measurable partition n = UK ENu{oo} D(K) given by 

D(K) 

D(oo) 

{[IIXllp,T]Fr,P E [K - 1, K)} E F T 

{rnx11 P,T] Fr,P = 00} E F T) 

VKE N, 

and define the process 7/; ----+ YK( 'l/J ) by YK( 'l/J) = Xf ln(K) for every K E N. Notice that 

(\Jt,p) is separable. For every K E N, since 7/;----+ YK( 'l/J ) is continuous in probability by 

Theorem 2.4.2, it admits a separable version 7/;----+ YK( 'I/; ); here, we may define YK = 0 on 

the set n \ D(K). In the same way as Theorem 2.4.3, we can show that almost all paths 

of 7/; ----> Yg( 'l/J ) are uniformly p-continuous. Thus the process X = LKEN YK satisfies the 

required properties. □ 

Notice that the constructed X('I/;) is not the terminal variable of a continuous local 

martingale any more. However, it is conjectured that such a construction, including also 

the parameter t, would be possible. 

In Theorem 2.4.2, the requirement that p should be a proper metric on \JI is strong for 

some applications. The following theorem is concerned with an adaptation to a (random) 

semimetric (! which is "weaker" than the metric p; the entropy number should be still 

computed with respect to the metric p. The proof is similar to (and easier than) that 

for (ii) of Theorem 2.2.8, hence is omitted. 

Theorem 2.4.5 Let (\JI , p) be a totally bounded m etric space. Let X = (X"'l'l/J E \JI) be 

a family of continuous local martingales indexed by \JI such that xt = 0, and let T be a 

finite stopping time, both of which are defined on a stochastic basis B . If a given random 

semimetric (! on \JI satisfi es that 

P. -almost surely, 

then it holds that for every o, K > 0 

sup E* sup sup IXt - Xfl l rnl'IIPSK) ;SK f" Jlog(l + N(\Jt, p; c))dc, 
,i,• c ,i, tE [O,TJ ,i,,¢E "'" fa 

countable Q(t/J ,4')'5: K& 

where 

provided the integral on the right hand side is finite (the first supremum is taken over all 

countable subsets \JI* of \JI) . 
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2.A Notes 

The martingale version of the Bernstein inequality (Lemma 2.1.1) is due to Freedman 

(1975) who dealt with the discrete-time case. The inequality requires that the jumps of 

a martingale are bounded , but this assumption has been replaced by a kind of higher 

order moment condition by van de Geer (1995b), which we quoted as Lemmas 2.2.6 and 

2.3.5. 

The usefulness of bounds for expectation of supremum was shown by Pollard (1989). 

See also Pollard (1990), Kim and Pollard (1990) and, for more details, van der Vaart and 

Wellner (1996). The inequalities given in Section 2.2 have the same nature as that of van 

de Geer (1995b, 1997) who derived a probability inequality with a different definition of 

brackets. 

Related to Theorems 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, one can find a general theory of the regularity 

of sample paths in Chapter 11 of Ledoux and Talagrand (1991). 



Chapter 3 

Weak Convergence Theorems 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Let us quote here a t ightness criterion for sequences of random elements taking values in 

€00-spaces . The proof can be found in Chapter 1.5 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). 

Theorem 3.1.1 Let T be an arbitrary set. For every n EN, let (Dn, Fn , pn) be a prob

ability space and xn a mapping from nn to €00 (T). Consider the fallowing statements: 

(i) xn converges weakly in €00 (T) to a tight, Borel law; 

(ii) every finite-dimensional marginal oft,_,_. xn(t) converges weakly to a (tight,) Borel 

law; 

(i ii ) for every E, TJ > 0 there exists a finite partition {Tk : 1 :S: k :S: N} of T such that 

limsupPn• ( max sup 1xn(t) - xn(s)I > c:) :::::: T) ; 
n->oa I S kSN t ,sETk 

(iv) there exist a semimetric p on T such that (T, p) is totally bounded and that for every 

E, T/ > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that 

lim supPn• ( sup 1xn(t) - xn(s)I > E) :::::: T/· 
n --HX) t,sET 

p(t,s)~6 

Then, there is the equivalence (i) ¢==? (ii) + (iii) ¢==? (ii)+ (iv). Furthermore, if 

the finit e-dimensional marginals of a process t ,_,_. X(t) have the same laws as those of 

the limits in (i i), then there exists a version X of X such that xn ~ X in €00 (T) and 

that almost all paths t ,_,_. X(t) are uniformly p-continuous, where p is the semimetric 

appearing in (iv). Furthermore, if the finite-dimensional marginals of the process t ,_,_. 

X(t) are Gaussian, the semimetric p2 defined by 

P2(t, s) = JEIX(t) - X(s)l 2 \/t,s ET 

satisfies the same properties as p. 

34 
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Remark. o measurability of xn has been assumed. On the other hand , in the latter 

part of the conclusion , all finite-dimensional marginals of the processes t __,_, X(t) and 

t __,_, X(t) are implicitly assumed to be Borel measurable. Moreover , the assertion means 

that it is possible to choose a version X that is Borel measurable in (£00 (T) , II· 11 00 ) . 

3.2 Multivariate Point Processes 

Let (E, E) be a Blackwell space and w an arbitrary set. For every n E N, let µn be an 

E-valued multivariate point process defined on a stochastic basis Bn = (!1" , :F" , Fn = 
(:FI')t EIR+, Pn), and vn a "good" version of the predictable compensator of µn. Let wn = 
{wn,,i, : 'I/; E w} be a family of predictable functions on {r = rr x lI4 x E indexed by 

\JI. Let a DFP IT of \JI be given. Notice that (E , E) , \JI and IT do not depend on n , while 

all other objects are indexed by n E N (we will discuss the case of DFP 's ITn varying 

with n EN at the end of this section). In the same way as Section 2.2 , we introduce the 

following notations: 

• the predictable envelope W' of wn; 

• the quadratic IT-modulus 11wn/ln of wn. 

Further, let a finite stopping time Tn on Bn be given. Throughout this section, we shall 

assume: 

(3.2.1) the process t __,_, W' * v; takes values in [O , oo) . 

As in Section 2.2 , we define the local martingales t __,_, x;,,i, and the locally square

integrable martingales t __,_, xn,a, ,i, on Bn by 

and 
vn,a,,/1 _ wn,,/1 1 _ * (µn _ vn) 

.1~1 - (W Sa} t Vt E lI4 \/'I/; E \JI \/a > 0, 

respectively. We will derive the asymptotic behavior of the processes 'I/; __,_, x;~w and 

(t, 'l/; ) __,_, x;,,i,, as n--+ oo. 

Let us now introduce several conditions. The first one is the Partitioning Entropy con

dition, which is a natural generalization of the metric entropy condition for L2-bracketing 

in the LLD. case: 

(PE] there exists a DFP IT of \JI such that 
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Notice that, due to Lemma 2.2.2, under [PE] we can always construct a new NFP 

IT which satisfies the displayed conditions . Next , we shall also consider two kinds of 

Lindeberg conditions: 

[ 

-.-.=, p n 
11] W I{W' >€) * v;n --, 0 for every c > 0; 

[12] jW"j2 l{W' >e } * v;n ~ 0 for every c > 0. 

When we mention [12], the assumption that 

(3.2.2) the process t...,.. jW"j2 * v~ takes values in [0, oo) 

is also implicitly imposed in addition to (3 .2 .1), and in this case the process t...,.. x~,,p is 

a locally square-integrable martingale on B n_ It is trivial that (12] implies [11]. 
Next let us introduce some conditions prescribing the asymptotic behavior of the 

quadratic covariations. Let S be a subset of IR+ , and suppose that the family { cf,p,¢) : 

t E IR+ , ('If;, ¢) E llt 2
} of constants in the following satisfi es that 

(3.2.3) t ...,.. cf 1/J,¢) is continuous for every ('If; ,¢) E llt 2 
: 

[Cl] [Xn ,1/J ,xn,¢]t ~ Cf,p,¢) for every t ES and ('If; ,¢) E 1¥2 ; 

(C2] (Xn ,1/J, xn ,¢)t ~ Cf1/J,<P) for every t E Sand ('If;,¢) E llt2 ; 

[Cla] [Xn ,a,1/J , xn,a,<f>]t ~ Cf,p,<f>) for every t ES and ('If; ,¢) E llt2 , for every a> 0; 

[C2a] (Xn,a,1/J , xn,a,<f>)t ~ Cf,p,¢) for every t ES and ('If;, ¢) E 1¥ 2 , for every a> 0. 

Similarly to the remark following (12], the assumption (3.2.2) is implicitly imposed when 

we mention (C2]. It is well-known that the quadratic covariations are given by 

rxn, ,P , xn,q,lt = I: t:ix; ,,P t:ix; ,<t> 
s::;t 

and ( under the assumption (3.2.2)) 

(xn ,,P , xn ,<f> )t = (wn ,,Pwn,<f> ) * vr - I: w .n,,P w.n,<f>, 
s~ t 

where w;i ,,P (w) = JE wn ,1/J (w, t, x)v(w ; {t} X dx) , respectively. 

Using the constants {Ct'¢} appeared in the conditions above, we set (formally) 

(3.2.4) 

for every (t, 'lf;),(s, ¢) E IR+ x '¥. Any of (Cl], (C2], [Cla] or [C2a] implies that the 

value under the square-root is non-negative for every ( t , 'If;) , ( s, ¢) E S x 1¥ , hence the 

IR+ -valued function p2 is well-defined by the formula (3.2.4) at least on (S x 1¥) 2 . Further , 

by virtue of (3.2.3) , this is true also on ([0 , T] x llt )2 if S is a dense subset of the finite 

interval [0 , Tj wi th T being a constant. 
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The assertions in the following lemma are clear or rather well-known (see e.g. Theorem 

VIII.3.6 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) for the part (ii) below) , but we state the proofs 

with minor modification to our situation. 

Lemma 3.2.1 (i) The condition [Ll] implies the following: 

(i1) W"l{W'>e} * µ~n ~ 0 for every E: > 0; 

(. ) 1xn,,f; xn,a ,,f; I ~ 0 r > 0 · 12 suptE[o,7 nJ sup!/JE W t - t J or every a , 

(i3) SUPtE[O,Tn] 6(W" * µ?) ~ 0 and SUPtE[O,Tn) ll(W" * vr) ~ O; 

(i4) suptE[o,7 nJ sup!/;Ew l6X~•a,!/J I ~ 0 for every a> 0. 

(ii) Let Tn = T be a fixed constant, and suppose that S is a subset of the finite interval 

[O, T]. Then, under [Ll] it holds that [Cl] ¢? [Cla] ¢? [C2a]- Under [12], the condition 

[C2] is also equivalent to any of them. 

Proof. It follows from Lenglart's inequality that 

pn (W"l{W' >e} * µ~n 2'. T/) S T/ + pn (W"l{Wn>e} * v;,. 2'. T/2) VTJ > 0, 

hence the condition (Ll] implies (i1). The assertions (i2), (i3) and (i4) are immediate 

from (ii). 

Next we show the part (ii) of the lemma. By polarization it is enough to consider 

the case ¢ = 'lj; . Observe that 

j[xn,!/J, xn,,f;] t - [xn,a ,!/J, xn,a,,f;ltl 

I
L (llx;·"' + llx; ,a,,f,)(6X;·"' - llx;,a,,f,)I 
s9 

< 2 L jllwn,,f, l{W>a} * (µn - vn) sl on the set O? 
s9 

< 2 jW"l{W>a} * µ~ + W"l{W>a} * v;j, 

where D? = {suptE[O,Tj J6X?·"'J S l} U {suptE[O,TJ l6X~·a,,PI S l}. The assertion that (Cl] 
¢? (Cla] under (Ll] is now derived from (i 1), (i3) and (i4) . 

To show the equivalence (Cla] ¢? [C2a] under (Ll], fix any a > 0, and we set 

yn = [xn,a,¢, xn,a,¢] - (xn ,a,¢, xn,a,¢) . We will prove that SUPsE[O,t) J6Ytl ~ 0 for 

every t ES under either [Ll] + (Cla] or [Ll] + [C2a]- Since xn ,a,,p is a locally square

integrable martingale, we have that yn is a local martingale and that so is JYn 12 - [Yn, yn] 

(see Proposition I.4.50 of J acod and Shiryaev (1987)). Hence Lenglart 's inequality yields 

that for every E:, TJ > 0 
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because 6[Yn, ynJ = l6Ynl2 :::; (l6[xn,a,t/J, xn,a,t/J]l2v l6(xn,a,t/J, xn,a,t/> )12):::; 16a4 . Thus 

it suffices to show that 

(3.2.5) Vt ES 

under either (Ll] + (Cla] or [Ll] + (C2a]· 
Since the local martingale yn has finite variation, we have 

where 
an = sup 6 [xn,a,,i, xn,a,,i,l 

t ' s' 
An = [Xn,a,,i, xn,a,t/JJ 

t ' t, 
sE[0,t] 

/3r = sup 6(xn,a,t/J , xn,a,,t, )s, 
sE[0,tj 

Using (i3) , we obtain that ar ~ 0 and /3r ~ 0 for every t E S, under (LI]. On the 

other hand , Lenglart 's inequality yields that 

Vc, TJ > 0 

and that 

pn(B~ 2: c) :::; T/ + 4a
2 

+ Pn(Ar 2'. TJ) Ve, T/ > 0. 
c 

Hence [C2a] implies that Ar = Opn(l), and (Cla] does that Br= Opn(l). The claim 

(3.2.5) has been established. 

The equivalence that (C2] ¢c> (C2a] under [L2] follows from the inequality 

l(xn,t/J, xn ,,j,>t - (xn,a,t/J, xn,a, ,t, H 

< 1w121{W">a} * I/~ 

+ L /, 2W'(t ,x)v({t} X dx) /, W'(t ,x)l{W'(t,x)>a}v({t} x dx) 
t'.Sr E E 

on the set n;, 

where rl2 = {suptE[O,r] 6(W' * vr):::; l}. 

The first result of this section is concerned with the processes 'If; .,.,.. x;;.w. 

□ 
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Theorem 3.2.2 Consider the above situation with (3.2. 1). Suppose that every finite

dimensional marginal of X;n = (X;~,;,11/i E \JI) converges weakly to a (tight,) Borel law, 

and also that the conditions [PE] and (Ll] are satisfied. Then x;•n converges weakly in 

£00 (\J!) to a tight, Borel law. 

The result above is a direct consequence of the next lemma, applying Theorem 3.1.1 

Lemma 3.2.3 The conditions [PE] and (Ll] imply that for every c , 'f) > 0 there exists 

a finite partition { \JI k : 1 ::; k ::; N} of \JI such that 

Jim sup pn• ( sup SUp 1x;,,J, - x;,1> 1 > c) ::; 'f). 
n➔oo tE [0,7 n] !~¢kl':. 

Proof. Take a NFP II which satisfies the requirements of (PE]. Fix any c , 'f) > 0. First 

notice that for any J E (0, b.n] and K > 0 

(3.2.6) P n• ( jXn,a(li,K) ,,J, Xn ,a(o,K),1>1 > ) sup sup t - 1 c 
tE[O,Tn J l S k S Nn (.5) 

,j,,¢E 'l' (8; k ) 

::; (I)+ (II), 

where the terms on the right hand side are given by: 

(I) 

(II) 

pn(llwnlln ,Tn > K); 

l En* 1xn,a(o,K),,J, xn,a(/i,K),1> 11 - sup sup t - t {IIWn ll n ,r n:S K} , 
c IE[O,Tn] I S k S Nn (.5) 

,p,¢E '1' (8;k) 

where a(J, K) = JK/ Hn(J/2). It follows from (i) of Theorem 2.2.3 that there exists a 

universal constant C > 0 such that 

(3.2.7) 
Kio_ 

(II)::; C · - Hn(c)dc 
c O 

Now, the first condition of (PE] yields that there exists a constant K = K,., > 0 

such that limsupn➔oo(J) ::; rJ/2. Next, since Hn(c) ::; 1 + Hn(c) , the second condition 

of (PE] implies that we can choose a sufficiently small constant J = J,,11 > 0 such that 

the right hand side of (3 .2.7) is not bigger than rJ/2. Consequently, (i2 ) of Lemma 3.2 .1 

with a= a(J,,11 , K 11 ) yields the assertion. D 

The next result deals with the processes ( t , 1/i) ""' x;,,;, . 

Theorem 3.2.4 Consider the above situation with (3.2.1) where Tn = T is a fixed posi

tive constant, and let S be a dense subset of the finite interval [O, Tj containing T. Sup

pose that either [PE] + (Ll] + (Cl] or [PE] + (L2] + (C2] is satisfied. Then, it 
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P " 
holds that xn ==} X in €00 ([0, Tj x '11) , where each finit e-dimensional marginal of the 

process (t , if; ) ----+ Xf has the Gaussian distribution N(O , E) with E = {E;1} given by 

E;1 = Ci;~i; 1
) . Furthermore, the formula (3. 2.4) defines a semimetric P2 on [O , Tj x 1¥ 

such that [O, Tj x 1¥ is totally bounded with respect to p2 , and that almost all paths of X 

are uniformly p2 -continuous. 

The following lemma, which is rather well-known, is used to show the result above. 

Lemma 3.2.5 Under (LI] + [CI], for every if; E 1¥ and every € , rJ > 0 there exists 

b > 0 such that 

lim sup pn ( sup 1x;·"' - x;•"' I > €) s. T/· 
n --HX) t ,."IE(O,rJ 

l<-•IS• 

Proof. Fix any N E N for a while , and put a = N - 1 . By (ii) of Lemma 3.2.1 we 

may assume (LI] + (C2al· It always holds that c~,µ,,µ) = 0 and that t ----+ cf"'·"') is 

increasing, because so does t ----+ (xn,a ,,;, , xn ,a,,;, )1. We may assume Ci,;,,,;,) > 0 without 

loss of generality. Since t ----+ cf,;,,,;, ) is continuous and S is dense in [O , Tj, we can choose 

some points T; E S ( i = 1, ... , N) such that c4t,,;,J - Ci'f'_:tl = Ci"'·"') N- 1
, where To = 0 

and TN = T. It follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that for every € > 0 

pn ( sup 1x;,a,,;, - x;,~;"' I > c:, n~) < 2 exp (- c::"' ,;,J ) , 
tEh - 1,r i] - 2[rn + 2Cr ' N - 1] 

where 
N nn = n { (xn ,a,,;, xn,a,,;,) . _ (xn ,a,,;, xn ,a,,;, ) . < 2c(,;,,,;,) N-1} . 

N , Ti , Ti- 1 - T 

i = l 

Hence we have 

pn ( max sup 1x;·0 ·"' - xn,a,,µ I > € n~) $. 2N exp (- €

2 

N( ,µ ,µ ) ) . 
15ci5c N tE[r,_ ,,r i] r,_ , , 2[c + 2Cr . l 

Here notice that limn-->oo pn(fl'Jv) = 1. Choosing a large number N , and then letting 

n -+ oo , we can easily deduce the assertion from (i2 ) of Lemma 3.2 .1. □ 

Proof of Theorem 3.2.4, Let us check the conditions of Theorem 3.1.1. First, Theorem 

VIII.3.11 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) says that either of (LI] + (Cia] or (L2] + 
(C2a] implies the finite-dimensional convergence of xn,a for any a > 0 (recall also (i4 ) of 

Lemma 3.2.1). Thus the finite-dimensional convergence of xn follows from (i2 ) and (ii) 

of Lemma 3.2.1. The condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1.1 can be shown by means of Lemmas 

3.2.3 and 3.2.5. □ 
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Let us close this section with discussing the case of DFP 's IP varying with n E N. 

In this case, we shall check the condition (iv) of Theorem 3.1.1 instead of (iii). We thus 

introduce the following condition. 

[PEn] there exists a semimetric p on w such that (w, p) is totally bounded , and for every 

n E N there exists a DFP IIn of w such that: 

lim Jim sup Jim sup p n• ( sup 
K➔oo o.j,0 n➔oo ,;.¢,E '1! 

p(,f,.,/,)-Sli 

limlimsup f
0 

Hn n(c) dc = O; 
o.j,O n---->oo lo 

JIWn ,,p - wn,t/>j2 1(\;\l" <::l) * ll,-n 

{J 

We then have an analogue of Lemma 3.2.3. 

= 0. 

Lemma 3.2.6 The conditions [PEn] and [Ll] imply that for every E, 'f/ > 0 there exists 

6 > 0 such that 

Proof. Repeat the same argument as Lemma 3.2.3 using Theorem 2.2.4 instead of (i) of 

Theorem 2.2.3. □ 

Consequently, Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 hold also with [PEn] instead of [PE]. In par

ticular, Theorem 3.2.4 under [PEn] + [L2] + [C2] refines Theorem 2.2 of Nishiyama 

(1997); the condition (B3) there has been removed. 

3.3 Martingale Difference Arrays 

We give some analogues of Theorems 3.2 .2 and 3.2.4; those can be shown using Theorem 

2.3.3 (i) instead of Theorem 2.2.3 (i) (or using Theorem 2.3.4 instead of Theorem 2.2.4), 

thus the proofs are omitted. Let w be an arbitrary set. For every n E N, let { (f}iEN 

be an l:'00 (\J!)-valued martingale difference array on a discrete-time stochastic basis B n = 
(nn,Fn,Fn = {Fr}iENo,Pn). 

Let II a DFP of w, and let IIn be a sequence of DPF's of w. In the same way as 

Section 2.3, we introduce the following notations: 

• the adapted envelope {C}iEN of W' }iEN; 

• the quadratic II-modulus {IIClln ,i }iEN of {(f}iEN; 
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• the quadratic IF'-modulus {IICllnn,;};EN of W'}iEN· 

We shall always assume: 

(3.3.1) Vi EN. 

For a given finite stopping time an , we make the following conditions: 

[PE'] there exists a DFP IT of 1¥ such that 

ll(nlln,u" = Opn(l) and ht,.n Hn(c)dc < oo; 

[PEn'] there exists a semimetric p on I{! such that (1¥, p) is totally bounded , and for every 

n E N there exists a DFP rrn of I¥ such that 

and 

IICllnn,rn = Opn(l), limlimsup f
0 

Hnn(c)dc = 0, 
6.j.O n->oo lo 

( 
/'DC En (IC',t, - C'<t>l 2 A 1) ) 

Jim Jim sup lim sup pn• sup •- 1 
,-I ' ' > K = 0· 

K ->oo oio n->oo ,t,.,/,E "' b , 
p(,t,,,t,)9 

[LI'] I:f:1 Ef_1~){(>e} ~ 0 for every E > 0; 

[L2'] I:f:1 Ef_1 jrj2l{[' >e l ~ 0 for every E > 0. 

When we mention [L2'], the assumption that 

(3.3.2) Vi EN, 

which is stronger than (3.3.1), is implicitly imposed. It is clear that [L2'] implies [LI']. 

Theorem 3.3 .1 Consider the above situation with (3.3.1). Suppose that every finite

dimensional marginal of xn = (xn ,,t, l'l/J E 11') given by xn,,t, = I:f:1 c,,t, converges weakly 

to a (tight,) Borel law, and also that either of [PE'] + [LI'] or [PEn'] + [LI'] is satisfied. 

Then xn converges weakly in t'00 (1¥) to a tight, Borel law. 

Next , let us consider the process (t, 'l/J) __,_, x;,,t, given by 

ur 
(3.3.3) x;,,t,= I:C,,t, Vt E [0,T] V'l/J E 1¥ , 

i=l 

where T > 0 is a constant, and (ar)tE[O,r) is a family of finite stopping times on Bn such 

that a0 = 0 and that each path t __,_, ar is increasing, cad, with jumps equal to 1. We 

introduce two kinds of conditions, in which the family { ci,t,,</>) : t E 114, ( 'l/J, cf>) E 1¥ 2 } of 

constants should satisfy (3.2.3): 
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[Cl'] I:~l 1 ~f·"'c·</> ~ cf Ml for every t E 5 and (1/;, ¢) E ll! 2
; 

[C2'] °"o-r En r:n ,t/J r:n,</> ~ c<w,<I>) for every t E S and (01• ,1.) E W2 
L...Ji= l t - 1"::.t "::.t t If', If' · 

Simi larly to the remark following [L2'], the assumption (3.3.2) is implicit ly imposed 

when we mention [C2'] . 

Theorem 3.3.2 Let S be a dense subset of the finite interval [O, Tj containing T. Con

sider the above situation with (3.3.1), and assume [PE'] or [PEn'] with an =a;. Suppose 

also that either [Ll'] + [Cl'] or [L2'] + [C2'] is satisfied. Then, the same conclusion as 

Theorem 3.2.4 holds for the sequence of processes xn = (X~•"'l(t, 1/;) E [O, Tj x w) defined 

by (3.3.3). 

Let us close this section with stating a generalization of Jain-Marcus ' (1975) central 

limit t heorem to the case of martingale d ifference arrays. We denote by N(w, p; E) t he 

€-covering number of a semimetric space (w, p). 

Proposition 3 .3 .3 Let (w, p) be a totally bounded semimetric space. For every n EN, 

let {~f};01 be an €00 (1l!)-valued martingale difference array on a discrete-time stochastic 

basis Bn such that 

V1/;,¢Ell!, 

where {I{[' };01 is an ll4 -valued adapted process. For given finite stopping time an , a 

sufficient condition for [PE'] is 

a" 

L Ef_ I I Kf I 2 = Q pn ( 1) 
i=l 

and t J 1ogN(ll!,p;E)dE < oo. 

3.4 Continuous Local Martingales 

Let us begin with giving a definition. 

Definition 3.4.1 A family X = (X"' l'I/; E w) of continuous local martingales indexed by 

a metric space ( W, p) is said to be p-separable if there exist a countable subset w• of w 
and a negligible set N E F such that for every E > 0 and w E n \ N 

Xf(w) E {Xf(w): ¢ E W*, p('I/;, ¢) < c} Vt E ll4, V1/; E 1lJ, 

where the closure is taken in IR U { -oo, +oo}. 

When (w, p) is separable, a sufficient condition for the p-separability is that a lmost all 

paths 1/; """ Xf are p-continuous, but it is not always easy to check the continuity in 
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general. On the other hand , it is clear that any family of continuous local martingales 

indexed by a countable set II' is p-separable ( for any metric p on II'). 

Let us now turn to the context of weak convergence. Let (II', p) be a totally bounded 

proper metric space. For every n E N, let xn = (Xn, ,t,11/1 E II') be a (not necessarily 

p-separable) family of continuous local martingales indexed by II' defined on a stochastic 

basis Bn = (fin , ;::n, Fn = (Ft)tEIR+, pn). Let Tn be a finite stopping time on Bn. We 

introduce the Metric Entropy condition. 

[ME] Given finite stopping time Tn on Bn , 

and l J1ogN(w , p; c )dc < oo. 

Theorem 3.4.2 In the above situation, suppose that the family xn = (X",'Pl1/J E 11') is 

p-separable and that X;.'n = (X;.:,t,11/1 E w) takes values in €00 (11') almost surely. Suppose 

also that every finite-dimensional marginal of X;.'n converges to a (tight,) Borel law, and 

that the condition [ME] is satisfied. Then X;.'n converges weakly in €00 (11') to a tight, 

Borel law. 

Proof. The assertion is immediate from Theorems 2.4.2 and 3.1.1. □ 

The result above generalizes Theorem 1 of Bae and Levental (1995b) who assumed the 

continuity of (t , 1/J ) "" X~ ·,t,_ According to Theorem 2.4.3, when II' is countable and 

[ME] is assumed, a sufficient condition for X;.'n = (X;.:1P l1/! E 11') to take values in €00 (11') 

almost surely is that pn(I/Xn//p,rn < oo) = 1. If one encounters the situation where II' 

is uncountable and the p-separability of the family xn = (X" ,'P /1/J E w) itself is difficult 

to show, the following result concerning a uniformly p-continuous version 1/J ,.,... xn(V!) 

of 1/J ,.,... x;,;,t, will be helpful. Recall that a sufficient condition for the existence such 

a version is given by Theorem 2.4.4, and that xn(V! ) is not the terminal variable of a 

continuous local martingale. 

Corollary 3.4.3 In the above situation, suppose that every finite-dimensional marginal 

of X;.'n converges to a (tight,) Borel law, and that the condition [ME] is satisfied. Suppose 

also that it holds for a choice of the quadratic p-modulus 1/Xnl/P that 

Vn EN, 

and choose a uniformly p-continuous version 1/1 "" x n ( 1/J) of the process 1/J ,.,... x;l. Then 

xn converges weakly in €00 (11') to a tight, Borel law. If the limit of each finite-dimensional 

marginal of 1/1 ,.,... x;l coincides with that of a process 1/1 ,.,... X ( 1/1 ), then there exists a 
--- .- pn -

uniformly p-continuous version X of X such that xn =? X in €00 (11') . 
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Proof. The finite-dimensional convergence of'lj;""' xn('lj; ) follows from that of'lj; .__,_, x;~1/J 

Next choose a countable dense subset lji* of'¥. Then, by Theorem 3.4.2, the statement 

(iv) of Theorem 3.1.1 is satisfied for (X;,;1/J j'lj; E IJi*) , thus also for (Xn( 1/J )l1/J E IJi). D 

Next we consider the process (t, 1jJ) ""' x; ,1/J . Given subset S of IR+ , we make also 

the following condition, in which the family {d1/J ,4>): t E IR+, ('lj;,¢) E 1Ji 2
} of constants 

should satisfy (3.2.3): 

[C2] (Xn ,1/J, xn,¢) 1 ~ c[Ml for every t ES and (1/J, ¢) E 1Ji2 . 

Theorem 3.4.4 Let S be a dense subset of the a finite interval [O, T] containing T. In 

the above situation, suppose that the family xn = (xn ,1/J j'lj; E IJi) is p-separable and that 

(x; ,1/Jl(t, 1/J) E [O, T] x IJi) takes values in £00 ([0, T] x IJi) almost surely. Assume [ME] with 

Tn = T and [C2]. Then, the same conclusion as Theorem 3.2.4 holds for xn_ 

Proof. Repeat the same assertion as Lemma 3.2.5 to obtain under (C2] that for every 

1j; E lji and every c, T/ > 0 there exists t5 > 0 such that 

Jim sup pn ( sup 1x;,1/J - x;,1/J 1 > f;) "'5c T/-
n➔ oo t ,sE[O,r ] 

1t -s1~6 

This fact, together with Theorem 2.4.2 , implies the asymptotic tightness . Thus, the 

assertion follows from Theorem 3.1.1 and the martingale central limit theorem. D 

The result above refines Theorem 2.3 of Nishiyama (1997); the condition (C3 ) there has 

been removed and the condition (C5 ) has been weakened. 

3.A Notes 

The study of the Donsker theorems for i.i.d. empirical processes indexed by classes of sets 

or functions was initiated by the landmark paper by Dudley (1978) , and was developed 

in the 80 's. There are two types of sufficient conditions for the Donsker property, namely, 

the uniform entropy condition (Pollard (1982)) and the L2 -bracketing condition (Ossian

der (1987)); see van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) and references therein for refinement 

and generalizations up to row-independent arrays. In particular, it should be noted that 

Andersen et al. (1988) contains a result based on a weaker condition than L2-brackcting 

one in a row-independent case. 

In the recent years, some authors have considered to remove the assumption of in

dependence: Arcone and Yu (1994) and Doukhan et al. (1995) for stationary sequences 
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based on mixing conditions; Levental (1989) , Bae (1995) and Bae and Levental (1995a) 

for stationary martingale sequences; Bae and Levental (1995b) for continuous martin

gales; Nishiyama (1997) for some continuous-time semimartingales. One can find the 

roots of the quantity "quadratic modulus" in the works by Bae and Levental cited above. 

A major part of the results in this chapter was originally presented by Nishiyama (1997), 

although some of the conditions have been refined as mentioned in the main text. The 

refinement is partly due to the use of the tightness criterion in terms of partitioning (i.e. , 

(iii) of Theorem 3.1.1) rather than the well-known stochastic p-equicontinuity criterion. 

Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) is apparently the first to present the partitioning 

criterion. 

For the weak convergence of (finite-dimensional) semimartingales, one should consult 

the excellent book by Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) which we have referred many times. 



Chapter 4 

Integral Estimators 

4.1 Multiplicative Intensity Model 

Let (E , c) be a Blackwell space on which a measure A is defined. For every n E N, 

let µn be an E-valued multivariate point process defined on a filtered measurable space 

(On , y:-n, Fn = (F~)tEIR+ ). Notice that µn can be identifi ed with an E-marked point 

process {('It , Zf) ; i E N} through the equali ty 

µn(w;dt , dz ) = L, E(T;"(w),Zf(w )) (dt,dz ), 

where O < Tf < T2n < · · · and each Zf is an E-valued random variable. We suppose that 

the predictable compensator vn of µn under the probability measure pn on (On, Fn) is 

given by 

vn(w; dt , dz ) = a(t , z )Yn(w, t , z )dt,\(dz ), 

where a(t , z ) is a [O , oo)-valued measurable function on JR.+ x E , and yn(w, t, z) is a 

[O , oo)-valued predictable function on on x JR.+ x E. 

Let a constant T > 0 be given. Throughout this section, we always assume 

f a(t , z )dt,\(dz ) < oo; 
} [0,T)X E 

then a(t, z )dt,\(dz ) defines a finite measure on [O, T] x E. We will use the following 

notation 

£ P(a) = £P([O, Tj x E , IB [O , Tj 181 E, a(t , z )dt>.(dz )) 

We denote by II· 11.o(a) the V-seminorm on £ P(a). 

4.1.1 Asymptotic Normality 

Vp E [1, oo] . 

Let 11' be a subset of £ 2P(a ) with an envelop function cp belonging to £ 2P(a), where 

p E [1 , oo] should be specified in connection with another assumption in Condition 4.1.1 

47 
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below. Our goal is to est imate the functional (t, '¢ ) .,,_. A('l/;)i where 

A('l/;)i = ( '1/;(s, z )a(s , z )ds.>-(dz) 
J [o,t)xE 

V(t,7/;) E [0,T] x 1¥ . 

To do it , we introduce the generalized inverse yn- of yn defined by 

yn- (w t z ) = lp, n(w,t ,z )>I} 

' ' yn(w,t,z) ' 

with t he convention 0/ 0 = 0; we define also 

It then holds that y n-yn = i n_ We propose the estimator (t ,'1/; ) .,,_. An('l/; )i defined by 

V(t,7/;) E [0 , T] x 1¥ . 

The main step is to derive the weak convergence of the residual fo(An - An) , where 

(t, 'I/;).,,_. An('l/;) i is given by 

An('l/;)i(w) = r '1/; (s , z) r(w, s, z )a(s, z)dt.>-(dz) 
J [o, t)xE 

V(t,lj;) E [0,T] X 1¥ . 

We make the following condition . 

Condition 4.1.1 For some p, q E [l, oo] such that (1/p) + (1/q) = 1, and a measurable 

Junction y = y(t, z) on [O , Tj x E , which is bounded away from zero, it holds that: 

(4. 1.1} 

(4- 1. 2) 

(4.J.3) 

<p E £ 2P(a) and l J logN[]( lll , II · ll.c2v(a); c)dc < oo; 

llnr- 11.c. (a) = Opn(l); 

ll <p
2 

· lnyn- - (1/y)lil = Opn(l). 
.£:l (a) 

This condit ion generalizes (8.4.1) of Andersen et al. (1993). Although the framework of 

this section does not contain empirical processes of i.i.d. data, one may find an interesting 

"difference" between the i.i .d. and the present cases. In the i.i.d. case, since the random 

elements nYn- do not appear, the entropy condition for L2-bracketing is always optimal. 

In the present case, however, it is sometimes wise to seek for the entropy condition (4.1.1) 

with respect to a stronger semimetric when the requirement (4.1.2) can be checked only 

for q < oo. For instance, when E = IR and 7/; = 1 (-oo,z), the bracketing entropy condition 

is satisfied with the £ 2P-semimetric for any p < oo, and thus (4. 1.2) for an arbitrary 

q > 1 is sufficient. Compare the present Condition 4.1.l with Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 of 

Nishiyama (1997) which were concerned only with the case of p = 1 and q = oo. 
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Theorem 4 .1.2 Suppose that a given class W satisfies Condition 4 .1. 1. Then, it holds 
~ ~ pn W 

that jn(An - A") ===? G in £00 ([0 , T] X w) , where (t, 1/;) "'7 Gt is a zero-mean Gaussian 

process such that 

EGfGf = f 1/; (u, z )cp(u, z )°'((u, z)) du >.. (dz ) 
l ro,t11s]x E y u , Z 

V(t , 1/;), (s , ¢) E [O, T] x w 

and that almost all paths are uniformly p2 -continuous on [O, T] x W, where 

Further if 

(4. 1.4) 

P2((t , 1/;), (s, ¢)) = JEIGf - Gfl2 V(t,1/;),(s , ¢) E [0,T] x w. 

ll'P. (1 - I ")llc•(a) = Opn(n~!/2 ), 

~ pn 
then it also holds that jn(An - A) ===:, G in £00 ([0, T] x w). 

Proof. We will apply T heorem 3.2.4 to w n = {wn,w : 1/; E w} given by wn,1/! 

jn'l/;Yn- _ It indeed holds that jn(An('l/; )1 - An('l/;) 1) = w n,w * (µn - vn)t. 

First notice that 

(wn, ,t, * (µn - vn) , wn,¢ * (µn - v"))t 

= n f 1/; (s, z)¢(s, z)yn~(s, z)a(s, z)ds>..(dz). 
l ro,t]x E 

Since 

I
f 1/; (s, z )cp(s, z) { nvn- (s, z) - -( l ) } a(s , z )ds>..(dz )I 

J{o,t] xE y S, Z 

< f lip(s, z)l2 lnyn-(s, z) - -( l ) I a(s, z) ds>.. (dz) 
} {0,Tjx E Y S, Z 

11'P2 · lnyn~ - (1/y)llic.(a), 

the condit ion (C2] follows from (4. 1.3). To show (L2], notice that W1' :=:; jnipYn- and 

that, when p E [1 , oo), 

(4. 1.5) (lvnipY"-12
1 (,/ncpY"->,} ) * v; 

ll <p2 . nYn- 1 {,/ncpY"- >,)llc,(a) 

< ll'Pllc2P(o) · ll'P . nYn- 1{,/ncpYn->, )llc2p/(2p- l )(a) 

< ll 'P llc2P(a) · ~ ll'P · nY"-llc2p/(2p-1)(0c) 
vnc 

< ll'Pllc2P(ac) · ~ · ll'Pllc2P(a) · llnYn- llco(ac), 
v nc 
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which converges in ? "-probability to zero by cp E .C2P(a) and (4.1.2) . The case ofp = oo 

and q = 1 is easier. 

To check the condition (PE], for every C E (0 , 1], choose (II· l/.c 2p, C )-brackets w,k, u',k] 
in .C2

P which cover \JI. Introduce a DFP IT of 1lt induced from these brackets, that is , 

IT(c) = {\JJ(c ; k) : 1 ::; k::; Nn(c)} is given by iit(c; k) = {'ti; E \JI: f',k ::; 1/; :s; u',k} with 

modification to make the partition disjoint . This can be done with Nn(c) = N[]( \JJ , I/ · 
1/.c>p; c). Since 

11
/u'·k _ ze,k/2nyn- JI 

.C'(<>) 

< IJlu'·k - [',k12lloca) · l/nYn- 1/.c.ca) 

1/u',k - l'•kl/~2P(a) · l/nY"- 1/.c•(a) 

< c2 1/nYn- ll.c•(a) , 

the quadratic IT-modulus 1/Wnl/n,T is bounded by Jl/nYn - 11.c• (a), which is bounded in 

pn_probability. This completes the proof. D 

4.1.2 Asymptotic Efficiency 

Let us discuss the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator An following the general theory 

developed in Chapter 3.11 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). We set: 

( 4.1.6) lHI 

H 

£2([0, 7] x E , 123[0, 7] 18) [ , ~t:::? dt>.(dz)); 

£ 00 ([0, 7] x E , 123 [0, 7] ® [ , dt>.(dz)). 

Here, the function y is the one appearing in Condition 4.1.1. We equip lHI with the usual 

L2-inner product (·, ·)IHI- Since 1/y is assumed to be bounded , His a linear subspace of 

the Hilbert space lHI. Let pn = { P1~ : h E H} be a family of probability measures on 

(nn, F") indexed by H. 

Suppose that the predictable compensator of Nn ,i under the probability measure P{; 

is given by 

ah(t, z )Yn(t , z )dt, 

where ah = ah(t, z ) is defined by 

Notice that a0 = a. 
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STEP l: LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY. Assume Pi,_' « Pr/. It is well-known 

that , under some conditions, a version of the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

(4.1.7) l dP!:IP: 
og dP.nl:F_n 

Q T 

2 (10g 11 + 2)nyl) * µ; 

- (11 + 2)nyl2 - 1) * v; ,o 

(see, e.g., Theorem III.5.43 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). 

Proposition 4.1.3 Suppose that 

ll (l/y2). ln-tyn - viii = Opn(l) 
L 1 (a) o 

is satisfied, where y is the function appearing in Condition 4 .1.1, and introduce the Hilbert 

space IHI given by (4-1.6). Let C be a given subset of H , and suppose that P!: « Pr) and 

(4- 1. 7) hold for every h E C. Then, it holds that for every h E C 

where 

pn 
and tn(h) = op;(l). Furthermore, it also holds that (6.n(h 1), ... , 6.n(hd)) d:} N(O, E) 

where E;1 = (h;, h1hn-

Proof. Since I log(l +x)-x+ f I :s; ix3 for all x E [-½ , ½], we have that for any E E (0 , 1], 

h ~< I w enever SUPt,z -fiiy(t,z) _ E, w 1ere: 

l2)nyl
2 

*µ;; 

fr(h) 
l

_h 12 * vn ,O_ 
2,/ny T 

- pn 
Notice that Dn(h) --4 ¼llhll~- Also, using Lenglart's inequality, we have Dn(h) -
~ pn 

Dn(h) --4 0. These facts imply the first assertion. The finite-dimensional convergence 

of h--.,., .0,.n(h) follows easily from the martingale central limit theorem. □ 
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STEP II: DIFFERENTIABILITY OF UNKNOWN PARAMETER. We consider the func

tional (t, 'lj;) ~ A('lj;)t as an unknown parameter taking values in the Banach space 

(€00 ([0, 7] X w), II· lloo)- We denote by €00 ([0, 7] X w)* the dual space of £00 ([0, 7] X w). 

Introducing a sequence of operators An : H-+ €00 ([0, 7] x w) , which should be regarded 

as a local sequence of A, we aim to get a derivative operator A : H -+ £00 ([0, 7] x w) 

with rate Tn (= vn in the present case) which should satisfy 

Vh EH, 

and its adjoint operator A* : £00 ([0, 7] x w)* -+ fl , where fl is the completion of H in IH! 

(thus fl= lHI in the present case), which is determined by 

(A*b*,h)Illl = b*A(h) Vh EH 

for every b* E £00 ([0, 7] x llt)*. 

Now, we define the sequence of operators An : H-+ £00 ([0, 7] x llt) by 

An(h) ( '¢ )t = f 'lj;(s, z)o:~( s, z) dtJ\(dz). 
l ro,t]xE 

Then the sequence An is differentiable with rate VTI and its derivative ,4 : H-+ €00 ([0, 7] X 
w) is given by 

A(h)(t, 'lj;) = Uro,t]7P, h) Illl-

We denote by -rr1,,i, : €00 ([0, 7] x w) -+ JR the projection on the (t, 'lj;) -coordinate, which 

belongs to £00 ([0, 7] x w)*. The above formula shows that A*-rrt,,i, = lro ,t]'lJ! for every 

(t, 'lj;) E [O, 7] x w, and this means that the process (t, 'lj;) ~ Cf appearing in the limit 

of Theorem 4 .1. 2 satisfies that 

V(t, 'lj;), (s, 1) E [O, 7] x W. 

Since the law of the process (t, '¢) ~ Cf is characterized by its finite-dimensional distri

butions, we can conclude that it coincides with the bound of asymptotic efficiency (see 

Theorem 3.11.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)). 

STEP III: ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY. In order to discuss the asymptotic effi

ciency in the sense of the convolution theorem, it remains to show that the estimator 

(t, 'lj;) ~ An(7P)t for (t, '¢) ~ An(h)(7P)t is regular. The following is an easy consequence 

of Theorem 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.3 which implies the contiguity. 

Proposition 4.1.4 Suppose that a given class W satisfies Condition 4- 1.1 and the as

sumption (4.1.4) with pn = P0, and introduce the Hilbert space lHI given by (4-1.6). Let 
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C be an arbitrary subset of H , and suppose that all assumptions of Proposition 4- 1. 3 are 

satisfied. Then, it holds that 

~ pn 
yn(A" - A"(h)) ~ G in £00 ([0, oo] X W) Vh EC, 

where (t, 'I/;) -v--> Cf is the process appearing in the limit of Theorem 4.1. 2. 

Proof. The local asymptotic normality established in Proposition 4.1.3 implies that P!: 

and P0 are two-sided contiguous (see, e.g., Definition 3.10.1 and Example 3.10.6 of van 

der Vaart and Wellner (1996)), although Pf: <l Pa" suffices for us . Hence we have that 

Condition 4.1.1 and the assumption (4.1.4) are satisfied with pn = Pf: for all h E C. 

Noting also that IIAn(h) - Alloo -+ oo for every h E C, we can obtain the assertion in 

the same way as Theorem 4.1.2. □ 

Consequently, the estimator An has shown to be regular. It also holds for any bounded, 

continuous function£: £00 ([0, r] x w) -+ [0, oo) that 

(4.1.8) suplimsupsupE~.£ ( yn(An - An(h))) = EE(G), 
rec n->oo hEI 

where the supremum with respect to I C C is taken over all finite subsets I of C. 

Summarizing the above discussion, we can conclude that: 

Corollary 4.1.5 Suppose that all assumptions of Proposition 4-1.4 are satisfied. If C is 

a convex cone in lHI such that its closed linear span coincides with lHI, then the estimator An 

for An is asymptotically efficient in the sense of the convolution and the locally asymptotic 

minimax theorems with respect to bounded, continuous, subconvex loss fun ctions. 

See Theorems 3.11.2 and 3.11.5 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for the convolution 

and the locally asymptotic minimax theorems. See also their Example 3.11.8 for the 

choice of loss functions in the latter theorem . In particular , when we choose a loss 

function € : £00 ([0, r] x w) -+ [0, oo) of the type E(z) = Ea(llzll 00 ), where Ea : [0, oo) -+ 

[0,oo) is a bounded, continuous, increasing function , their Theorem 3.11.5 says that: for 

any Tn : fl" -+ £00 ([0, r] x w) such that Tn(t , 'I/;) is F;-measurable for every (t, 'I/;) E 

[0 , r] x w, it holds that 

supliminfsupE~.£ (vn(T" -An(h))) 2". EE(G), 
rec n->oo hEl 

where the supremum with respect to I C C is taken over all finite subsets I of C. 

Recalling (4.1.8), we can see that the estimator An achieves this bound. 
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4.2 Continuous Semimartingales with Non-linear Co
variates 

Let (E, E, >.) be a finite measure space; this is the state space of covariate processes in the 

following model. In the n-th statistical experiment , we consider kn continuous, adapted 

processes xn,i defined on a filtered measurable space (nn , .P' , F n = (.Ff)tEIRJ- Suppose 

that xn,i,s are special semimartingales under the probability measure pn on (nn , Fn) , 

and that their canonical decompositions are given by 

Vi= 1, ... , kn, 

where a(t , z ) is an .IR-valued 23 (.IR+) ® [-measurable function , t "-"-> z;,;,s are E-valued 

predictable processes , t "-"-> Yin,i,s are {O, 1 }-valued predictable processes, and t "-"-> B;,i,s 

are orthogonal Brownian motions. It has implicitly been assumed that 

Vw E nn , Vt E ll4 

for every i. Notice that we do not assume the independence of zn,i,s and yn,i's (thus 

X",i's, too) . We are interested in estimating the functional (t , 'I/;) "-"-> A('l/; )t , which is 

given by 

(4.2 .1) A('l/; )t = f 'l/; (s, z)a(s, z)ds>.(dz), 
j [O,t]x E 

where 'I/; belongs to an appropriate class of measurable functions on lR+ x E. 

4.2.1 Preliminaries 

Let E = Um E::i be a partition of [-measurable sets , that is at most countable. Set 

t;n = a{E::i : m = 1, 2, ... }. We denote f>n = p n ® [ and Qn = p n ® t;n , where pn is 

the predictable a-field on nn x lR+. We introduce a kind of "generalized inverse" yn

defined by 
1 = >.(E11

) yn- (w t z) = '-"""' {Y m(w ,t) >O) m l n 
, , ~ Y:(w, t) {zE EmJ 

with the convention 0/0 = 0, where 

Here notice that 

(4.2 .2) 0 s; yn- s; sup >.(E;:.) < oo . 
m 
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Define also 

m 

We denote by ~ the 113 (R+) 0 En-measurable majorant of a, and by Qn the 113(J!4) 0 En

measurable minorant of a. By using the notation of Definition 2.1.4 , they are given 

by: 

an [a]2l(IR+)©fn,dt,\(dz); 

Qn - [-a]2l(IR+)©fn,dt,\ (dz) · 

The "generalized inverse" yn- will be useful through the following lemma. 

Lemma 4 .2.1 For any ~-valued, Qn-measurable function wn on nn x Jl4 x E, it holds 

that 

Vt E Jl4, 

identically, provided the integrals are finit e. Furthermore, it holds that 

:::; f 1wn(s, z)l (an - Qn)(s, z )r(s, z) ds>..(dz) 
J [o,t]xE 

Vt E Jl4 , 

identically, provided the integrals are finite. 

Proof. The first equality indeed holds since 

kn l L wn(w, s, z ;,i(w)) yn-(w, s, z; ,i(w) )Yt·i(w)ds 
i=l [O,t] x E 

f L wn(w, s, z;:;,) 1{'?" (w s)>O}>..(E;:;,)ds 
}~A xE m m ' 

f Wn(w , s, z)r(w, s, z )ds>..(dz), 
J[o ,t]xE 

where z;:;, is any point of E;:;,. The second inequality is an easy consequence of the first. 

D 

Let a constant r > 0 be given, and denote: 

(4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) [,P ,n 

£P([0, r] x E , 113[0, r] 0 E, dt>..(dz)) Vp E [1 , oo]; 

£P([0, r] x E, 113[0, r] 0 En , dt>..(dz)) Vp E [1, oo]. 
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We denote by 11 · ll.cv the V-seminorm on .[,P_ For every n EN, we introduce the mapping 
71"n: _cl -t _cl ,n by 

(4 .2.5) n( )( ) °'""' lp(Ei:,) > 0} { ( ) ( ) 
71" 'If; t, z = -';;;' >.(E;:.) j Ei:, 'If; t, W >. dw l{z EEi:,} 

with the convention 0/0 = 0. 

Lemma 4.2.2 (i) For every p E [l, oo], it holds that nn_cp C _[,P,n, and the mapping 

nn : .CP ➔ _cp,n is linear. 

(ii) If 'If; ,</> E .C1 and 'If; '.S </> , then nn('lf;) '.S nn(¢). 

(iii) For every p E [l, oo), it holds for any 'l/J E .[,1 and any function f: [0, -r] x E ➔ [0, oo) 

which is !J3[0, -r] ® en-measurable that 

r lnn('lf; )(t , z )IP J(t , z )dt>.(dz ) '.S r l'l/J (t , z )IP J(t , z)dt>.(dz ), 
f10 ,r )x E f 10,r )x E 

provided the right hand side is finite. 

(iv) It holds for any 'l/J E .C00 that llnn(-ip)ll.c00 :S ll 'l/J ll.c00 -

Proof. The assertions (i) , (ii) and (iv) are trivial, and (iii) follows from that 

"lp(E::. )> O} Ir ( ) ( )Ip lnn( 'lf; )(t, z )IP -';;;' >.(E;:,)P f E::, -ip t , W >. dw l{zEEi:,} 

"lp(E::.) > 0} r I ( )IP ( ) < -';;;' >.(E;:.) f E::, -ip t , W A dw l{zEEi:, }· 

□ 

4.2.2 Asymptotic Normality 

Let T > 0 be a constant, and let IJI be a countable class of !J3[0, -r] ® £-measurable 

functions on [0 , -r] x E. We will always assume 

(4.2.6) sup r j-ip (t, z )l(lanl V j_qnj)(t, z )dt>.(dz ) < oo; 
,j, EW j (O,r )xE 

then, the functional (t, 'If;) ...,... A('l/J )t defined by (4.2.1) can be thought as an unknown 

parameter taking values in the space e00 ([0, -r] x IJI). The main step in our approach is 

to estimate the modified unknown parameter (t, -ip )...,... An("lf! )t given by 

V(t, 'lf; ) E [0,-r] x IJI. 
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It follows from Lemma 4.2.2 that this also takes values in €00 ([0 , T] x >Ii) under the 

assumption (4.2.6). We will discuss later under which conditions this A" is indeed 

"close" to A. We propose the estimator (t, '¢ ) -v-> An('¢ )1 given by 

V(t, 1/J) E [0,Tj x w. 

The stochastic integral appearing above is well-defined if 

(4.2 .7) sup i1rn(-¢,)(t, z;·\w))IY"- (w , t , z;,i(w)) < oo 
tE[O ,Tj 

Vw E fl" , Vi= l , ... , kn 

(see Theorem I.4.31 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). We will always assume (4.2.7), and 

define t -v-> An('l/J)t by any version of the stochastic integral, which is unique up to a 

pn_negligible set. It is immediate from the definitions of 1rn and yn- that a sufficient 

condition for ( 4.2. 7) is that 

sup sup r 11/J (t, z )l>.(dz ) < 00. 
tE [O,Tj m } E::, 

However, it is still unclear even under this condition that (t , '¢ ) -v-> An('l/J )t takes values 

in €00 ([0, Tj x w). This requirement will be shown to be fulfilled under (4.2.2) and (4.2.8) 

given below, by means of Theorem 2.4.3. 

Condition 4.2.3 For some p, q E [l, oo] such that (1/p) + (1/q) = 1, and a 'B[O, Tj @E

measurable function y = y(t , z ), which is bounded away from zero, it holds that WC £ 2P, 

and that 11 · I l.c2p defines a proper metric on W, and that: 

{4,2.8) 

(4.2.9) 

{4,2.10) 

{4,2.11) 

(4.2.12) 

l JiogN(w , II· ll.c2p; c)dc < oo; 

llnyn- 11.c• = Opn(l); 

[[!1rn('¢)12 · lnyn- - (1/y)![l.c , = Opn(l) V'¢ E W; 

ll{1rn(1/J)1rn(¢) - 1/Jcp} · (l/y)ll.c1 ~ 0 V1/J , ¢ E '¥; 

sup ll1rn(1/J) · (an - !1n) · l"ll.c1 = Opn(n- 112 ). 
,j,E 'V 

Compare this with Condition 4.1.1 ; the conditions (4.2.8) , (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) correspond 

to (4.1.1) (4.1.2) , and (4.1.3), respectively, while (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) are needed for the 

present situation . 
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Theorem 4.2.4 Suppose that a given countable class \JI satisfies the assumptions (4 .2. 6) 

and (4 .2. 7) and Condition 4- 2.3. Then, the random elements (t , '¢ ) --..-.. An('¢ )1 and 

(t, '¢ ) --..-.. An('¢ )1 take values in 1!00 ([0 , r] x \JI), pn_almost surely, and it holds that fo(An -

An) ~ G in 1!00 ([0 , r] x \JI) , where (t , '¢ ) --..-.. Cf is a zero-mean Gaussian process such 

that 

EGfGf = f '¢ (u , z )ef>(u, z) du>..(dz ) 
l 10,t11s]x E y(u ,z) 

V(t, 7/;), (s , ef>) E [0, r] x \JI 

and that almost all paths are uniformly p2 -continuous on [O , r] x \JI , where 

P2((t , '¢), (s , ¢>)) = ✓ EIGf - Gfl2 V(t, '¢), (s, ¢> ) E [0 , r] x \JI. 

Proof. Observe that 

where: 

It follows from Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 that the term Nn ,t/J is well-defined under the 

assumption (4 .2.6), and that 

IN; ,t/J - foAn( 'I/J )il::; y'n r l1rn('¢ )(s, z )l(an - Qn)(s, z)r(s, z )ds>..(dz ), 
J [o,t]x E 

which converges in pn_probability to zero uniformly in (t, 7/;) E [O, r] x \JI by (4.2.12). 

On the other hand, t --..-.. M;,t/J is a continuous local martingale under the assumption 

(4 .2.7). Since Bn,i,s are orthogonal Brownian motions, and since wn,i1 2 = yn,i, we obtain 

from Lemma 4.2.1 that 

(Mn ,t/J , Mn, <1> )1 = n f 1rn('¢ )(s , z )1rn( ef> )(s , z )yn- (s , z )ds>..(dz ). 
J [o,t]x E 

It follows from Lemma 4.2.2 that 

(Mn ,t/J - Mn, <!>, Mn ,t/J - Mn ,q, )T 

n lli1rn('¢) - 1rn(ef>)l 2yn- llc1 

< n 111 '¢ - ef>l 2yn- llc1 
< nlll 'l/J - ef>l 2 llo · IIYn- 11c. 

nil '¢ - ef>ll~2p · llyn- 11o . 
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Thus we have that the quadratic II· l[L2.-modulus of Mn= (Mn·"'l1P E w) is bounded by 

Jn[[Yn-[lco- Hence, Theorem 2.4.3 implies that almost all paths of (t, 1P) -v-+ M1n,1/J take 

values in £00 ([0, T] x w) , and thus so do those of (t, 1P) -v-+ An(1P)t-

In order to derive the weak convergence of the processes ( t, 1P) -v-+ M;·"', we will apply 

Theorem 3.4.4. The above computation of the quadratic II · [[c2• -modulus together with 

(4.2.9), yields (ME]. Next, notice that 

I
f 1rn(1P)(s, z)1rn (¢> )(s , z) {nyn - (s, z) - -( l ) } ds),,(dz )I 

j [O,t]xE y S, Z 

< r l1rn(1P)(s, z)[ 2 ,nYn- (s , z) - -( 
1 

) I ds>,.(dz ) 
} [0,T]XE Y S, Z 

X r [1rn(1P)(s, z)[ 2 lnyn- (s, z) - -( 
1 

) I ds),,(dz) 
} [0,T]xE y s, Z 

and that 

I 
f {1rn(1P)(s, z)1rn(¢>) (s , z) - 1P(s, z)cp(s , z) } -( l )ds>,.(dz)/ 

} [o,t]xE Y S, Z 

Thus (4 .2.10) and (4.2.11) imply (C2]. This finishes the proof. D 

In order to derive the weak convergence of Jn(An - A) rather than fo(An - An), 
- pn 

we have to show that Jn(An - A) ==} 0 in £00 ([0, T] x w). For this purpose , it suffices 

to check the following: 

( 4.2.13) 

(4.2.14) sup 111P. (1 - r) . a[lc1 = Opn(n-
112

). 
-r/JE 'I! 

Example: Euclidean covariates 

Set E = [0, l]d , and equip it with the Lebesgue measure . Suppose that (t, z) -v-+ a(t, z) 

is continuous on [0, T] x [0 , l]d with respect to the (d + 1)-dimensional Euclidean metric. 

Consider the class of indicator functions 1l! = {1 10,ui]x···x[O,ud](z) : u E [O, l]d}. This 

problem in the case of d = l was studied by McKeague and Utikal (1990) , based on a 

classical criterion of tightness of sequences of stochastic processes with finite-dimensional 

parameters. Among the assumptions appearing above, the entropy condition ( 4.2.8) is 

satisfied for any p < oo . If we choose a partition [0, l ]d = Um E;:, of d-dimensional 
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rectangles with side length at most bn , where bnn112 -t 0, then the weak convergence of 

Jn(An - A) in £00 ([0, Tj x [0 , l]d) follows from that: 

for some q > l ; 

llnyn- - (l/y)llc1 = Opn(l); 

11(1 - r) . allc1 = Opn(n- 112
) . 

The first condition above refines (A3) of McKeague and Utikal (1990), which is corre

sponding to the case of q = 3. 

4.2.3 Asymptotic Efficiency 

Let us discuss the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator (t, 'I/;) --..-. An('l/;) 1 along the 

general theory exposited in Chapter 3.11 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) , again. 

We set: 

(4.2.15) lH[ 

H 

£2([0, Tj XE, 'B[0, Tj ® £ , y(;,z)dt>.(dz)); 

£ 00 ([0 , Tj x E , 'B[0, Tj ® £ , dt>.(dz)); 

Hn L00 ([0, Tj XE, 'B[0, Tj ® En , dt>.(dz)) . 

Here, the function y is the one which appears in Condition 4.2.3. We equip lH[ with the 

usual L2-inner product (·, )llll- Notice that His a linear subspace of the Hilbert space IHI 

since 1/y is assumed to be bounded. Let p n = { P{: : h E H} be a family of probability 

measures on (f2TI, :Fn) indexed by H. Define the mapping 7rn : H -t Hn by (4.2.5). 

Hereafter, we denote by 7rn(h) any function of the equivalent elements in Hn. 

Suppose that the canonical decompositions of special semimartingales xn,i under the 

probability measure P{: are given by 

( 4.2.16) Vi= 1, ... , kn , 

where a;: = a;:(t, z) is defined by 

(4.2.17) 

and where t--..-. B~,h ,i,s are orthogonal Brownian motions on [0 , Tj under P{:. We should 

first see that the local model (4.2.16) is "well-defined" in the sense that it does not 

depend on the choice of a version of 7rn ( h/ y) E Hn . To see this , notice that, if J, g E 

.C00 ([0, Tj x E , 'B[0, T] ® t:n , dt>.(dz)) such that J(t, z) = g(t , z) for dt>.(dz)-almost all 

(t, z ), then it holds that for every w E nn 

J(t , z~,i (w)) = g(t , z~,i (w)) dt-almost all t. 
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Thus, for every w Err, the function t .,_,_, a;:(t, z;,i(w)) is uniquely determined by (4.2 .17) 

up to a negligible set with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [O, Tj, not depending on 

the choice of a version of 1rn(h/y) E Hn_ Hence the model (4.2.16) is well-defined, and 

in particular, it holds that a,j(t, z; ,i(w)) = a(t, z; ,i(w)) for almost all t . 

STEP I: LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY. It is well-known that, under some 

conditions, a version of the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

( 4.2.18) 1 
dPf:IF: 

og dP.n l;::_n 
0 T 

(see, e.g., Theorem III.5 .32 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). Again , this representation 

does not depend on the choice of a version of 1rn ( h/ y) E Hn . 

Proposition 4.2.5 Let C be an arbitrary subset of H . Suppose that the fun ction y 

appearing in Condition 4-2.3 satisfies that 

(4 .2. 19) y E _cl and II ~ -yll = Opn(l) nYn c.• o 

with the convention 0/0 = 0, and that 

(4.2.20) 

and introduce the Hilbert space IHI given by (4.2.15). Suppose also that Pf: « P0 and 

(4.2.18) hold for every h EC. Then, it holds that for every h EC 

dPf:IP: n( ) l II ll 2 ( ) log dPanlF.;' = ~ h - 2 h IHI + t:n h ' 

where 

pn 
and t:n(h) = op0(l). Furthermore, it also holds that (~n(h 1), •.. , ~ n(hd)) ~ N(O, E) 

where E;i = (h;, hj) IHI -

Proof. Notice that ~n(h) is the terminal variable of the continuous local martingale 

Mn ,h given by 

M n ,h _ 
t -

1 kn lot In ( zn,i) 
- ~ 1fn(h /y)(s zn,i) s , s . yn- (s zn,i)yn,idBn,O,i_ 

r,;; L.., O ' s yn-( zn,,) , s s s 
V 1

• •=I S, s 
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It follows from Lemma 4.2.1 that 

Since 

' 

{ -rrn(h1/y)(t, z)-rrn (h2 /y)(t, z) { i:~( z)) - y(t, z)} dt>..(dz)' 
J [o,T]xE n t, z 

::; ll-rrn(hi/y)llc00 • ll-rrn(h2/y)llc00 • II In _ - YII , 
nYn C' 

the finite-dimensional convergence of h ,_,.., t:,.n(h) follows from (4.2 .19) and (4.2.20) by 

means of the martingale central limit theorem. 

On the other hand, it follows again from Lemma 4.2.1 that 

which converges in pn_probability to llhll~ by (4.2.19) and (4.2.20). D 

STEP II: DIFFERENTIABILITY OF UNKNOWN PARAMETER. The discussion here is 

similar to that at STEP II of Subsection 4.1.2. Recall the first paragraph there (we use 

exactly the same notation). 

Now, we define the sequence of operators An : H ➔ €00 ([0, Tj X w) by 

An(h)('lj;)t = { 'lj;(s, z) ( a(s, z) + n- 1! 2-rrn(h/y)(s, z) ) ds>..(dz). 
J[o, t]xE 

Under the assumption that 

( 4.2.21) sup l(l[o,tJ'lp, -rrn(h/y)y - h) llll l ➔ 0 
(t ,,µ )E[O,T]xljl 

\/hE H, 

the sequence An is differentiable with rate fo and its derivative A. : H ➔ €00 ([0, Tj X w) 
is given by 

A(h)(t, 'lj;) = (l[o,tJ'lj;, h) l!Il -

We denote by 7rt,,t, : €00 ([0, Tj x w) ➔ JR the projection to the (t, 'lj;)-coordinate, which 

belongs to €00 ([0, Tj x w)* (do not confuse this with the mapping -rrn given by (4.2.5)). 

The above formula shows that A*-rrt,,t, = l [o,tJ'lp for every (t, 'lj;) E [O, T] x IV . By the same 

reason as STEP II of Subsection 4.1.2, the law of the limit process (t , 'lj;) ,_,.., Gf appearing 

in Theorem 4.2.4 coincides with the bound of asymptotic efficiency. 

STEP III: ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY. Let us show the regularity of the estimator 

(t , 'lj;) ,_,.., An('lj;)t for (t, 'lj;) ,_,.., An(h)('lj;)t-
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Proposition 4.2.6 Let C be an arbitrary subset of H. Suppose that a given countable 

class w satisfies the assumptions (4-2.6), (4 .2. 7), (4.2.13) and (4-2.14) , and Condition 

4-2.3 for pn = P0n, and introduce the Hilbert space IHI given by (4.2.15) . Suppose also that 

all assumptions of Proposition 4- 2.5 are satisfied. Then, the random element (t, '¢) ......, 

An ( 'lj; ) t takes values in l:'00 
( [ 0, T] x W) , Pf:- -almost surely, for every h E C, and it holds 

that 

in l:'00 ([0, Tj X w) Vh EC, 

where (t , '¢) ......, G f is the process appearing in the limit of Theorem 4- 2.4. 

Proof. In view of the contiguity, a consequence of Proposition 4.2.5, all assumptions 

concerning convergence in P0-probability hold also in ?{:-probability for every h E C. 

Thus the assertion can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.2.4. D 

Notice that the assumptions (4 .2.20) and (4.2.21) follow from that 

\/hE H. 

Summarizing the above discussion , we can get the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator 

An in the same fashion as Corollary 4.1.5, under the assumption that C is a convex cone 

in IHI such that its closed linear span coincides with IHI. 

4 .3 Counting Processes with Non-linear Covariates 

Let (E , £) be a Blackwell space on which a er-finite measure.Xis defined; this is the state 

space of covariate processes in the following model. In then-th statistical experiment, we 

consider kn adapted point processes on Ill+ , namely Nn,i, i = l , ... , kn , defined on a filtered 

measurable space ( rr, :P', Fn = ( .F(') tEIR+); we then denote T?i = inf { t E Ill+ : N~·i = j} 

for every j EN (see page 34 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)) . Suppose that the predictable 

compensator of Nn,i under the probability measure pn on (nn, :P') is given by 

(t zn,i) y;n ,idt a , t t , 

where a(t,z) is a [O , oo)-valued 'B(lll+) ® £-measurable function , t ......, z~,i is an E

valued predictable process, and t ......, Y;n,i is a {O, 1 }-valued predictable process. Let 

T > 0 be a constant, and suppose that we can observe the point processes, the processes 

t ......, Yt•\ and the covariate processes t......, z~ ,i on the random sets { t E [O, Tj : 1-1;n ,i (w) = 
l}. The goal of this section is to estimate the unknown parameter (t, '¢ ) ......, A('lf; )t = 
f ro,t)xE 'lj; (s, z)a(s, z )ds>..(dz ) where 'lj;'s are appropriate functions . 
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We analyze this problem by using the E-valued multivariate point processes 

which has the predictable compensator 

k n 

vn(dt , dz) = L a(t, z) Yin ,ic zn,i (dz)dt . 
i=l t 

Here, we suppose that T?i -/= T?i' whenever i -/= i'; then the basic requirement that 

µn( { t} x E) ~ 1 is indeed satisfied. The approach which we take here is quite close to 

that in the preceding section. 

4.3.1 Preliminaries 

In the same way as Section 4.2.1, we consider a partition E = Um E;;, of £-measurable 

sets, which is at most countable, such that supm >..(E;;,) < oo (recall (4 .2.2)) . Introduce 

£n , pn, Qn , yn-,In,a" and Qn given there. We then have Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. For 

a given pn_measurable function wn, we denote: 

A(Wn)t = { Wn(s, z, x)a(s, z)ds>..(dz); 
J [o, t]xE 

A(Wn)t = { wn(s , z, x)an(s, z)ds>..(dz). 
lro,t] xE 

It follows from Lemma 4.2.1 that for any Qn-measurable function Hn the following two 

inequalities hold provided the integrals are finite: 

(4.3.1) IHnyn- * v; - A(Hn r)ij 

< r IHn(s, z)l(an - Qn)(s, z )r(s, z )ds>..(dz); 
J [o,t]xE 

(4.3.2) 

Let \JI be an arbitrary set. We will deal with a family {Kn ,,i, 'l/; E w} of Qn-

measurable functions which satisfies that 

(4 .3.3) the process t ...,... (IK"yn- 1 V IK"yn- 12 ) * vf is locally integrable 

where 
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(cf., Definition 2.2.1) . Then, for every 'ljJ E q1 , the process t,.,,.. x;,1/J defined by 

(4.3.4) 

is an IR.-valued locally square-integrable martingale with bounded variation. As an easy 

consequence of (4 .3.2), we have that a sufficient condition for (4.3.3) is 

(4 .3.5) the process t,.,,.. A"(IKI V IKl2 
· r)t is locally integrable 

(recall also (4.2.2)). The following lemma gives some tractable conditions to ensure the 

weak convergence of the E00 ([0, r] x w)-valued random element (t , 'l/J ) ,.,,.. x;,1/J by using 

Theorem 3.2.4. 

Lemma 4.3.1 Let r > 0 be a constant, and let S be a finite or dense subset of [O, r] such 

that T E S. Let {Kn ,1/J : 'lj; E Ill} be a family of Qn-measurable functions satisfying (4- 3.3), 

and consider x n = (x;,1/Jl(t,'lj;) E [O,r] x Ill) defin ed by (4-3.4) . When Card(w) < oo, 

suppose that the following (i), (ii) and (iii) and satisfied: when Card(w) = oo, suppose 

that the following (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are satisfi ed: 

(i) Jio,7 JxE IK(t , z)l 2yn-(t , z)(<Y' - Qn)(t, z)dt )..(dz) ~ O; 

(ii) A (1Kj2Yn- 1(i<"yn- >e} t ~ 0 Ve> O; 

(iii) A(Kn,1/J Kn ,</> yn-) t ~ Cit/; ,</>) Vt E S \/('lj;, ¢) E W2, where {d,i.,,¢) } is a family of 

constants satisfying (3. 2. 3); 

(iv) there exists a DFP IT= {w(c:; k): 1 :S k :S Nrr(t:)},E(O,l) of q1 such that 

A"(IKn(q1(c:; k))l2yn-)T O ( ) 
sup max 2 = pn 1 

eE(O,l)nQ 1$ k$Nn(e) c 
and fo1 J1ogNn(t:) dc: < oo, 

where 

Kn(w') = [ sup IKn ,,J., - Kn,¢ 1] 
,J., ,</>E 'il ' Qn,J\"(dt ,dz) 

\/Ill' C Ill . 

Then, it holds that xn J:;_ X in €00 (S x q1) , where (t, 'l/J) ,.,,.. Xf is a zero-mean Gaussian 

process such that EXf X f = clf;<l>l. Furthermore, the formula (3.2.4) defin es a semi

m etric /J2 on S x W such that S x w is totally bounded with respect to /J2, and that almost 

all paths of X are uniformly (J2-continuous. Wh en S is dense in [O, r], the space S x q1 

appearing in the conclusion can be replaced by [O , r] x Ill . 

Proof. By using the inequality (4.3.1) and the assumption (i), we get the conditions 

[L2] and [C2] of Theorem 3.2.4 from (ii) and (iii), respectively. The condition [PE] is 

immediate from the inequality (4.3.2) and (iv). D 
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4.3.2 Asymptotic Normality 

Let a constant r > 0 be given, and let us consider the estimation problem of (t, 1/;) "'"' 
A('I/J)t - Recall the notations £,P and _cp,n given by (4.2.3) and (4.2.4), and the definition 

of 1rn by (4.2.5) , respectively. In the following , we will always assume: 

(4.3.6) o:;.., = V an E .C 1 for some N E N. 
n?_N 

Thus o:N(t, z) dt.>..(dz) defines a finite measure on [0, r] x E. We then denote 

£P(o:;..,) = £,P([0, r] x E, 123 [0, r] @E, o:;..,(t, z)dt .>..(dz)) \-/p E [l ,oo]. 

Furthermore, we denote by 11 · llcv(o:V) the V-seminorm on .CP(o:;..,). These should not be 

confused with the notations .CP and 11 · llcv given by (4.2.3). 

Let '¥ be a subset of .C2P ( o:N) n .C I with an envelope function cp E .C2P ( o:N) n .C 1, where 

p E [1, oo] should be specified in connection with another assumption in Condition 4.3.2. 

We propose the estimator (t, 1/;) "'"'An('I/J)t defined by 

\-/(t, 1/;) E [0, r] x '¥, 

where 1rn is the mapping defined by (4.2.5). We shall first consider the residual fo(An -

An), where 

An('I/J)t(w) = r 1rn('!j;)(s, z) I(w , s, z)o:(s, z)ds.>..(dz) 
f [o, t]xE 

\-/(t,1/;) E [0,r] x W, 

Condition 4.3.2 Forsomep,q E [1,oo] such that (1/p) +(1/q) = 1, and a 113[0,r]©E
measurable function y = y(t, z) on [O, r] x E, which is bounded away from zero, it holds 

that: 

(4.3. 7) 

(4.3.8) 

(4.3.9} 

(4.3.10) 

{4,3.11} 

cp E .C2P(o:;..,) n .C1 and l Jlog N[](w, II · ll.c2•(0:V); c)dc < oo, 

where the brackets should be constructed in .C2
P ( o:N) n .C 1; 

llnyn- 11.c•(o:V) = Opn(l); 

lli1rn(cp)l 2 
· lnyn- - (1/y)lli.c,(o:V) = Opn(l); 

ll{1rn(1/;)1rn(¢) -1/;¢} · (o:/y)ll.c1 -t 0 \-/1/;,¢ E '¥; 

llcp. (an - Qn)ll.c, = o(n- 112). 

Theorem 4.3.3 Assume (4.3.6). Suppose that a given class '¥ satisfies Conditions 

4.3.2. Then, it holds that vn(An - An)~ G in £00 ([0, r] X '1'), where (t, 1/J) "'"'er is a 

zero-mean Gaussian process such that 

'1/J k o:(u, z) EGt Gf = 1/;(u, z)¢(u, z)-(-) dt.>..(dz) 
[O,tl\s]xE y u, Z 

\-/(t,1/;), (s,¢) E [0,r] x W 
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and that almost all paths are uniformly p2 -continuous on'¥, where 

P2((t, 1/;), (s, ¢)) = ✓ EIGf - GT 12 \/(t, 1/;), (s, ¢) E [0, r] x 1¥ . 

Proof. It follows from (4.3.1) and (4.3.11) that 

sup l(1rn(1/;)Yn-) * v; - A(1rn(1/;)ln)t[ = Opn•(n-
112

). 
(t,1/J)E[O,T]X'V 

Thus it suffices to derive the weak convergence of the sequence of processes ( t, 1/;) -----+ X~·"' 
defined by 

X~·"' = /n(1rn(1/;)Yn-) * (µn _ vn)t. 

We will apply Lemma 4.3.1 with Kn ,,t, = /n1rn(1/;). The condition (4.3.5) for n ~ N 

follows (4.3.6) and the fact cp E .C2 (aN)- To show the condition (i), observe that 

I
n { l1rn(cp)(t, z) 12 yn-(t, z)(an - Qn)(t, z) dt>,,(dz)/ 

J[O ,T]xE 

< lli1rn(cp)j2. jnYn- - (1/y)j - (an - Qnt:1 + lli1rn(<P) l2 . (1/y). (an - Qnt:1 

:::; lli1rn(cp)j2. jnYn- - (l/y)llic1(ai,) + lll/yllc= · llcp2. (an - Qnt:,. 

The first term on the right hand side converges in pn_probability to zero by (4.3.9). On 

the other hand, since it follows from (4.3.11) that (~ - Qn)(t, z) -+ 0 for cp(t , z)dt>.(dz)

almost all (t, z), the dominated convergence theorem yields that the second term also 

vanishes. Thus the condition (i) has been proved. Next, it follows from the same com

putation as ( 4.1.5) that 

nA ( l1rn ( cp) l2Yn-l { y'n,rn(,p)Yn->c}) 

< 1111rn(cp)l2. nvn-. l{y'n,rn(,p)Yn->c)ll.c,(a;,) 

< ~€ • ll1rn(cp)ll2:2p(ar,) · llnYn-11.c•(a;,), 

which converges in pn_probability to zero by (4.3.7) and (4.3.8). Thus the condition (ii) 

has been proved. The condition (iii) can be shown by using (4.3.9) and (4.3 .10) . This 

finishes the proof of the case where the set 1¥ is finite . 

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.2.2 that, if [tk,uk]'s are (II· ll.c2P(ar,J, c)

brackets in £ 2P(aN )n.C1 which cover the class 1¥, then [1rn(lk) , 1rn( uk)]'s are (II· ll.c2P(ai, ), €)
brackets in £ 2P(aN) n £ 1 which cover the class 1rnw. Hence, by using the Holder inequal

ity, it is shown that the DFP of 1¥ induced from the minimum brackets satisfies the 

requirements of (iv) of Lemma 4.3.1. □ 
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In order to derive the weak convergence of fo(An - A) rather than fo(An - k), 
~ pn 

we have to show that fo(An - A) ==> 0 in €00 ([0, T] x 1¥). For this purpose, it suffices 

to check the fo llowing: 

(4 .3.1 2) 

(4.3.13) 

See the discussion after Theorem 4.2.4 for getting simple sufficient conditions for all 

assumptions appearing above in the case where E = [O, l]d . 

4.3.3 Asymptotic Efficiency 

In order to discuss the asymptotic efficiency, we set: 

(4.3.14) IH[ 

H 

£2([0, T] x E, ;(!::?dt>.(dz)); 

£ 00 ([0, T] x E, Q.3 [0, T] ® l', dt>.(dz)); 

Hn £ 00 ([0, T] XE, Q.3 [0, T] ® l'n , dt>.(dz)). 

Here, the function y is the one which appears in Condition 4.3.2. We equip IH[ with the 

usual £ 2-inner product (·, •) 181 • Since we always assume (4.3.6), and since l/y is assumed 

to be bounded, His a linear subspace of the Hilbert space IH[_ Let p n = {P!: : h E H} 
be a family of probability measures on (rr, .P') indexed by H. Define the mapping 

1rn : H-+ Hn by (4.2.5). Hereafter, we denote by 1rn(h) any function of the equivalent 

elements in Hn . 

Suppose that the predictable compensator of Nn,i under the probability measure P!: 

is given by 

( 4.3.15) n(t zn,i)y:n,idt ah , t t , 

where a;:= a;:(t, z) is defined by 

( 4.3.16) 

To see that the compensator ( 4.3. 15) is well-defined, recall the discussion after ( 4.2.16) 

and (4.2.17). In particular, it holds that a0(t, Z~·i(w)) = a(t, Z~·i(w)) for almost all t. 

The predictable compensator vn,h of µn under the probability measure P!: is then given 

by 

where 
kn 

vn(dt, dz)= L Y;n ,i€zn,i(dz)dt. 
i=l ' 
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STEP I: LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY. Assume P'f: « P0n. It is well-known 

that, under some conditions, a version of the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

(4.3.17) 1 dP'f:l:P/ 
og dP.nl:F_n 

0 T 

2 (log 11 + n- 1l21rn(h/2y)I) * µ~ 

- (11 + n - 1121rn(h/2y)j2 - 1) * v;•0 

(see, e.g., Theorem III.5.13 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). This representation does not 

depend on the choice of a version of 1rn(h/2y) E Hn , because it holds that vn·0 (w; B) = 0 

identically and that P0(µn(B) = 0) = 1 for any B E 23[0, T] ®En such that Leb®>.(B) = 
0. 

Proposition 4.3.4 Let C be an arbitrary subset of H. Assume (4.3.6). Suppose that 

the function y appearing in Condition 4.3.2 satisfies the following: 

II YI:_ - yll = Opi(l); 
n C 1 (a,.,) 

II{ 1rn(hi/2y)1rn(h2/2y) - (h1h2)/(4y2)} · y · at -+ 0 

IIY. (an - Qn)llc1 -+ 0. 

Introduce the Hilbert space IHI given by (4.3.14). Suppose also that P'f: « P0n and (4.3.17) 

hold for every h E C. Then, it holds that for every h E C 

dP'f:IP: An( ) 111 112 ( ) log dP.nl:F_n = u h - 2 h IHI + fn h , 
0 T 

where 

pn 
and ln(h) = opi(l). Furthermore, it also holds that (~n(h1), ... , ~n(hd)) ⇒ N(O, I:) 

where I:;j = (h;, hj) IHI-

Proof. Since I log(l +x)-x+ ~I ~ ix3 for all x E [-½,½],we have that for any c: E (0, 1], 

whenever SUPi,z ln- 1l21rn(h/2y)(t, z)I ~ €,where: 

1n- 1/21rn(h/2y)l2 * µ~; 

1n- 1/21rn(h/2y)l2 * v;,o . 
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Since 

I (
j1rn(h/2y)j2~yn-) * Vn,0 - A ( 11rn(h/2y)j2~) I 

nYn- T nYn- T 

< ll11rn(h/2y)l2. 1n - . (an - Qn)II 
nYn C' 

< ll11rn(h/2y)l2 · In~:- - YI. (an - Qn)L + lli1rn(h/2y)l2. y. (an - Qn)llc, 

< ll1rn(h/2y)ll~00 {lln~:- - Yt,(o;,) + IIY · (an - Qn)llc1}, 

and since 

it holds that .iJn(h) !:f..+ ¼llhll~- Also, using Lenglart 's inequality, we have Dn(h) -
- pn 
Dn(h) --4 0. These facts imply the first assertion. Applying Lemma 4.3.l to the family 

of Qn-measurable functions {Kn ,h: h EC} given by 

we qm show the finite-dimensional convergence of h ......, 6.n(h). D 

Discussion about STEP II and STEP III is similar to the preceding sections, hence is 

omitted. 

4.A Notes 

A part of the results in Section 4.1 was presented by Nishiyama (1997). As mentioned in 

the main text, a progress from the preceding work is the introduction of £ 2P-bracketing 

entropies rather than the £ 2-bracketing one. This would be important also for other 

applications in non-i.i .d. settings; see, e.g., Chapter 6. The problems considered in 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 were posed by McKeague and Utikal (1990) who treated the case 

where the state space of covariates is [O, l] . Our way of constructing the estimator is 

motivated by their work. A moment assumption of theirs has been weakened. 



Chapter 5 

M-Estimators: General Criterion and 
Euclidean Parameters 

5.1 General Criterion 

The common structure of the models treated in this and next chapters is as follows. 

Formulation 5.1.1 For every n E N, let ([r,P) be a measurable space and pn 

{ P;: : u E un} a family of probability measures on (nn, P) indexed by an arbitrary set 

un. For every n E N and u E un I let the fallowing be given: 

(i) a space en, a random point 0: E en, and a [O, oo)-valued stochastic process 

0"" d:(0, 0:) with parameter in en,-

(ii) some stochastic processes 0"" r:(0) and 0"" ,:(0), with parameters in en. 

We then denote R:(J) = {0 E en: (J/2) < d:(0,0:) ~ J} for every J E (0,oo). 

The [0, oo)-valued stochastic process 0"" d:(0, 0:) above is usually given by a (random) 

semimetric d:(0, '!9) on en and a (random) point 0: which should be regarded as an 

(approximate) true point of unknown parameter. We refer the processes 0 "" r: ( 0) and 

0 "",:(0) as the "criterion process" and the "contrast process", respectively; the latter 

is sometimes taken to be deterministic, and in that case it is referred as the "contrast 

function". The following result is a version of Theorem 3.4.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner 

(1996), into which contributions by some other authors in this area are condensed (see 

Notes at the end of this chapter). 

Theorem 5. 1.2 Consider Formulation 5.1.1 above. Suppose that the following M -

CRITERION is satisfied for some J0 E (0,oo], p > 0, a E (0,p), not depending on n 

and u, some functions if>~ : (0, J0) ➔ (0, oo) such that J "" J-0 1>~(0) is decreasirtg, and 

some positive constants rn,u such that r;;-,~ E (0, J0) and that ef>~(r;;-,~) ~ r;;-,~. 

71 
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M -CRITERION . For every E > 0 there exists some ce, Ce, K e > 0 and ne E N such 

that: for every n 2: ne and u E un there exists a set B;:(1:: ) C nn such that 

and 

on the set B;(E) 

E;• sup l(r: - ,;)(0) - (r: - ,;)(0:)lls;:c,J :S C,<t>:(c5) 
0ER;:(o) 

whenever c5 E [Ker;~, c50 ) , and that P;:-(nn \ B;:(E)) :S E. 

Then, for any mappings 0;: : nn ➔ en such that 

(5.1.1) 

and that 

(5.1 .2) 

it holds that 

Jim supp;:• (<t,;(0;, 0;) > c50/2) = 0, 
n-HX) uEUn 

Jim limsup supp;:• (rn,u<I',;(0;,0;) > L) = 0. 
L----too n➔oo uEUn 

When M-CRITERION is satisfied for c50 = oo, the assumption (5.1.2) is unnecessary. 

Remark. In the sequel, we refer the first and the second displayed inequalities of M

CRITERION as the "FIRST INEQUALITY" and the "SECOND INEQUALITY"' respectively. 

Keeping a two-term Taylor expansion of the function 0 ..,_,. , ;(0) in their mind, van 

der Vaart and Wellner (1996) presented some results of this fashion for the case of p = 2 

as their Theorems 3.2.5 and 3.4.1. The adaptation to the case of general p will be useful 

in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 7.2. The truncation introduced in the SECOND INEQUALITY fits 

in our maximal inequalities based on the quadratic modulus. The last difference is the 

uniformity in the underlying probability measures (this is clear if the conclusion is given 

in the form of a probability inequality by using universal constants; see, e.g., Birge and 

Massart (1993) and van de Geer (1995b)). Although the change of the proof is minor, 

we state the whole proof following exactly the same line as that of van der Vaart and 

Wellner (1996) . 

Proof of Theorem 5.1 .2. Fix any E > 0, and choose some constants ce,Ce,K, > 0 and 

ne E N according to M-CRITERION. In the following we will consider n 2: n, only. 

Now, fix any L > 0 for a while, and choose any 1 E N such that ce -2-p(J- I) L > 0 and 

that 21 2: K ,. Put 1;: = max{j E N : 21r;,~ < c50 } (we have implicitly assumed c50 < oo, 

but the case of c50 = oo is easier; read the following argument replacing "1 :S Vj :S 1;:" 
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by "\;/j 2: J" ). We denote: 

{w E nn: 0:(w) E R:(2ir;;-,~)} J :=; Vj::; J;: ; 

{ w E nn : f~(0:(w))(w) - r:(e:)(w) 2: -Lr;;-,n n B;:(c). 

Then it holds on the set s;(j) n n:(1o, L) that 

sup rn(e) - rn(en) > -Lr- P 
u u u - n,u 

OE R;:(2-ir~.~) 

and that 

thus we have 

(5.1.3) sup {(r: - 1:)(0) - (r: - 1;:)(e;:)} > (c0 2PU- 1l - L)r;;-,: 
0ER;!(2ir~.~) 

p;:• (21
-

1r;;-,~ < ~(0: , e;:) :=; 60/2, n~(c, L)) 

< L p;:• (s:(j) n n:(1o, L)), 
J <cj':J:}: 
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where the summation with respect to j can be read as zero when J > J;. If J :=; J; , 

recalling (5.1.3), we obtain from the Markov inequality and the SECOND INEQUALITY of 

M-CRITERION that 

L p;:• (s;:(j) n n:(1o, L)) 
199:; 

< c € ~ 1>:(2ir;;-,U 
C - 2- p(J- l)L L.. 2PU- 1Jr - P 

e J <_5: j '5_ J[; n ,u 

C 2aj,1.,n(r - l) < £ ~ 'Pu n,u 
C - 2- p(J- t)L L.. 2PU- 1Jr - P 

e J'5.j '5. J[; n ,u 

< 2PC£ ~ 2(a-p)j 
C - 2 - p(J-!)£ L.. . 

€ j?_ J 

Here we have also used the fact that 1>:(co) ::; caef>:(o) for every c > 1. 

Consequently we have 

p;:• (rn,u~(0:, e;:) > 2J- I) 

2PC 2(a- p)J 
::; p;:•(nn \ n:(c, L)) + p;:• (d;:(0;:, e;:) > oo/2) + 

1 
_ 2(:- p) · c€ _ 2- p(J-t)L · 
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This inequality holds also in the case of J0 = oo by regarding the second term on the 

right hand side as zero. Notice that the last term on the right hand side does not depend 

on n E N and u E un and converges to zero as J -+ oo since a < p. To get the assertion, 

first choose large L > 0 according to the assumption (5.1.1) , and next let J-+ oo. □ 

In the remaining sections of this chapter, we are concerned with some problems of 

estimating finite-dimensional parameters. Here, we sketch a procedure for deriving the 

asymptotic distribution of M-estimators based on a continuous mapping theorem for 

argmax functionals (Theorem 3.2.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)). In any case, 

we shall consider some rescaled criterion processes h ...,.. M" ( h) of the form 

where r n and an are some appropriate constants. Thus the first problem should be to 

find the "rate of convergence" rn, and Theorem 5.1.2 is useful at this step. The constant 

an should be determined in connection with r n· Next, according to Theorem 3.2.2 of van 

der Vaart and Wellner (1996), we shall show the following. 

(i) The uniform tightness of the local sequence fi,n = rn(ifn - 80 ) . 

(ii) The weak convergence of the process h ...,.. M" (h) to a continuous process h ...,.. 

M(h) in f 00 (K), for every compact subset K of the space of local parameters. 

(iii) The existence of a unique maximum point h of the path h...,.. M(h) . 

Any Borel random variable on a Polish space is tight, hence so is h. Thus a result of the 
- p -form "rn(Bn - 80 ) ==} h" follows from the argmax continuous mapping theorem. 

The reason why we are content with the case of finite-dimensional parameters in this 

approach is that the uniform tightness of the local sequence ti,n (the step (i) above) is 

equivalent to "rnl0" - 80 1 = Op(l)", which is actually the consequence of Theorem 5.1.2. 

This is not always true when the parameter space is general, but Theorem 5.1.2 is still 

useful at least for deriving the rate of convergence as we see in Chapter 6. We will make 

use of the results given in Chapter 3 at step (ii). For simplicity, we will not discuss the 

uniformity in the underlying probability measures in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 

5.2 Gaussian White Noise Model 

5.2.1 Criterion for Rate of Convergence 

For every n E N, let xn = (Xf )tE[O,l] be a continuous stochastic process given by 

(5.2. 1) dX~ = f (t)dt + n- 112 dB1, Xt = Xo ER, 
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where f E £ 2[0, 1], and B = (Bi)tE[O,l) is a standard Brownian motion on a stochastic 

basis B = (fl, F, F = (Fi)tE[o,i), P). Let (0, d) be a separable metric space; we will take 

it to be a Euclidean space later. Let w = { we : 0 E 0} be a class of elements of £ 2 [0 , 1]. 

Equip 0 with the semimetric Pw given by 

(5.2.2) Pw(0, iJ) = llwe - w,iJJi:2[0,1) V0,iJ E 0. 

We consider the criterion process 0 _,_. rn(0) defined by 

(5.2.3) V0 E 0, 

and the contrast function 0 _,_. 'Y( 0) defined by 

(5.2.4) "f(0) = l w0 (t)J(t)dt V0 E 0. 

The former is indeed well-defined as the stochastic integral with respect to the semi

martingale t _,_. xr (see, e.g., Theorem I.4.31 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). When 0 

is not countable, the process 0 _,_. rn ( 0) is not unique even in the almost sure sense. 

However, the following argument holds for any version of the process, because we shall 

always consider a countable subset 0* of 0 when we apply Theorem 2.4.2 to the terminal 

variables of the continuous martingales 

V0 E 0· c 0. 

We denote by B(e,d)(0; o) the closed ball in 0 with center 0 E 0 and d-radius o > 0. 

Theorem 5.2.1 Let (0, d) be a separable metric space. For a given class w = { we : 0 E 

0} C £ 2 [0, 1], introduce Pw, rn and 'Y given by (5.2.2), (5.2.3) and (5.2.4). Suppose that 

there exists a countable, d-dense subset 0* of 0 such that Pw defines a proper metric on 

0*. For a given point 00 E 0, suppose also that 0 _,_. 'Y( 0) is d-continuous at 00 and that 

the J allowing conditions are satisfied for some o0 E ( 0, oo], p > 0, a E ( 0, p), c > 0 and a 

function <p : (0, o0 ) -+ (0, oo) such that o _,_. o-a'P( o) is decreasing: 

(5.2.5) 

(5.2.6) 

(5.2. 7) 

"f(0) - "((00 ):::; -cd(0, 0o)P V0 E B(e,d)(0o; oo); 

sup f
00 

JlogN(B(e,d)(0;o),pw;c)dc:::; <p(o) Vo E (0,oo); 
OEe· lo 

sup Diam(B(e,d)(0;o),Pw):::; <p(o) Vo E (0,oo). 
OE0• 

Choose any constants r n > 0 such that r;;- 1 E (0, o0 ) and that n- 112<p(r;;- 1
) ::=; r;;-P. Then, 

for any 0* -valued random sequence ifn such that d(ifn, 00 ) = Op• (1) and that 

fn(ifn) 2: SUp fn(0) - En 
eE0• 
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for some ln = Op-(r;?) , it holds that d(fin, 00 ) = Op-(r;;- 1
) . When 60 = oo, the assump

tion "d(fin, 00 ) = Op• (1) " is unnecessary. When 00 E 0* , the assumption that 0 -v-; 'Y(0) 

is d-continuous at 00 is unnecessary. 

Proof. We will apply Theorem 5.1.2. Since 0 -v-; 'Y (0) is d-continuous at 00 , we can choose 

a point Boo Ee· such that /'Y(Boo) - 'Y(Bo)I ::; (c/2P+1
). r;;-P and that d(0oo,0o) ::; r;;- 1 

( when 00 E 0*, the choice 000 = 00 satisfies these requirements, thus the assumption that 

0 -v-; 'Y(0) is d-continuous is unnecessary). We then denote R00 (8) = {0 E 0* : (8/2) < 
d(0 , 000 ) ::; c5} for every c5 E (0, oo). 

For any c5 E [r;;-1, 80), it holds that 

'Y(0) - 'Y(Bo) + 'Y(0o) - 'Y(Bii0 ) 

C < -cd(0 00 )P + - · r - P 
' 2P+l n 

C C < -- . c)P + - . c5 - p V0 E Rijo(c5) 
2P 2P+l 

< __ c_ .c)P. 
2P+l 

Thus the FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION is fulfilled. Next, to show the SECOND 

INEQUALITY, notice that for every c5 E (0, 80 ) 

E sup l(rn - 'Y )(0) - (rn - 1')(19)1 
O;liER;

0 
(6) 

::; n- 1! 2 E sup If wo(t)dBt - [ W{J(t)dBtl. 
O,{JEB(e ,dJ(o;

0 
;o)ne• o o 

Since the quadratic Pw-modulus of the family of continuous martingales 

{l wo(t)dBt : 0 E e·} 
is bounded by 1, and since Diam(B(e,d)(000 ; 8) , Pw) ::; cp(c5), it follows from Theorem 

2.4.2 and (2.1.1) that the right hand side is bounded by (up to a multiplicative universal 

constant) 

r"'(5) 
n- 112 lo ✓log(l + N(B(e,d) (Boo; 8) , Pw; £) )de 

< n- 1! 2 
{ cp(c5)~ + fo"'(o) ✓log N(B(e,d)(000; 8), Pw; t:) dt:} 

< { Foi3. + 1} . n- l/2cp (6). 

Thus the SECOND INEQUALITY is satisfied with <Poo = n- 1!2cp. D 
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The assumptions (5.2.6) and (5 .2.7) are analogous to an assumption of Theorem 

3.2.10 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). Although the supremum with respect to 6 

comes out of the integral, this condition may still look awkward at first sight. Indeed , it 

requires a calculation of certain covering numbers of the sets B(e ,d) ( 0; 6) for all sufficiently 

small 6 > 0. However, when the parameter space (0, d) is Euclidean , this condition can 

be replaced by a simple relationship between the two metrics d and Pw, as is given in the 

next theorem. 

Theorem 5.2.2 Let 0 be a subset of a finit e-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual 

metric d. For a given class w ={we: 0 E 0} C £ 2 [0, 1], introduce Pw , rn and 7 given 

by (5.2.2), (5.2.3) and (5.2.4). Suppose that there exists a countable, d-dense subset 0* 

of 0 such that Pw defines a proper metric on 0*. For a given point 00 E 0, suppose 

also that 0 ,...... 7(0) is d-continuous at 00 and that there exis t some 60 E (0, oo] and some 

constants p > q > 0 and c, C > 0 such that: 

(5.2.8) { 
7(0) - 7(00) :::; -cd(0, 0O)P 

Pw(0, 19) :::; Cd(0, 19)q 
V0 E B (e,d)( 0o ; 60); 
V0 ,19 E 0. 

Then, the same conclusion as Theorem 5.2. 1 holds fo r rn = n 1! 2(p- q). 

Proof. It suffices to show that the conditions (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) of Theorem 5.2.1 are 

satisfied with cp(6) = const.6q. First notice that for every 6 > 0 

(5.2.9) 

Thus we have for every 0 E 0* 

The right hand side is bounded by {(26)/(c1/q6) + 1y for every c E (0, 1], where r is the 

dimension of 0 . Hence, noting also N(B(e ,d)(0; 6) , Pw; C6q) = l , we obtain 

c-16-q la°'° ✓logN(B(e ,d)(0;6),Pw; c)dc 

f ✓logN(B(e,d)(0; 6) , Pw ; Cc6q)dc 

< f ✓rlog{2c 1/q+l}dc(=K0 say) <oo. 

On the other hand, by putting c = 1 in (5.2 .9) we obtain Diam(B(e,d)(0; 6), Pw) :::; 2C6q. 

Hence, (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) are satisfied with cp(6) = C · (Ko V 2) · 6q. □ 
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In so-called "regular" parametric models, the condition (5.2.8) is satisfied with p = 2 

and q = 1, which leads to the "square root asymptotics". The "cube root asymptotics" 

investigated by Kim and Pollard (1990), whose origin goes back at least to Chernoff 

(1964), corresponds to the case of p = 2 and q = 1/2. 

In both theorems, we have to show the consistency of estimators somehow. Thus let 

us state here a sufficient condition based on Corollary 3.2.3 of van der Vaart and Wellner 

(1996). 

Proposition 5.2.3 Let (0, d) be a separable metric space. For a given class w = { w8 : 

0 E 0} C .L:2[0, l], introduce Pw, rn and 'Y given by (5.2.2), (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) . Suppose 

also that there exists a countable, d-dense subset e• of 0 such that Pw defines a proper 

metric on 0*. Suppose that it holds for a given point 00 E 0 that 

(5.2.10) "f(0o) > SUp"f(0) 
8~G 

for every d-open set G C 0 that contains 00 , and that 

Then, for any 0* -valued random sequence ifn such that 

fn(ifn) 2: sup fn(0) - En 
8E8·u{8o} 

for some En= op-(l) , it holds that d(ifn,00 ) = Op•(l). 

Proof. We will apply (i) of Corollary 3.2.3 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) to 

0* = 0* U {0o} (if Pw(00,0o) = 0 for some 00 Ee•, set 0* = (0* \ {00}) U {00 } to make 

(0*, Pw) a proper metric space) . Notice that the inequality (5.2.10) still holds for any 

G C 0* containing 00 which is open in the relative topology. Theorem 2.4.2 yields that 

E sup 1rn(0) - ? (0)/ < C. n- 1!2 
{OD ✓log(l + N(e, Pw; t:))dE: 

8E8• lo 

where D = Diam(0 , Pw) < oo by our entropy condition, and C > 0 is a universal 

constant. This implies that 

sup /fn(0) - ?(0)/ = op(l), 
8E8' 

which completes the proof. □ 
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5.2.2 Examples 

Example 1: Peak point of F 

Let us consider estimating the value of 

00 = argmaxF(0), 
OE[O,l] 

where t ...-. F(t) is the cumulative function of J defined by F(t) 

problem can be treated in our general framework by setting 

we(t) = l [o,eJ(t) V0 E [O, l]. 
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JJ J(s)ds . This 

The criterion process and the contrast function , defined by (5.2.3) and (5.2.4), turn out 

to be rn(0) = X8 and ,(0) = F(0), respectively. 

We equip 0 = [O, 1] with the usual metric d(0, {)) = 10 - {)j to apply Theorem 5.2.2. 

It holds that Pw(0, {)) = ~' and thus Pw is defines a proper metric on [O , l]. The 

function 0 ...-. ,(0) is indeed continuous. Hence, if 00 is an inner point of [O, 1] and if 

there exist some constants 80 , c > 0 and p > 1/2 such that 

(5.2.11) F(0) - F(0o) ~ -cl0 - 0o lP V0 E [0o - 80, 0o + 80] 

then the same conclusion as Theorem 5.2. 1 holds for rn = n 1/ CZp- l)_ 

To derive the asymptotic behavior of the rescaled residual n 1/(Zp-l)(lJ11 
- 00 ), let us 

introduce an assumption on the function t ...-. F(t). 

Condition 5.2.4 Let p E N be given. For a given point 00 E (0, 1) , the function 

t ...-. F(t) is (p-1)-times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of 00 with deriva

tives p(m), m = 1, .. . , p - 1, and hasp-th left- and right-derivatives p5!') and F:f) at 00 , 

respectively, which satisfy: 

• when p?: 2.- p(ml(00 ) = 0 for every m = 1, ... , p - l ; 

• when p is odd: F!!'\00 ) > 0 > F:f\00 ); 

• when p is even: F!!'\00 ) V F:f\00 ) < 0. 

The condition (5.2.11) follows from this assumption by a Taylor expansion. Moreover, 

we obtain the following resul t . 

Proposition 5.2.5 Under Condition 5.2.4, for any [O, 1] n <Q-valued random sequence 
- - p• 0n such that 0n --+ 0o and that 

Xfn 2: sup x; - ln 
OE[O,l]n<Ql 
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for some En = Op• ( n- vl(2v- 1l ), it holds that n 1! (2v- i) (0"-00 ) b argmaxhEIR { A(h)+JIB(h)} 

in JR, where h .,,.. A(h) is the deterministic process given by 

Vh ~ 0, 
Vh < 0, 

and where h.,,.. JIB(h) is the two-sided Brownian motion, that is, a zero-mean, continuous 

Gaussian process such that EIJIB(h1 ) - JIB(h2)12 = lh1 - h2I for every hi, h2 ER 

Proof. It has already been shown by Theorem 5.2.2 that the sequence n 1/ (2v-1l(1fn - 00 ) 

is uniformly tight. Let us set: 

Hn {h E JR : 0o + n-l / (2p- l)h E [O, l]} ; 

Hn• {h E JR : 0o + n - 1! (2v- i)h E [0, l] n IQ}. 

We consider the stochastic process h .,,.. M'1 ( h) , with parameter in Hn, defined by 

M1'(h) 

where: 

nP/ (2p- l) { rn(0o + n-l / (2p- l) h) - rn(0o)} 

An(h) + JIBn(h) , 

nPl (2
v - l ) fo1 

{ Woo+n-11c2,-1 lh(t) - Wo0 (t)} f(t)dt; 

n 1
/ (

4v- 2J fo 1 

{ Woo +n - 1/( 2p- 1)h(t) - wo0(t)} dBt. 

By Theorem 2.4.4, there exists a continuous version h .,,.. ]in(h) of h .,,.. JIBn(h). 

Thus we first consider M'1 = An + ]in instead of M'1. An easy computation gives that 

limn->oo An (h) = A(h) for every h E JR. Furthermore, since h .,,.. An (h) and h .,,.. A(h) 

are continuous, this convergence is uniform on every compact set K C JR. On the other 

hand, it follows from Corollary 3.4.3 that ]in b JIB in £00 (K) for every compact set 
- p KC JR. Thus we have M'1 ===} M =A+ JIB in £00 (K) for every compact set KC JR. The 

existence and the uniqueness of the maximum point of h .,,.. M(h) follow from Khinchin's 

law of the iterated logarithm (see , e.g., page 61 of Hida (1980)) and Lemma 2.6 of Kim 

and Pollard (1990) , respectively. Hence Theorem 3.2.2 of van der Vaart and Wellner 

(1996) yields the following CLAIM: for any uniformly tight sequence F,,n satisfying 

~ p 
for some En ,K = op-(l) for each compact set KC JR, it holds that hn ===} argmaxhEIR M(h) 

in JR. 
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Now, for every n E N such that K C Hn, using the continuity of h .,,_, M" (h) , we 

have 

sup M" (h) 
hEK 

sup M" (h) 
hE K n Hn• 

sup M"(h) 
hEKnHn• 

< sup M"(h). 
hEHn• 

P-almost surely 

P-almost surely 

Hence, we can apply the above CLAIM to F,,n = n 1! (2p- l)(§n - 00 ), which takes values in 

Hn• identically, in order to obtain that n 1/ (2p- l)(§n - 00 ) b argmaxhEIR M(h) in JR. D 

Since rn(0) = Xfj, and since 0 .,,_, Xfj is continuous, it is possible to apply Theorem 

3.4.4 to ]Rn, without introducing the continuous version jn by Theorem 2.4.4. However, 

since it is not always easy to show the p-separability of the original family of continu

ous local martingales {J0 w0 (t)dBt}, we presented the above approach using jn. This 

argument is indeed necessary for Example 3 given later. 

Example 2: Steepest interval of F 

Fix a constant b E (0, 1/2). We aim to estimate the value of 

lo
O+b 

00 = argmax f (t)dt , 
0E0 0- b 

which is the center of the interval with length 2b where the function t .,,_, F( t) increases 

most rapidly. This problem fits in our general framework by setting 

wo(t) = 1[0- b,O+b](t) 't/BE[b, 1-b]. 

The criterion process and the contrast function , defined by (5.2.3) and (5.2.4), turn out 

to be rn(B) = X!f+b - Xfj_b and 1 (0) = F(0 + b) - F(0 - b) , respectively. 

Here we make an assumption which is similar to Condition 5.2.4 in the preceding 

example. 

Condition 5.2.6 Let an even integer p 2'. 2 be given. For given 00 E (b, 1 - b), the 

function t .,,_, f(t) is (p - 1)-times continuously differentiable on an open set containing 

00 - b and Bo + b with derivatives f (m), m = 1, ... , p - 1, satisfying: 

• f (m)(00 - b) = f(m)(Bo + b) for every m = 0, ... ,p- 2; 

• f (P- 1)(00 - b) > f (p-l)(Bo + b). 
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Proposition 5.2.7 Under Condition 5.2.6, for any [b, 1-b]nQ-valued random sequence 
- - p• 0n such that 0n ---t 0o and that 

. - p for some ln = Op•(n- p/(2p- t)), zt holds that n1! (2p-t)(0n-0o) ==} argmaxhEIR {A(h)+JIB(h)} 

in JR, where h ,,,.. A( h) is the deterministic process given by 

Vh E JR, 

and where h ,,,.. JR( h) is the two-sided Brownian motion. 

Proof. It follows from Condition 5.2.6 and a Taylor expansion that 

f (p-1 )(0 ) f(p - 1)(0 ) 
, (B) - , (0o) = + ~ - (0 - 0o)P, 

p. 

where 0+ (resp. 0_ ) is a point on the segment connecting 0+b and 00 +b (resp. 0-b and 

00 - b). Thus, since pis even, it holds that 1 (0) - , (00 ) :::; -cl0 - 00 IP in a neighborhood 

of 00 for a constant c > 0. On the other hand, it is clear that Pw(0 , 19) = J210 - 191, 
and thus Pw defines a proper metric on [b, 1 - b] . Hence Theorem 5.2.2 implies that 

n t / (2p- l) (0n - 00 ) is uniformly tight. Repeating the same argument as that in the proof 

of Proposition 5. 2. 5 to the stochastic process h ,,,.. M7' ( h) defined by 

"',m(h) _ 2- 1/2 p/ (2p- l) {(xn xn ) (Xn xn )} 
l'l'll - n Bo+b+n - 11( 2v- 1)h - Bo+b - Bo - b+n- 11<2v- 1)h - Bo-b , 

we can obtain the assertion. □ 

Example 3: Jump point off 

Let us introduce a model for the estimation problem of jump point off. 

Condition 5.2.8 For an inner point 00 of [0 , 1], there exists a constant a E (0, 1/2) 

such that the function t ,,,.. f (t) is cadlag on the interval [00 - a, 00 + a] and that 

where 

D = (R,, - L*) - (L* - L*) V (R* - R,,) > 0 

suptE[Bo - a,Bo) f ( t) , 
inftE[B0- a ,00) f ( t) , 

R* 
R,, 

SUPtE[Bo,Bo +a] f (t) , 
inftE[B0 ,B0 +a] f(t). 
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The constant a > 0 in the above assumption should be known to construct the estimator 

given later , but we do not specify any concrete shape of the function t""' J(t) , even the 

value of the constant D > 0. Condition 5.2.8 means that the function t ""' f (t) has a 

positive jump at 00 , namely J(00 ) - J(00 -) 2'. R. - L* , which is the biggest one in the 

interval [00 - a, 00 + a]. This interpretation shows how natural this assumption is in the 

present context. 

Let the parameter space 8 = [a, 1 - a] be equipped with the Euclidean metric 

d(0, rJ) = 10 - rJI . Fixing a constant b E (0, a) we define 

(5.2 .12) wo(t) = kb(t - 0) Y0 E [a, 1 - a), 

where r x-b x E [-b, 0) , 
kb(x) = -x + b: x E [0 , b], 

0, otherwise. 

Proposition 5.2.9 Under Condition 5.2.8, consider the criterion process 0""' rn(0) = 
fl w0 (t)dX; with w0 given by (5.2.12). For any [a, 1 - a] n Q-valued random sequence 

{jn such that {jn .!:..+ 0o and that 

fn(1Jn) 2'. sup fn(0) - ln 
OE[a ,1-a]nQ 

- p 
for some En = Op•(n- 1

), it holds that n(0n - 00 ) ===> argmaxhEl!i {A(h) + JIB(h)} in JR, 

where h ""' A( h) is the deterministic process given by 

A h _ { h { (2b) - 1 Jlo0!; f (t)dt - f (00 )}, 

( ) - h { (2b)-1 Jlo0!; J(t)dt - f(0o-)} , 

and where h ""' JIB( h) is the two-sided Brownian motion. 

Proof. It holds that for any 0 E [00 , 00 + a - b] 

Vh 2: 0, 

Vh < 0, 

'Y(0) - 'Y(0o) < -(2b - 10 - 0ol)R.l0 - 0ol + 10 - 0ol(R* + L*)b 

< -10 - 0ol{b[(R. - L*) - (R* - R.)] - 10 - 0olR.} 

< -10 - 0ol{bD - 10 - 0olR.} 

and that , in the same way, for any 0 E [00 - a+ b, 00 ) 

'Y (0) - 'Y (0o) ~ -10 - 0ol{bD - 10 - 0olL*}. 

Thus, choosing sufficiently small constants J0 , c > 0 we have 'Y (0) - 'Y (00 ) ~ -cl0 - 00 1 

for every 0 E [0o - Jo , 0o + Jo]. On the other hand, an easy computation implies that 
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Pw(0 , 19) :::; C ~ with C = J4b2 + 6b. Hence Theorem 5.2.2 yields that the rate of 

convergence in this model is r n = n . Repeat the same argument as Proposition 5.2.5 to 

the stochastic process h -..-. M"(h) defined by M"(h) = (2b) - 1n{rn(00 + n - 1h) - rn{00)} 

to get the assertion. □ 

5.2.3 R emarks for Non-Gaussian Cases 

Instead of the Gaussian white noise model {5 .2.1) , let us consider the following: 

dX; = J(t)dt + dM;, x; = Xo E IR, 

where f E L:2[0, l] is as before , and Mn = {Mt)iE[O,l] is a continuous local martingale, 

defined on a stochastic basis B , with the quadratic covariation given by (Mn, Mn)t = 
J~ gn(s)ds . Then, all results in Subsection 5.2.l remain true whenever 

Furthermore, if 

sup gn(t) = Op(n- 1 ). 

tE [O,l] 

sup lngn(t) - ll = op{l), 
tE[O,l] 

then all results in Subsection 5.2.2 also hold without change of limit distributions. More 

generally, if there exists g E £ 00 [0 , 1] such that 

sup lngn(t) - g(t)/ = op(l) , 
tE[O,l] 

then one can get some results similar to those in Subsection 5.2.2 , under some smoothness 

assumptions on g, with modification of limit distributions. 

5.3 Multiplicative Intensity Model 

Let µn be a I-dimensional point process defined on a stochastic basis (nn , ? , Fn 

(.Ft)tE[O,l], pn) with the predictable compensator vn given by 

vn(w; dt) = o:(t)Yt(w)dt, 

where a: is a [O, oo )-valued measurable function on [O, 1], and t -..-. Y;n is a [O, oo )-valued 

predictable process. Let a class { w0 : 0 E 0} of bounded, measurable functions on [O, 1] 
be given. Assuming f0

1 o:(t)dt < oo, we consider the contrast function given by 

{5 .3.1) ry (0) = l wo(t)o:(t)dt ve Ee, 
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and the criterion process given by 

(5.3.2) V0 E 0, 

where the generalized inverse process yn- of yn is defined by 

if Yt(w) 2'. 1, 
otherwise. 
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In this section, specializing the class w, we consider two kinds of estimation problems. 

In both problems, we will assume the following. 

Condition 5.3.1 There exists a m easurable function y on [O, 1], which is bounded away 

from zero, such that 

sup jn- 1Y';n - y(t)j ~ 0. 
tE[O,l ] 

Now, setting 

(5 .3.3) rr(L) = { sup jn- 1r-;n - y(t)j ::; -L
1

} 
t E[O, l] 

we have for all n 2'. L that 

2 
L= sup-, 

tE[O, l ] y(t) 

on the set nn(L) 

and that 

sup nY;n- ::; L on the set nn(L). 
t E[O,l ] 

Noting also that limn-+oo pn(nn \ n n(L)) = 0, we will use these facts to establish the 

SECOND INEQUALITY of Theorem 5.1.2. 

Problem 1: Peak point of a 

Let us consider estimating the location of (approximate) peak of the function t """ a(t). 

This problem can be treated by setting 

7(0) = l l[o- b,O+b](t)a(t)dt 

where b E (0, 1/2) is a given constant. 

V0 E (b , 1 - b) , 

Proposition 5.3.2 Suppose that Conditions 5. 3.1 and 5.2.6 with f replaced by a are 

satisfied, and that the fun ction t """y(t) appearing in the former is continuous at points 

00 - b and 00 + b appearing in the latter. Define rn(0) by (5.3. 2) f or the class w = 
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{l [o- b,O+b) : 0 E [b, 1 - bl}. Then, for any [b, l - b]-valued random sequence ifn such that 
-- pn~ 
en --+ 00 and that 

fn(iJn) 2: sup fn(0) - En 
OE[b,1 - b) 

. ~ pn 
for some En= Opn-(n- p/(2p- l)) , zt holds that n1!(2p- l)(0n - 0o) ==> argmaxhEIR {A(h) + 

JB(h)} in JR, where h--.,-, A(h) is the deterministic fun ction given by 

_ P. oh- 1l(0o + b) - a<P-
1l(00 - b) 'a(00 + b) a(00 - b) ,-

1
!
2 

A(h) - h p! y(0o + b) + y(0o - b) ' 

and where h ""' JB( h) is the two-sided Brownian motion. 

Proof. First , let us apply Theorem 5.1.2 to get lifn - 00 1 = Opn-(n- 1!(2p-l)). The FIRST 

INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION can be shown in the same way as Proposition 5.2.7. To 

show the SECOND INEQUALITY, we apply (ii) of Theorem 2.2.3 to the class 

w; = {l [o-b,O+b)yn- : 0 E 8 0 } 

where 8 6 = [00 - o, 00 + o] n [b, 1 - b]. Notice that there exist some constants 00 , M > 0 

such that la(0 + b) + a(0 - b) I ~ M for all 0 E 8 00 . For every o E (0, o0 ), we construct a 

DFP n., = {TT.,(c: )} , E(O,l) of e., as follows : for every c: E (0, l] we divide the interval e.,, 
with length less than 20, into Nn6 (c:) sub-intervals with length at most 2&2; this can be 

done with Nrdc:) ~ -:, + 1. Then it holds that 

11w;11n5,l ~ ✓20. M. n- 1L on the set rr(L) 

and that 

on the set [).TI(L), 

where the constant L > 0 and the set nn(L) is given by (5.3.3) . Thus we have for all 

n 2: L that 

En• sup l(rn - ,)(0) - (rn - ,)(0o)llnn(L) 
0E05 

:S n - 1/201 /2 {J2MLl logCl2+2)dc:+ l}. 

Since Condition 5.3. 1 implies that limn--+oo pn(nn \ D,n(L)) = 0, we can deduce from 

Theorem 5.1.2 with 1>~(o) = n- 1!201!2 that 1ifn - 0ol = Opn•(n- 1!(2p- l)). 

Next , let us derive the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of rescaled processes 
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where 

C, la(00 + b) a(00 - b) 1-'/2 

0 = y(0o+b) + y(0o-b) 

Let us decompose M'' (h) = An (h) + Bn (h), where 

with 

wn,h * v?, 

W n,h _ p/ (2p-l)c, (l 1 )Yn- n O [0o + n-l /(2p- l )h-b,0o+n- l /(2p- l )h + b] - [0o - b,0o+b] · 
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An easy calculation implies that An ( h) ~ A( h) for every h E JR. Furthermore, since 

h ...,... An (h) and h ...,... A(h) are continuous, this convergence is uniform on every compact 

set K C JR. On the other hand, Theorem 3.2.4 yields that Bn ~ B in f.00 (K) for 

every compact set K c JR. Hence, the same argument as Proposition 5.2.5 implies the 

conclusion. □ 

Problem 2: Jump point of a 

The second problem is concerned with a jump point of the hazard function t ...,... a(t) . 

Proposition 5.3.3 Assume Conditions 5.3.1 and 5.2.8 with f replaced by a. Fixing 

a constant b E (0, a), define rn(0) = (w0Yn - ) * µ~ , where w0 = kb(t - 0) is given by 
- - p n• 

(5.2.12). Then, for any [a, 1 - a]-valued random sequence 0n such that 0n --+ 00 and 

that 

fn(0") ~ sup fn(0) - En 
0E[a,1 - a] 

Proof. The FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION of Theorem 5.1.2 with p = 1 follows 

from the same computation as Proposition 5.2.9. Using Theorem 2.2.3 again , we can 

show that the SECOND INEQUALITY holds with the truncation by the set nn(L) defined 

by (5 .3.3) and with </>~(b) = n- 1!2 <5 112
. □ 

We do not derive the asymptotic behavior of a sequence of "rescaled processes" as 

in the proof of Proposition 5.3.2; the Lindeberg condition is not satisfied in the present 

situation, thus no result in Section 3.2 works well. It is conjectured that the limit of 

n(rfn - 00 ) would be the argmax of a process with jumps. 
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5.A N otes 

The general criterion Theorem 5.1.2 is an adaptation of Theorem 3.4.1 of van der Vaart 

and Wellner (1996) which is a fruit of recent works by some other authors, including 

Birge and Massart (1993) , van de Geer (1995a) and Wong and Shen (1995). The two 

inequalities of M-CRITERION are from, e.g., (1.2) and (1.3) of van de Geer (1995a), 

respectively. 

The problem of estimating the mode of a density function , which is the motivation of 

Propositions 5.2.7 and 5.3.2, was studied by Chernoff (1964). It is treated also by Kim 

and Pollard (1990) in their systematic study of the cube root asymptotics. A progress 

of our results is that the smoothness around the mode has come into our scope; this is 

possible also in the i.i.d . case although we did not state in the main text. We continue 

this study further in Section 7.2. 

Related to Propositions 5.2.9 and 5.3.3, let us briefly review some known results of 

jump point estimation. The asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator 

fin of a jump point 00 oft...,... f(t) in the Gaussian white noise model (5.2.1) can be found 

in Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981, Section VII .2) . More precisely, they derived the 

asymptotic behavior of n(fin - 00 ) when the function f is of the form J8 (t) = S(t - 0) 

with S being a known function , along the approach of finite-dimensional parametric 

estimation. Korostelev (1987) showed the rate of convergence is still order n in a certain 

non-parametric model. Wang (1995) considered a broader model, including not only 

jumps but also cusps, and derived that the rate of convergence of a jump point estimator 

is nl log nl- '7 with any constant T/ > 0, which is quite close to the best rate. Our setting is 

more general than that of Korostelev (1987) , but does not contain that of Wang (1995). 

The point of Proposition 5.2.7 is that we have gotten the asymptotic distribution result 

of the rate n . By contrary, Proposition 5.3.3 gives the rate n only. See also Muller and 

Wang (1990) who considered estimating the point where a hazard function changes most 

rapidly. 



Chapter 6 

Non-parametric Maximum Likelihood 
Estimators 

6.1 Gaussian White Noise Model 

Let r > 0 be a fixed constant, and 0 a subset of £ 2 [0, r] . For every n E N, let t ""'X~ be 

a continuous, adapted process on a filtered measurable space (fr, ;::n , Fn = (F;')tEIO,r]), 
and let pn = { P0n : 0 E 0} be a family of probability measures on ( nn , ;::n) indexed by 0. 

Suppose that xn is a special semimartingale under P0 with the canonical decomposition 

X; = Xo E IR, 

where t""' Bn,o is a standard Brownian motion defined on (nn , ;::n , Fn,P0). It is well

known that, under some conditions , the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

(6.1.1) log~:;;= lr {0(t) -19(t)}dX~ - ~ {110112:210,1] -1119112:210,1]} V0, 19 E 0 

(see e.g. Theorem III.5.34 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). Thus the maximum likelihood 

estimator is the maximizer of the criterion process 0 ""' rn(0) defined by 

(6.1.2) 

For every 00 E 0 , the corresponding contrast function 0 ""' 180 (0) under P0~ turns out to 

be 

(6.1.3) 'Yoo (0) 

We shall not use the fact that (6.1.1) gives the Jog-likelihood ratio, and thus rn(0) can be 

thought just as a random variable defined by (6.1.2). Moreover, we have defined rn(0) 

89 
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and "fo0 (0) for all elements 0 of .C2[0, T] in order to consider "sieved" maximum likelihood 

estimators. In view of (6. 1.3) and the FIRST INEQUALITY of AI-CRITERIO N of Theorem 

5.1.2, it is natural to adopt the L2-semimetric as the canonical semimetric d~ on the 

parameter space 0 , that is, d~(0, 19) = 11 0 - -Oll.c2 [0,TJ · 

Let U be a subset of 0 (one may take U = 0 or {00} for instance). We now introduce 

a local entropy condi t ion on a "sieve" e n C .C2 [0, Tj, which need not be contained in 0 , 

uniformly over U. Throughout this section, we denote by B(0; b) the closed ball in 

.C2[0, T] with center 0 and II · ll.c2ro,Ti-radius b. 

Condition 6.1.1 Let a set u C e C .C2[0, Tj and som e countable sets en C .C2[0, T] 

be given. For every n E N and 00 E U, there exist a proper metric "fle
0 

on e n such 

that II . ll.c2[0,T] ~ "fleo, and a fun ction 'Peo : (0, 00) -+ (0 , 00) such that b .._,..., J-l'Peo ( b) is 

decreasing and that 

(6.1.4) Vb E (0, oo). 

Then, choose some positive constants rn ,0o such that n - 112cptio(r;,~o) ~ r;,t 

Theorem 6.1.2 Let a set u C e C .C2[0 , T] and some countable sets en C .C2[0, T] be 

given. Suppose that Condition 6.1.1 is satisfied, and choose some constants r n,Bo described 

there. Suppose also that there exists a constant M > 0 such that: f or every n E N and 

00 E U there exists 000 E en such that 

(6.1.5) 

Then, f or any mapping fin : nn -+ en such that 

(6.1.6) 

it holds that 

Jim lim sup sup Po:• (rn,oollifn - 0oll.c2[0,T) > L) = 0. 
L➔oo n➔oo Bo EU 

It is trivial that the assumption (6.1.5) is not a real restriction when en = 0; it is 

satisfi ed with 000 = 00 . On the other hand , it should be noted that the positive constant 

M = Mu appearing t here may depend on U; the case of U = 0 leads to the rate of 

convergence uniformly in the true parameter 00 , while the case of U = { 00} implies the 

point-wise assertion only. However, from the practical point of view we should choose a 

sieve en satisfying 0 C UoEen B(0; M*r;;_ 1
) with a positive constant M* not depending 

on U even in the case of U = { 00 } , because statisticians do not know which is the true 

point 00 . 
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Proof. We will apply Theorem 5.1.2. Formulation 5.1. 1 should be read as follows: for 

every 0o E U( = Un), 

(i) the semimetric space (en, II· llc2[o,7 J) and the point 000 E e n; 

(ii) the criterion processes 0 ,.,.. rn(0) and the contrast functions 0 ,.,.. 180 (0) , with 

parameters in en , defined by (6.1.2) and (6.1.3), respectively. 

We then denote Roo(o) = {0 E en : (o/2) < ll 0 - 0oollc2ro,TJ::; o} for every OE (O,oo). 
To show t he FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION with p = 2, first observe that 

4 2 
whenever O ~ 8Mr;;,~

0 

< ~ 110 - 000 llc2[0,TJ whenever 0 E R80(0). 

Thus we have for every o ~ 8Mr;)0 and every 0 E R00 (0) 

100(0) - 100(0e'0) ~ {-11 0 - 0ol l2:2[0,TJ + ll 00c, - 0oll2:2[0,TJ } 

< ~ {- 11 0 - 0e'oll2:2[0,TJ + 2110 - 0e'ollc2[0,TJ · ll0eo - 0ollc2[0,TJ } 

< ~ { -110 - 0n 112 + 2jj0 - 0n II . 110 - 000 llc2[0,T] } 
2 00 L'.2[0,T] 00 L'.2[0,T] 

4 

-~110 - 0e'oll2:2ro,TJ 

< _ 2_152_ 
16 

This means that the FIRST INEQUALITY holds for Ce= "t6 and Ke= 8M (with o0 = oo). 
On the other hand, by (6.1.5) we have R00(0) c ennB(00 ; ~o) whenever o E [8Mr;;,~

0
, oo). 

Thus Theorem 2.4.2 implies that 

E'oo* sup l(rn - 1)(0) - (rn - 1)(008 )I 
0ER80 (6) o 

< n- 112 l Jlog(l + N(en n B(0o ; ~o), p(Jo; c))dc 

< n- l/2rpOo(~0) ::; ~. n-l /2rp9/0) , 

which means that the SECOND INEQUALITY holds with <Poo = n- 1!2 rpOo · Hence Theorem 

5. 1.2 yields that 

Recalling (6.1.5), we obtain the assertion . □ 
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Example 1: Monotone functions 

Let us set 0 to be the class of monotone functions 0 : [0 , 7] -+ [0 , l]. Then it follows 

from Theorem 2.7.5 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) that 

l / IogN(0, II · lli:2[o,,J; c)dc :-:; const.c51
/

2 Vc5 > 0. 

This suggests that, by choosing a sieve en appropriately, Condition 6.1.1 should be 

fulfilled with cp00 (c5) = const.(c5112 V c5) , which leads to the rate rn = n 113 , not depending 

on 0o EU= 0. 

Proposition 6.1.3 Choosing any grids O = t0 < t~ < · · · < tt = 7 such that t;'-t;'_1 :-:; 

n-2/ 3 , define en as the class of monotone functions 0 : [O , 7] -+ vn which are piecewise 

constant on each interval [t;'_1, t;'), where vn = {j · n - 2/ 3 : j E Z} n [0 , l]. Then, it holds 

that e C UoEe n B(0; ✓-r+Tn- 1 13 ). 

Proof. Fix any 0 E 0. Let us choose 0u , 01 E en given by 

where 

U; 

l; = 

fort E [t;'_1 , t;'), i = 1, .. . , kn, 

min {v E V": sup 0(s) :-:; v}, 
sE[t,_ J>t7) 

max{yEVn: inf 0(s)~y}, 
sE[tf_ 1 ,tf ) 

and 0u(7) = 01(7) = 0. If the function t ..,,.. 0(t) is increasing, then u; = l;+l + n- 2/ 3 _ 

Thus we have 110 - 01lll2[o,TJ :-:; ll0u - 01lll2[o,TJ :-:; ll0u - 01lli:' [O,TJ :-:; (7 + l)n- 2
/

3
_ The case 

oft ..,,.. 0(t) being decreasing is also shown in the same way. D 

Since en C 0 , Condition 6.1.1 is indeed satisfied for Pea = II . lli:2[0,T) and 'Poo(c5) 

const.(c5112 V c5) . The above proposition says that the assumption (6.1.5) is also fulfilled. 

Consequently, it holds for any ifn satisfying (6.1.6) with en given in Proposition 6.1.3 

that 

Jim limsup sup P9o* (n 113 llifn - 0olli:2[0,TJ > L) = 0. 
L-too n -too 8o E0 

It should be noted that grids of order n - 2/ 3 is sufficient to get this rate, and the discrete 

observation of the process t ..,,.. XI' only on the grids is enough to compute the estimator. 
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Example 2: Smooth functions 

Let some constants a> 1/2 and H > 0 be given. Let us consider the class 0 = ci([0, -r]) 

defined in (11) of Section 1.2. Recall that 

t J1og N(ci([o , -r]), II. lloo; c)dc ~ const.c51
-(

1
/

2
o). 

This suggests that Condition 6.1.1 should be fulfilled with cp00 (c5) = const .(c51-( 1/ 20) V c5), 

which leads to the rate r n = n°/(20+1
) . 

Choosing any grids 0 = t0 < t'j < • • · < tt = -r such that t': - t':_1 ~ n - 0
/ (

20+ 1
), 

define the mapping 1rn : 0 ➔ t'00 [0, -r] by 

k,. l [ n t") (t) f t' 
1rn0(t) = L ~-~ 'n }, 0(s)ds 

. i=l t, t, - 1 t,_, 
Vt E [0 , -r]. 

This mapping 1rn is a special case of (4.2.5). Using also Lemma 4.2.2 , we have: 

Hence, if we choose a sequence of countable subsets en of 1rn8 such that 1rn0 c 
UeEG" B(0; Mn-a/(20+1

)) for a constant M > 0 not depending on n, then Condition 

6.1.1 and the assumption (6.1.5) are satisfied for U = 0 , fJo
0 

= II · lloo and cp00 (c5) = 
const. (c51-( 1/ 20) V c5). Thus , the assertion of Theorem 6.1.2 holds for such a sieve en , with 

U= 0. 

Similarly to the preceding example, this result says t hat taking some grids of order 

n - 0 /(2a+1) is enough to get the convergence rate Tn = n°/(20+1l. 

6.2 Multiplicative Intensity Model 

Let (E, £) be a Blackwell space on which a measure ,\ is defined , and let -r > 0 be a fixed 

constant. Let us denote: 

,C~ = {J E ,CP([0, -r] x E, 23 [0, -r] Q9 £ , dt>.(dz)) : f(t , z) ~ 0} Vp E [l , oo]. 

We also denote by II· llo t he £P-seminorm on £P( [0, -r] x E, 23 [0, -r] Q9 £ , dt>.(dz)). 

For every n E N, let µn be an E-valued multivariate point process on a filtered 

measurable space (fr,.r", Fn = (;:;')tE[O,T] )- Let p n = {P0n: 0 E 0} be a family of 

probability measures on (Dn, F") indexed by a subset 0 of ,C~ for some p E [l, oo] 
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specified later. We suppose that the predictable compensator of µn with respect to the 

probability measure Pf/ is given by 

vn ,0 (w; dt , dz )= 0(t, z )Yn(w, t , z )dV.(dz ), 

where yn is a [0, oo)-valued predictable function . It is well-known that, under some 

conditions, the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

where 

(6.2.1) 

with 

(6.2.2) 

\/0 , {) E 0, 

vn(w; dt , dz)= Yn(w , t, z )dO..(dz). 

However, as in the preceding section, we shall not use the fact that ln(0) above is a 

component of the log-likelihood ratio; it may be regarded just as a [-oo, oo)-valued 

random variable defined by the right hand side of (6.2.1). As a matter of fact , in the 

following we will define ln(0) for all elements 0 of .C~ in order to discuss some "sieved" 

maximum likelihood estimators , again. 

Condition 6.2.1 For some p, q E [1, oo] such that (1 / p) + (1 / q) = 1, it holds that 

0 C .C~ and 

Furthermore, for a given subset U of 0 , it holds that 

lim limsup sup Pno*(fr \ n;(L)) = 0, 
L➔oo n➔oo 0o EU 

where 

(6.2.3) \IL> 0. 

A typical case, considered by van <le Geer (1995b) , is p = 1 and q = oo. This choice is 

optimal in the context of censoring models, where it indeed holds that yn :S n. For our 

discussion of rate of convergence, we adopt the random Hellinger semimetric rf defined 

by 

rl(0,{)) J~ 1v10- ~12 * v; 

}:_ { IJ0(t , z ) - J{)(t , z)l 2 

Yn(t , z )dO..(dz ) 
n 110,r ]x E 

Y0, {) E .C~. 
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Due to t he first requirement of Condition 6.2.1 , the above formula indeed defines a 

random semimetric. On the other hand , an entropy condition on the sieve should be 

given in terms of the L2P-Hellinger semimetric p2p defined by 

P2p(0,rJ) = II JB-v'Jllc2" 
( { l/ifi7J- JrJ(t ,z) l

2

p dt>.(dz))
112

p 
110,-r)x E 

V0, r) E .C~. 

Then it follows from the Holder inequality that {!n ~ Lp2P on the set n;(L) given by 

(6.2 .3). Throughout this section, we denote by BP2p(0;c) the closed ball in .C~ with 

center 0 and p2p-radius E:, and by Ben (0 ; c) the (random) closed ball in .C~ with center 0 

and 1l-radius E: . We consider a sequence en of subsets of .C~ which sat isfies the following 

condition . 

Condition 6.2.2 Let UC e C .C~ be given, where p E [l , oo] . For every n E N and 

00 E U, there exist a fun ction cp00 : (0, oo) ➔ (0 , oo) and some sets en(0o ; b) C en C .C~ 

for b E (0, oo) such that b ...,.. c5- 1 cp00 ( b) is decreasing and that 

{6.2.4) Vb E (0, oo) . 

Then, choose some positive constants rnoo such that n - 1!2 cpo (r;;-~) ~ rn- ~. 
, 0 ,vo , 0 

The subsets e n(00 ; b) of e n have to be chosen to satisfy not only (6.2 .4) but also (6.2.6) 

below. It can be taken to be en n B p2p ( 00 ; b) if the random semimetric {!n is "asym ptot

ically equivalent" to the semimetric p2p (i.e. , the assumption (6.2.8) below) . Generally 

speaking, a smaller choice of en(00 ; b)'s makes it easy to check the entropy condition 

(6.2.4) , but does it difficult to check the condition (6.2.6). If we choose en(00 ; b) = e n, 

the condition (6.2.6) is always satisfied; thus this choice is wise when it does not affect 

the inequality (6.2.4). 

Theorem 6.2.3 Let UC e C .C~ be given, where p E [l , oo] . Suppose that Conditions 

6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are satisfied for some en(00 ; b) C en C .C~, and choose some constants 

r n,Bo described there. Suppose also that there exists a cons tant M > 0 such that: for 

every n E N and 00 E U there exists 000 E en such that 

{6.2.5) and 

and that 

lim lim sup sup P9o*(nn \ n00(K)) = 0 
K -----Hx> n -tex:> Bo EU 

{6.2.6) where n00 (K)={R80 (b)u{00Jcen(00 ;Kb) v'bE[Kr;;-)
0
,00)} 

with R 80 (b) = {0 E en: (b/2) < {!n(0,000 ) ~ b}. 
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Then, fo r any mapping 0" : nn -t en such that 

(6.2. 7) 

it holds that 

ln(0n) 2'. sup ln(0) - nr;:2 

0E0" 
with rn = sup rn ,0o, 

0oEU 

Jim lim sup sup P9o (r n,00gn(0n, 0a) > L) = 0. 
L ->oo n->oo OoEU 

Wh en en(00 ; b) = e n, the assumption (6.2.6) is unnecessary. When en(00 ; b) = en n 
B p2.(00 ; b) , the assumption (6. 2. 6) is satisfied if 

(6.2.8) 

It is trivial that the assumption (6.2.5) is not a real rest riction when en = 8; it is 

satisfied with M = 1 and 000 = 00 . Recall also the remark following Theorem 6.1.2. 

To prove the above result, we shall apply Theorem 5.1.2 not to the naive criterion 

process 0 ,,_,_. rn(0) = n- 11n(0) but to the process 0 ,,_,_. f 00(0) given by 

( ) rn (0) = ~ { (10g 0 + 000) * µn - ( (0 + 000 - 1) en) * 17n } 6.2.9 Oo n 20n T 20n 0o T 

Oo Oo 

where 000 is an element of en satisfying (6.2.5). Then it is natural to introduce the 

process 0 ,,_,_. , 00 ( 0) given by 

(6.2.10) 'Yoo(0) = ~{(1og 0;~00 )*v;,00 -((
0;~00 _1)00o)*v;} 

~ ((log 0 + 000) 0a - (0 + 000 - 1) 0;;) * 17n 
n 20n 20n ° T' 

Oo Oo 

which can be approximated by 

~ ( (10g 0 + 000 - 0 + 000 + 1) en ) * 17n 
n 20n 20n Oo T 

Bo Bo 

if 000 is "close" to 00 . We should have noticed in advance that 

(6.2.11) e + 800 should be read as (B + Boo)l{o;;o>O} (where 0/ 0 = 1). 
20t 20t 

However, it follows from the assumption (6.2.5) that {000 = O} C {00 = O}, and we also 

have P0o (µn( {00 = O} ) = 0) = 1. These facts allow us to adopt the notational convention 

(6.2. 11 ). The merit of these "modified" processes is that 

(6.2.12) 

To justify the "modification", we should first see the following. 
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Lemma 6.2.4 Under the first requirement of (6.2.5) , for any mapping ifn : nn ➔ en 

satisfying (6.2. 7) , it holds that 

P0o -almost surely. 

Proof. Since the function x....,.. log(x) is concave, it holds that 

on the set {µn({080 = 0}) = 0} 

Since f 00 (000 ) = 0, and since PJ;,(µn( {000 = 0}) = 0) ~ P8~(µn( {0o = 0}) = 0) = 1, we 

obtain the assertion. D 

For computation of the Hellinger semimetric, we will use the following inequali ties: 

(6.2 .13) 

(6.2 .14) 

~ lvx - FYI~ l ✓x; v - FYI~ lvx -✓111 Vx, v E [O, oo); 

j ✓x + a - VY+°al ~ lvx - FYI Vx, Y, a E [O, oo) . 

Proof of Theorem 6.2.3. We will apply Theorem 5.1.2. Formulation 5.1.1 should be read 

as follows: for every 0o E U ( = Un): 

(i) the random semimetric space (en, gn) and the point 000 satisfying (6.2.5) and 

(6.2.6); 

(ii) the stochastic processes 0 ....,.. f 00 (0) and 0 ....,.. 100 (0), with parameters in en , 

defined by (6.2.9) and (6.2.10), respectively. 

As in (6.2.6), we denote R00 (0) = {0 E en: (o/2) < gn(0,000 ) ~ o} for every o E (0,oo). 

Notice that f 00 (000 ) = ,00(000) = 0. 

To show the FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION, let us write 100 (0) = (I)+ (11), 

where: 
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Since logx - x + 1 ::::; -lfi - 11 2 for all x > 0, we have 

< -~()2 
16 

whenever 0 E R00(0). 

On the other hand , since I log xi ::::; c21 y'X - 1 I for all x 2: 1/2 where c2 = (2 + v'2) log 2, 

it follows from (6.2.12) that 

l(II)I ::::; : (I 
8 
::

00 
- 11 lfofo + Fol I~ -Fol) * V~ 

< c2(l: v'M) (I 0 ::oo - 11 J0fa · IJ0fa -Fol) * v~ 
< c2( l + \!M)12n ( 

8 +/oo, 000) f2n(000, 0a ) 

< c2( l + \!M)12n(0, 000 )12n(000, 0a) by (6.2.13) 

whenever 0 E R00(0). 

Thus, we have 

whenever O 2: Kr; ,bo with any K 2: 32 · c2 (1 + \!M)M. 

To show the SECOND INEQUALITY, observe that 

't:/0 E 0", 

where wn,O,s are defined by 

(
0 + 0n ) wn,O = log 200000 't:/0 E .C~ 

(we have extended the parameter space en to .C~ in the latter) . For a given f. > 0, 

choose some L,,I<, 2: 1 and n, E N such that P0:(nn \ n;(L,) n !t00 (K,)) ::::; f. holds 

for a ll n 2: n 0 where the sets n;(L,) and !t00 (K, ) are given by (6.2.3) and (6.2.6) , 

respectively. For every n 2: n, and 00 E U, fix any O E [r;,b
0

, oo) , and we will apply 
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Theorem 2.2.8 to the class W = {Wn,e: 0 E en(00 ; K cb) } of predictable functions with 

a = 1. Indeed, since vn(w; [O, r] x E) < oo for all w E rr, we have that exp(IWI ) * 
v~(w) < oo by using also (6.2.5). For every c > 0, choose (p2p, c)-brackets [l'·k, u' ,k], 

k = 1, ... , N[](en(00 ; K ,b), p2p; c), in£~ , which cover the class en(00 ; K ,b) . Construct a 

NFP IT of en(00 ; K ,b) from this series of brackets. We have that 

if [€ ,k ::; 0, {) ::; Uc,k 

and that , since O ::; 2(x-1- log x)::; lx-11 2 for all x 2'. 1, 

~ ( £2 ( I wn,u<,k - wn,l',k I)) * v;,eo 

2 ( (
l1wn u<,k wnt•,k1) 1 11wnu<,k wnl' ,kl) n0o exp 2 ' - ' - - 2 ' - ' * vr' 

2 ( ( ~:.:: :t -1 - log ~:.:: :;: ) 00 ) * v; 

< 2M ( ( ~:.:: :;: - 1 - log ~:.:: :£) 000 ) * v; 

(I 
u<,k + en 1

2 

) 
< M [c,k + e;: - 1 Boo * v; 

< M (IJuc,k + 0rfo - Jtc,k + e;;l) * v; 
Mnll_ln(u'·k + Boo , [E,k + 0ooW 

< Mnjgn(u'•k, [',k)l2 by (6 .2.14) 

< L;MnlP2p(u' ·k, [' ,k)l2 

< L;MnE2, 

on the set n;(L,) 

where the set D.~(L,) is given by (6.2.3). Thus we obtain IIWll~2,r::; J4MnL, on the set 

D.~(L,). Likewise, it holds that 

this can be shown by computing on the sets {(t ,z): 0(t , z )::; {)(t,z)} and {(t ,z) 

0(t, z) > {)(t, z) } separately. This suggests that we should apply Theorem 2.2.8 to the 

random metric Q = J4Mngn_ Notice that IIJ4Mngnllrr ::; J4MnL, on the set D.~(L, ). 

Hence, applying the theorem to K = J 4M nL,K , and b > 0 we obtain 

(6 .2.15) 
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< J4MnL,K, l Jiog(l + N1 1(Gn(Bo;K,o) , p; c))dc: 

< J4MnL,K,<p00 (K,o) ~ J4MnL,K; <p00 (0) 

whenever o satisfies the restriction that <p00 (K,o) ~ J4MnL,K, · <5
2

; assuming M ~ 1/4 

without loss of generality, this restriction is weaker than n - 112 <p00 (0) ~ <5
2

. Thus the 

above inequality holds for any o E [r;;- 1, oo ). Now, recall that R00 (o)u{ 000 } C en(00 ; K,o) 

for all o E [K,r;;j0, oo) on the set 0 00 (K,) given by (6.2.6) . Multiplying the both sides 

of (6 .2.15) by n - 1 , we have that 

for any o E [K,r;;-1,oo). The SECOND INEQUALITY has been established. D 

6.3 Counting Processes with Non-linear Covariates 

Let (E, £) be a Blackwell space on which a a-finite measure,\ is defined; this is the state 

space of covariate processes in the following model. Let T > 0 be a constant. We define 

the notations £~ and II · 11.o in the same way as the first paragraph of Section 6.2. 

In the n-th statistical experiment, we consider kn adapted point processes on [O, T], 
namely Nn ,i, (i = 1, ... ,kn), defined on a filtered measurable space (fln,:Fn,Fn = 
(:FI')iE[O,r] ); we then denote T?i = inf{t E [O, T] : N;,i = j} for every j E N (see 

page 34 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). Let p n = {P0n : 0 E 0} be a family of proba

bility measures on (On, :Fn) indexed by a subset 0 of£~ for some p E [1 , oo] specified 

later. Suppose that the predictable compensator of Nn,i with respect.to the probability 

measure Pf/ is given by 

where t -v-+ z;• ,i is an E-valued predictable process and t -v-+ y-;n ,i is a [O, oo)-valued 

predictable process. It is implicitly assumed that J; 0(t , z;,i(w))Y;n,i(w)dt < oo for every 

w Err. Suppose that we can observe the processes Nn ,i, yn,i and zn,i on the random 

sets { t E [O , T] : y-;n ,i ( w) > 0}. The goal of this section is to derive the rate of convergence 

of sieved maximum likelihood estimators for 0. 

We analyze this problem by using the E-valued multivariate point processes 
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Here, we suppose that T?i =I- T?i' whenever i =/- i'; then all requirement for µn to be an 

E-valued multivariate point process, including that µn( { t} x E) ::; 1, are indeed satisfied 

(see Definition III.1.23 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987)). The predictable compensator of 

µn with respect to the probability measure p9n is given by 

vn•0 (dt , dz) = 0(t , z )vn(dt, dz) 

where 
kn 

(6.3.1) IJn(dt,dz) = L,°Ytn,i€zn,i(dz)dt. 
i=l t 

Under some conditions, the log-likelihood ratio is given by 

't/0,-{) E 0 , 

where 

zn(0) = (log0) * µ~ - 0 * IJ~, 

although we shall not require any property of the log-likelihood ratio. 

For our discussion of rate of convergence, we adopt the random Hellinger "semi metric" 

gn which is "formally" defined by 

(6.3.2) {l(0,-{)) = /~i-l0- ✓-Jj2*v; 

~ ~ foT IJ0(t, z~·i) - ✓-{)(t , z~·i)l2 Yin,idt 

for every 0, ,{) E .C~. The meaning of the quotation marks is that gn(0, -{)) < oo may 

not hold , although it has been implicitly assumed at least for 0, ,{) E 0. On the other 

hand, an entropy condition on the sieve should be given in terms of the L2P-Hellinger 

semimetric p2p defined by 

P2p(0,-{)) = ll-/0- ✓-Jllc2p 

( { I~ -✓-{)(t , z)l 2

p dt>.(dz) ) 
112

P 
f [o,r]xE 

't/0, ,{) E .C2_/'. 

A main difficulty in this model is that the random measure ~(dt, dz) on [O, r] x E 

defined by (6.3.1) is not dominated by the measure dt>.(dz); compare (6.2.2) and (6.3.1). 

Hence, in the present situation, an entropy condition in terms of p2p is not directly 

translated into that in terms of {!n as in the multiplicative intensity model where the 

relation gn ::; Lp2P holds on the set n;(L) given by (6.2.3). To solve this problem, we 
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will take the same approach as Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Let E = Um E;:, be a partition of£

measurable sets , which is at most countable, such that >.(E;:,) E (0 , oo). Set En = CT{ E;:, : 

m = 1, 2, ... }, and denote by £'.;,n the space of elements f of£~ that are Q3[0 , T] 12) £n_ 

measurable; it is trivial that ,e:;_,n C £~. We define the predictable function yn on 

nn X [O, T] X E by 

(6.3.3) 
kn 1 

Y n( ) "" vn,i( )l {zEE~} w, t , Z = ";;;'~It W {Z~·' (w)EE~} >.(E;:,) 

(do not confuse this yn(w, t , z) and the original Yin ,i(w) 's). Then, it holds for any f E .c:;_,n 

that 

(6.3.4) f * v; = f J(t, z )Yn(- , t, z )dt>.(dz ) 
J [O ,T]xE 

if the integral is finite. We thus introduce the following condition. 

Condition 6.3.1 For some p, q E [l, oo] such that (I/p) + (1/q) = 1, it holds that 

(6.3.5) 0 C £~ and 

Furthermore, for a given subset U of 0, it holds that 

lim !imsup sup P9o*(fln \ n;(L)) = 0, 
L->oo n->oo Oo EU 

where 

(6.3.6) 't/L > 0 

and where yn is defined by ( 6. 3. 3) . 

Under (6.3.5), the equation (6.3.4) does hold for all f E ,e:;_,n by the Holder inequality, 

and thus the same relation as (6.2.2) is fulfilled on the smaller CT-field Q3[0 , T] 12) [n. In this 

case, the formula (6.3.2) indeed defines a random semimetric on ,e:;_,n U 0. In particular, 

we have that 

~ f l ✓0(t, z ) - ✓rJ(t , z)l 2 

yn(t, z)dt>.(dz) 
n l [o,T]x E 

and that 

on the set n;(L). 

Hence it would be convenient for computation of entropy to construct a sieve {0n} of 

subsets of ,e:;_,n ,s rather than £~. To do it , we introduce the mapping 1rn : £~ --t ,e:;_,n 

defined by 

7rn0(t , z ) = ~ >.(~;;-,) 2 /l::. ✓0(t , w)>.(dw{ l( zEE::, } 

(notice that this is different from that of Section 4.2). Then we have the following: 
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Lemma 6.3.2 (i) If 0 S:: fJ where 0, fJ E ..C1;._, then -rrn0 S:: -rrnfJ_ 

(ii) If f is a [0 , oo)-valued 113[0, Tj 0 En-measurable function, then for every 0, fJ E ..C1;._ 

r IJ-rrn0(t , z ) - J-rrnfJ(t, z)j2

p f(t , z )dt)..(dz ) 
} [0,Tjx E 

s; r IJ0(t, z ) - JfJ(t, z)j
2

p f(t, z )dt)..(dz ), 
} [0,Tjx E 

provided the integrals are finite. 

Proof. The assertion (i) is trivial, and (ii) follows from that 

IJ-rrn0(t, z ) - J-rrnfJ(t, z)l 2

P 

~ >,.(E~) 2P ll::. ( J0(t,w) - JfJ(t , w)) >,.(dw)l

2

P l(zEE:!,} 

< ~ >,.(~;:.) h;;. IJ0(t , w) - JfJ(t, w)l
2

P )..(dw)l(zE E;;, )-

D 

Consequently, we obtain that : if we choose (p2p, c)-brackets in ..C1;._ , namely [l' ·k, u' ,k]'s , 

which cover the class 0 , then it holds on the set O~(L) that [-rrnl' ,k, -rrnu',k]'s form an 

(lln , Lc)-brackets in ..C~n which cover the class -rrn0. This allows us to make an entropy 

condition with respect to the non-random semimetric p2p rather than [)n. Hereafter , we 

denote by BP2p(0; c: ) the closed ball in ..C1;._ with center 0 and P2p-radius c. 

Condition 6.3.3 There exists a function cp : (0 , oo)-+ (0, oo) such that 8.,.,... 5- 1cp (8) is 

decreasing and that 

(6.3. 7} V8 E (0 , oo). 

Then, choose some positive constants rn such that n- 112 cp (r;:;- 1) s; r;:;- 2 . 

Although we have stated the version corresponding to the case en(00 ; 8) = en of Condi

tion 6.2.2 only, it is a lso possible to replace 0 of the entropy assumption (6.3.7) by the 

local ball 0 n Bp2P(00 ; 8) when we can show an "asymptotic equivalence" of [)n and p2p 

(i.e., (6.2.8)). 

Theorem 6.3.4 Let U C 0 C ..C1;._ for some p E [1 , oo]. Assume Conditions 6.3.1 

and 6. 3. 3, and choose a sequence r n described there. For a given sequence of subsets 
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en C 7l"n8, suppose that there exists a constant M > 0 such that: for every n E N and 

0o E U there exists 000 E en such that 

(6.3.8) 0 < M0n 0 - Oa and 

Then, for any mapping ifn : rr -+ en such that 

it holds that 

Jim limsupsup P0o (rnQn(iJn , 0o) > L) = 0. 
L-too n➔oo OoEU 

This result can be proved exactly in the same way as Theorem 6.2.3 by means of Lemma 

6.2.4; those proofs can be read with little change of notation (notice that "0 E en" there 

should be read as "Kn0 E en" here). 

The next problem we should consider is how to check the assumption (6.3.8) for 

the sieve en given as a subset of 7l"n8. When 8 is a class of "smooth" functions, the 

assumption is always satisfied if we use a slightly different sieve; a part of the idea has 

already appeared in Example 2 of Section 6.1. Define the mapping 7!"~ : £~-+ L~n by 

(6.3.9) 

It is easy to show the same facts as Lemma 6.3.2 with Kn replaced by 7!"~. Thus we have: 

Corollary 6.3.5 Let U C 8 C £~. Assume Conditions 6.3.1 and 6.3.3, and choose a 

sequence r n described there. Define en = 7!"~ 0 . If there exists a constant M > 0 such 

that 

sup sup/sup J00 (t ,z)- inf J00 (t, z )/:::; Mr;;1 
tE[O,Tj m zEE;:, zEE;:, 

V0o E U, \In E N, 

and if >.(E) < oo, then the same conclusion as Theorem 6.3.4 holds. 

Proof. Notice that: if we choose (p2p, c)-brackets in£~ which cover the class 0 , namely 

[[t ,k u', k] 's then it holds on the set nn(L) that [Kn1E ,k_r- 1 1l"nUE,k_r - 1]'s form (nn Le)-
' ' q + "fl, ' + 1l C:.'.' ' 

brackets in .C~n which cover en= 7!"~0. Hence it suffices to prove that (6.3.8) is satisfied 

for the present sieve en = 7!"~0; we will show it for 000 = 7!"~00 . First observe that 

00 (t , z) < inf,EE;:. J0o(t, z) + Mr;; 1 

---~------ :::; 1 + M. 
7l"+0o(t, z) - inf,EE;:, J00 (t , z) + r;;: 1 
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Next, since 

inf J0o(t, z) ::; /rr+00 (t, z) - r;;- 1 
::; sup J00 (t , z ) 

zEE~ zE E~ 

we have 

sup IJ0o(t, z ) - J1r+0o(t, z)I::; (1 + M)r;;- 1
• 

(t ,z )E[O ,T] x E 

Thus it holds that p2p(00 , 1r~00 ) ::; (1 + M)r >.(E) · r;;: 1
. D 

Example 1: Smooth functions 

Let us take E = [0, l]d endowed with the Lebesgue measure. Let a > (d + 1)/2 and 

H > 0, and we consider the class CH= CH([0, r] x [0 , l]d) given in (11) of Section 1.2. 

We set 0 = { 0 E Cf' : ,/0 E CH}. Then, Condition 6.3.3 is satisfied with U = 0 and 

ip(J) = const.(J 1- (<HIJ/20 VJ); thus we set rn = n°!(2o+d+1). Let [0, l]d = Um E;;, be a 

partition of Borel measurable subsets of [0, l]d such that Diam(E;;,) ::; r;;: 1
. Then , the 

displayed assumption of Corollary 6.3.5 is satisfied also with U = 0. Hence, we can get 

the conclusion of Theorem 6.3.4 if Condition 6.3.1 for p = oo and q = l is satisfied. 

A sufficient condition for this is that kn = n and the processes yn,i take values only 

in a bounded set [0, K]. As in the next example, the state space of the process yn,i is 

typically {O, 1} in the context of survival analysis, hence the result above is always valid . 

Example 2: Lexis diagram 

Let us discuss the Lexis diagram which is an important method describing models in 

survival analysis (see Keiding (1990) or Chapter X of Andersen et al. (1993) for the 

details). Let E = [0, r] and kn= n. We suppose that the covariate process zn,i is given 

by 

where en,i is a [0, r]-valued random variable representing the entry time of individual i; 

then z~,i is considered to represent the age or duration of the individual i at calendar 

time t E [0 , r]. We also suppose that the process yn,i is given by 

~/n,i l 
It = {en ,i <t zn,i <Un,i}' 

- ' t 

where un,i is a [0, oo]-valued random variable; it is typically of the form un,i = (Tt·' -
en,i) A cn,i where cn,i is a [0 , oo]-valued random variable representing the censoring time 

of the individual i. To guarantee the predictability of the processes yn,i and zn,i, the 

random variables en,i and en,i + un,i are assumed to be stopping times. 
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We consider the parameter space 0 given in the preceding example with d = l (and 

E = [0, l] is replaced by [0 , Tl) , and thus we set r n = n°!<20+2). If we take a sequence of 

partitions [0, T] = Um E;:, of Borel measurable sets E;:, such that Diam(E;:,) :S r;; 1
, the 

conclusion of Theorem 6.3.4 for the sieve en= 1r~0 given by (6.3 .9). 

6.4 Diffusion-type Processes 

Let us consider the stochastic differential equation 

(6.4.1) Xo = xo ER, 

where t "" Et is a standard Brownian motion defined on a stochastic basis (D, :F, F = 
(Ft)tE[o,7 ], P) and T > 0 is a fixed constant. The functional 0 appearing above should 

satisfy some appropriate properties described as follows. We equip C[0, T], the canonical 

space of sample paths , with the a-field 1-it = a{ X 5 : s :S t} for every t E [0, T]. 

D efinition 6 .4 .1 We denote by A the set of functionals 0 : [0, T] x C[0, T] -+ R such 

that: 

(i) x"" 0(t, x) is H t-measurable for every t E [0, T]; 

(ii) SUPtE[O,Tj SUPxEC[O,Tj l0(t, x)I < 00. 

D efin it ion 6 .4 .2 For a given constant H > 0, we denote by LH the set of functionals 

0 E A such that 

l0(t, x) - 0(t , y)/ :SH sup lxs - Ysl 
sE[O,t] 

1:/x, y E C[0, Tl, Vt E [0, T]. 

It is well-known that the stochastic differential equation (6.4.1) has a unique strong 

solution xn,o = (X~·0
)tE[0,7 J whenever 0 E L H for some H > 0 (see e.g. Theorem 13.1 of 

Rogers and Williams (1987)) . We denote by x 0 = (xr)tE[o,7 ] the solution of the ordinary 

differential equation 

(6.4.2) dxt = 0(t , x)dt, xo ER 

Fix any H > 0. Let us introduce three notations. For every n E N and 00 E LH we 

define the random semimetric Q00 on A by 

11T - /0(t,Xn,Oo) -19(t,Xn,0o)/ 2dt 
T 0 

1:/0, 19 EA. 

For 00 E £ H we define the semimetric p00 on A by 

P00 (0, rJ) = 1 1T - l0(t, x90 ) - 19(t, x90 ) l2dt 
T 0 

1:/0,rJ EA. 
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For every 00 E [,H and E > 0, we define 

It is clear that [, H C L"'j, (Poo; E) C A. 
We denote by IF·9 the induced probability distribution of xn,o on the canonical space 

C[0, Tj. Then, the family {F·9 : 0 E [,H} is equivalent, and the log-likelihood ratio is 

given by 
]Fa 

log~ (X) = n{l(0; X) - l(rJ ; X)} 
{} 

't:/0, rJ E Lu 

where 

(6.4.3) 1T 11T l(0; X) = 0(t, X)dX1 - - l0(t, X)l2dt 
0 2 0 

(see, e.g., page 29 of Kutoyants (1994)). Although the representation of log-likelihood 

ratio relies on the existence of unique strong solution of the stochastic differential equa

tion (6.4.1), the formula (6.4.3) itself is well-defined for all 0 E A. We then consider a 

maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) on the sieve en C A 

iJn(X) = argmaxl(0; X). 
0E0n 

The precise description will be given in the main theorem below. 

The condition which we shall assume is as follows; we denote by Bµ
80 

(0; o) the closed 

ball in A with center 0 and Pea-radius c5. 

Condition 6.4.3 Let U c e c [,H and en C A be given. For every n E N and 

0o E U, there exist a proper metric Pea on en such that Poa ~ Pe
0

, and a function 

'Poa : (0, oo)---+ (0, oo) such that c5 -v-; c5- 1cp0a(c5) is decreasing and that 

(6.4.4) l ✓log(l + N(en n BPOa (0o; o), Pea; c))dc ~ 'Pea (o) Vc5 E (0, oo). 

Then, choose some constants rn oa E (0 , n 112
] such that n - 112cp0 (r;:;- 0

1 
) ~ r;:;-~ . 

l Q I Q 7 Q 

Theorem 6.4.4 Let UC e C [,H for a constant H > 0. Suppose that Condition 6.4-3 

is satisfied for some countable sets en C A, and choose some constants r n,Oo described 

there. Suppose also that there exists a constant M > 0 such that: for every n E N and 

0o EU 

and 

Then, for any mapping ifn : C[0, Tj ---+ en such that 

(6.4.5) l(iJn(X); X) ~ sup l(0; X) - r;:;- 2 with r n = sup r n,Oa, 
0E0n OaEU 
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it holds that 

Jim Jim sup sup p• (r n,OoPOo (0n(xn,Oo)) 0o) > L) = O; 
L➔oo n➔oo Oo EU 

Jim Jim sup sup p• (r n,00(!;0 (0n (Xn,Oo), 0o) > L) = 0. 
L➔oo n➔oo Oo EU 

In order to prove the result above , we will apply Theorem 5.1.2 to the processes 

0 ,..,.. f 00 (0) and 0 ,..,.. 100 (0) given by: 

(6.4.6) 

(6.4. 7) 

The key point of the proof is that 

(6.4.8) 

First, let us investigate the relationship between Po and g00 . 

Lemma 6.4.5 Let H > 0 and c > 0 be arbitrary constants. For every 00 E .C,H and 

every 0, {) E Ci£ (Peo, c) it holds that 

IQ;
0
(0, fJ) - P00 (0 , fJ)l 2 :S n- 1 

· 24H2Te2
H-r sup 1Btl2 + 48c2 

tE[O,-r] 

P-almost surely. 

Proof. Observe that 

IQ;0(0 , fJ) - Poo(0, fJ)l 2 

< laT 1{0(xn,8o) - fJ(xn,80)} - {0(x8o) - fJ(x8onl2 dt 

< 2 foT 10(xn,Oo) - 0(x0o)l2 dt + 2 foT lfJ(xn,80) - fJ(xOo)l2 dt. 

Here, for given 0 E Ci£(po0,c) choose some 01, 02 E .C,H such that 01 :S 0 :S 02 and that 

P00(01, 02) :Sc. T hen we have 

l0(t,xn,Oo) - 0(t ,x00 )1 < l01(t,xn,Oo) - 02(t,x80 )1 + l02(t,xn,Oo) - 01(t ,x00 )1 

< 101 (t, xn,90 ) - 01 (t, x80 ) I+ l02(t, xn,Oo) - 02(t , x80 )1 

+2101 (t, x80 ) - 02(t , x00 ) I, 
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thus 

IB(t, xn,Oo ) - 0(t , x 90 )12 :s 6H2 sup 1x;,00 
- x~0 12 + 12101 (t, x 80 ) - 02(t , x 90 )12. 

sE[O,t] 

It follows from the Grownwall inequality that 

sup 1x;•00 
- xf0

1 :S eHT sup ln- 112 Btl, 
tE[O,T] tE(O,Tj 

hence we obtain 

r IB(t, xn,Oo) - 0(t, x 90 )12dt :s 6H2
Te2flT sup ln- 112 Bil 2 + 12€2

. 
lo tE (O,T] 

Those inequalities imply the assertion. 

We will use the above lemma in the following form. 

109 

D 

Lemma 6.4.6 Let U be an arbitrary subset of .C,H for some H > 0, and let M > 0 be 

an arbitrary constant. For every n E N and Bo E U, let rn,Oo be some positive constants 

such that rn ,Oo :s n 112, and let en a countable subset of the set nooEU £J.,(Poo, Mr;;,~o). 

Then, it holds that: 

lim sup sup P ( sup IQoo(0,rJ) - Poo(B,rJ)I > Lr;;,bo). = O; 
L-+oo nE!'I OoEU O,{}E0n 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.4.5 that for every € > 0 there exists a constant Le > 0 

such that SUPnEN SUPOoE0 P(n \ n0o (€)) :::: €, where 

The first assertion is nothing else than this fact. On the other hand , it holds on the set 

f2 00 (E) that 

sup 
9,19E0n 

P(l0 (9,19)>Kr~.~O 

Poo(0 , rJ) < 
Q00(8, rJ) 

< whenever K ~ 2Le 

2. 
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This implies the second assertion. D 

Proof of Theorem 6.4.4. We will apply Theorem 5. 1.2. Formulation 5.1.1 should be read 

as follows: for every 0o E U ( = un), 

(i) the random semimetric space (en, 080 ) and the point 000 E en ; 

(ii) the stochastic processes 0 ...,.. f 80 (0) and 0 ...,.. 180 (0) with parameters in en , given 

by (6.4.6) and (6.4.7) , respectively. 

We then denote R80 (0) = {0 E en: (o/2) < 080 (0 ,000 ) ::; o} for every o E (O ,oo). 

First of all , it follows from Lemma 6.4.6 that for every c > 0 there exists a constant 

K , > 0 such that 

sup sup P(fl \ fl 00 (K,)) ::; E , 
nEN OoEU 

where 

fl00(K, ) = { 000(000 , 0o) ::; K, r;;-,1
0

} n n 
8 ,t9E0n 

P8o (8 ,1') > K £ r;,~O 

{! < lieo(0,19) < 2} . 
2-pB

0
(0,19)-

To show the FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION, observe that for any L 2 16L, 

000(000 , 0o) < K, r;;-,1
0 

1 o 
< 

4 2 
whenever o 2 8K, r;;-)

0 

< i lioo ( 0) 0;;0) whenever 0 E R00(0). 

Hence, we have for every o 2 8K, r;;-,bo and 0 E Reo (o) that 

10c, (0) - 'Yoo (0o'o) ~ { -o;;o (0, 00)2 + lioo (0o'o, 00)2} 

< ~ {-0;;0 (0, 00Y + 20;;0 (0, 0;;0 )oo'0 (000 , 00)} 

< ! { -on (0 0n )2 + 2Qn (0 0n )°oo(0, 0-;;o) } 2 Bo , Bo Bo , Bo 4 

- io;;"(0, 00Y 

< _ !c52 
4 

on the set fl 80 (K, ). This means that the FIRST INEQUALITY holds for p = 2. 

Next , notice that whenever K , 2 2 
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Since en u BPBo Woo ; K,5) is contained in en u BPBo (0o; (K, + M)5) , we can deduce from 

Theorem 2.4.5 that for every 5 2'. K,r;;j
0 

E* sup l(foo - 'Y0c,)(0) - (foo - 'YooH0eo)lln; (!<, ) 
~~w o 

< K, -n- 1!2 fo
0 

Jlog(l + N(en n Bµ
80 

(0o; (K, + M)5) , PiJ
0

; c))dc 

< K, . n - 1!2 'Poo((K, + M)5) 

< K, (K, + M) · n- 1l2 cp00 (5). 

Thus the SECOND INEQUALITY is fulfilled with ¢>00 = n- 1!2 cp00 . 
Hence it follows from Theorem 5.1.2 that 

lim lim sup sup P* (rn ,o0 Po0 (0n(xn,Oo), 00o) > L) = 0. 
L - ;cx, n -;cx, Oo EU 

Noting PooWeo, Bo)::::: Mr;,~o' we get the first conclusion of the theorem. The second one 

follows from the first and Lemma 6.4.6. D 

Example: Markovian case 

Consider the stochastic differential equation 

Xo = xo E JR, 

where 0 : JR--+ JR is a bounded, Lipschitz continuous function. Then, the unique strong 

solution xn,o = (X~'9)tE[O,r ] is a time-homogeneous Markov process. In the same way as 

the general case, we denote by x 9 = (xr)tE[O,r ] the solution of the ordinary differential 

equation 

Xo E JR. 

For a given bounded, Lipschitz continuous function 00 : JR --+ JR, we define 

VB,{) EA 

and 

\/0 , {) EA, 

where A denotes the space of bounded measurable functions on JR. 

Let some constants o: 2'. 1 and H > 0 be given. We consider the class CH(JR) given in 

(11) of Section 1.2. Due to the fact that t......, xf takes values only in [x0 - HT, x0 + HT] 

whenever 0 E CH(JR) , and recalling also Lemma 6.4.5 , we define the parameter space 

e = {0 E Cfr: x......, 0(x) is constant on Ee}, 
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where E = [x0 - HT - l , x0 +HT+ 1]. We denote by II · 1/ 00 the supremum norm on 

fl00 (1R); notice that Poo :::; I/ · 1/ 00 . Since we have 

logN(0, 11 · lloo; c):::; const.c- 1
/

0
, 

Condition 6.4 .3 is satisfied with cp(o) = const.(01-< 1!2<>) V 8) whenever en C 0. In this 

case, we get the rate r n = n°!<20+1J. Consequently, if we choose a countable subset 0" 

of e such that 0 C UoE0" B(0,ll·lloo )(0; Mn- 0 !<20+1
) ) for some M > 0 not depending on 

n, then it holds for any en-sieved MLE ifn that: 

lim Jim sup supp• ( n°!<20+1) lJoo (ifn(xn ,Oo), 0o) > L) = 0. 
L-+oo n-+oo 0o E0 

6.A Notes 

The rate of convergence of infinite-dimensional M-estimators has been studied vigorously 

by Birge and Massart (1993), van de Geer (1990, 1993, 1995a, 1995b) , Wong and Severini 

(1991) and Wong and Shen (1995); see also Chapters 3.2 and 3.4 of van der Vaart 

and Wellner (1996) and the bibliographical Notes there. Among the preceding works , 

van de Geer (1995b) is a unique paper that deals with dependent data. Based on her 

general result for counting processes, she considered non-parametric maximum likelihood 

estimators in the multiplicative intensity model (without marks); it should be emphasized 

that , although there are some differences, a major part of Section 6.2 has been already 

known through her work. However, the marks and the discussion about sieves that have 

been newly added there are important for analyzing the non-linear covariate model in 

Section 6.3. 

Some M-estimation problems in finite-dimensional parametric models of diffusion

type processes have been studied by Lanska (1979) , Genon-Catalot (1990), Yoshida 

(1990, 1992) and Kutoyants (1994, Chapter 7); see also the references therein . The 

results in Section 6.4 seem to be the first attempt in the infinite-dimensional model. 



Chapter 7 

Miscellanies 

7 .1 Local Random Fields of Kernel Estimators 

It is well-known that kernel density estimators for i.i.d. data have point-wise asymp

totic normality. However, since the density f is originally defined as a Radon-Nikodym 

derivative with respect to Lebesgue measure, the value f(x) at each point x does not 

intrinsically make sense. Thus, an assertion in some functional sense is preferable in 

order for, e.g., the construction of confidence intervals . 

The purpose of this section is to extend the asymptotic normality of kernel density 

estimators to the functional sense with respect to a local parameter. The localizing 

constants should be chosen to be the same as the bandwidth . Further, in Subsection 

7.1.2, we apply it to the estimation problem of the mode off using also Theorem 5.1.2. 

The generalizations of those results to some dependent cases are discussed in Subsection 

7.1.3. 

7.1.1 1.1.D. Case 

Let {X;}iEN be an i.i.d. sequence of JRd-value random variables with Lebesgue density f. 

Let x 0 E JRd be a fixed point , and let {bn}nEN be a sequence of positive constants such 

that bn -1, 0 as n ➔ oo. We are interested in estimating the local function u .._,,.. f (x0 +bnu), 

where the parameter u runs through a subset U of IR.d. We consider the kernel estimator 

't/u EU, 

where K(x) is a kernel function on ]Rd_ Throughout this section , the notation x(P) means 

the p-th component of a vector x E ]Rd . We make two kinds of conditions either of which 

the kernel function should satisfy. 

Condit ion 7.1.1 (smoot h kernel) The function K: ]Rd ➔ IR satisfies that: 

113 
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(i) JIR" K(x)dx = 1, K(x) = K(-x) for every x E Rd , and J< has a compact support; 

(ii) there exist a E (0, l] and L > 0 such that IJ<(x) - J<(y)I ::::; Llx - yl 0 for every 

x,y E Rd_ 

Condition 7.1.2 (monotone kernel) The function J( : Rd ➔ R is of the product 

form K(x) = ni=I Kp(x(Pl) of some functions Kp : R ➔ R, p = 1, ... , d. The functions 

KP need not be the same, but each of them satisfies: 

(i) JIR Kp(x)dx = 1, Kp(x) = Kp(-x) for every x ER, and KP has a compact support; 

(ii) the function x"""' Kp(x) is decreasing on [O, oo). 

We aim to derive the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of (normalized) residual 

processes Rn= (Rn(u)lu E U) defined by 

Rn(u) = ~ {fn(Xo + bnu) - f(xo + bnu)} Vu EU. 

The key point is to investigate the processes zn = (Zn( u) lu E U) given by 

zn(u) = ~ {ln(Xo + bnu) - ln(Xo + bnu)} Vu EU, 

where 

~ r K (X - Xo - u) f (x)dx 
b~ J',l_d bn 

{ K(y)f (xo + bn(u + y))dy Vu E U. }',l_d 

Notice that the processes Rn and zn are not necessarily continuous in the case of a 

monotone kernel, and thus we treat them as £00 (U)-valued random elements. This is 

natural especially in the multi-dimensional case. 

Proposition 7.1.3 Choose a kernel function K : Rd ➔ R satisfying either Condition 

7.1.1 or 7.1 . 2, and let { b11 } be a sequence of positive constants such that bn -l- 0 and that 

nb~ t oo as n ➔ oo. If f is continuous at x0 , and if U is bounded, then it holds that 

zn ==} Z in €00 (U), where u """' Z(u) a zero-mean, continuous Gaussian process such 

that 

(7.1.1) 

Remark. The continuity of the limit process u """' Z(u) is considered with respect to 

the Euclidean metric. 

Let U1 C U2 C · · · be a sequence of bounded subsets of Rd such that U~ 1 U; = Rd. 

We denote by e::.,(Rd) the set of all functions z : Rd -+ R that are bounded on every U;, 

and equip it with the local uniform metric d defined by 

d( z1,z2) = E (;~E, lz1(u) - z2(u)I I\ 1) ri_ 

Using Theorem 1.6.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), we obtain the following. 
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Theorem 7.1.4 Choose a kernel fun ction K : Rd -+Rand a sequence of constants {bn} 

as in Proposition 7.1. 3. 

(i) If f is continuous at x0 , then it holds that zn ==} Z in £:(Rd) , where u..,.., Z(u) 

a zero-mean, continuous Gaussian process whose covariance E (Z(u 1)Z(u2)) is given by 

(7. 1.1} for every u 1 , u2 E Rd. 

(ii) If f is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x0 , and if 

Jim nb~d = h < oo, 
n.➔oo 

then it holds that Rn ==} zo + z in e: (Rd) I where 

(7. 1. 2} =v'httr (p)(q)K()d EJ2 f( x) I 
Zo 2 p=I q=I f JRd y y y y 8x(P)c)x(q) x=xo 

This result can be applied to construct a confidence band, substituting estimators 

for f (x0 ) in the covariance of the limit process Z and for the second derivatives off at 

x0 in the constant z0 . Another application is given in Subsection 7.1.2. Notice that the 

assumptions appearing above are exactly the same as those in the context of point-wise 

asymptotic normality, and thus are quite reasonable. Our conclusion is that the local 

smoothness of the density f implies not only the point-wise asymptotic normality but 

also the weak convergence of local residual processes Rn. 

Proof of Proposition 7.1.3. We can write zn(u) = I:?=1 (f(u) where 

1 { (X- - x 0 ) h ( x - xo ) } (f ( u) = p, K ' - u - K -- - u f (x )dx . 
nbd bn JRd bn 

n 

We will check the conditions of Theorem 3.3.2. For every u1, u2 E U, since 

1 {k ( x - xo ) (x - x0 ) -d K -- - u1 K -- - u2 f( x)dx 
n~ ~ ~ ~ 

r ( x - xo ) r ( x - xa ) } 
- f JRd K ~ - u 1 f (x)dx f JRd K ~ - u2 J(x)dx 

_!_ { f K(y - u1)K(y - u2)f(xo + bny)dy 
n ][Rd 

- b~ f K(y - u1) f(xo + bny) dy f K(y - u2) f( xo + bny) dy} , 
f JRd l JRd 

we easily obtain 

The Lindeberg condition [L2'] follows from the assumption nb~ t oo. In the following , 

we will show that [PE'] of Theorem 3.3.2 is satisfied under either Condition 7.1.1 or 
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7.1.2, and that the limit process u -v--+ Z(u) is continuous with respect to the Euclidean 

metric. 

[The case of smooth kernel.] Assume Condition 7.1.1. First notice that for any 

U1,U2 EU 

(7.1.3) Vy E ]Rd_ 

We can take a compact set S which is a common support of the functions y -v--+ K(y - u) 

for all u E U. Now, for every c > 0, choose a finite partition II(c) = {U(c ; k) : 1 ~ k ~ 

Nn (c )} of U such that the diameter of each partitioning set is not bigger than c1/et. This 

can be done with Nn(c) ~ const. c dfet; thus it holds that J0
1 JlogNn(c)dc < oo. On 

the other hand, it follows from (7.1.3) that if lu1 - u2 I ~ cl/et then 

l(f(u1) - (f(u2)I ~ ~ { l s ( X\~ Xo ) + kd l s C ~n Xo ) J(x)dx } -

We thus have 

IICllh < !: t Ells ( X; b~ Xo ) + kd ls C ~n Xo) f(x)dxl
2 

4£
2 f ( X-Xo ) 

< b~ f TJ?.d l s ,;:- J(x)d:r 

4L2 f ls(Y)f(xo + bny)dy 
l TJ?.d 

< 4£2 
• Leb(S) · sup f(x) for all sufficiently large n EN, 

xEN 

where N is a neighborhood of x 0 . The condition [PE'J of Theorem 3.3.2 has been 

established. 

[The case of monotone kernel.] Assume Condition 7.1.2. For every p = 1, ... , d, choose 

a constant Cp > 0 such that [-cp, Cp] is a support of KP and that Uc n:=l (-cp, cp]. 

For every c > 0 and every p = 1, .. . , d, we introduce a finite partition (-cp, cp] = 
u:;~~l lp(c; kp) where lp(c; kµ) = (')'p(c; kµ - l) , ')'p(c; kµ)], such that 

This can be done with Nµ(c) ~ [2cµc-2
] + 1. Now, to check the condition [PE'] of 

Theorem 3.3.2, we consider the DFP IT= {Il(c)} 0 E(O, I] of U given by 

II(c) = {Un Q Iµ( c; kµ) : 1 ~ kµ ~ Nµ( c), l ~ p ~ d}. 
Then, since 
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we have f0
1 J log Nn(t:)dc: < oo. 

Next , for every u(P) E ( -cp, cp] we define 

Kn,u<P) ( (P)) = -K X - Xo - (p) 1 ( (p) (p) ) 

p X ,/b;.p bn U , 

Then it holds that 

(7.1.4) I K n u (p) Kn u (p) I -o--.nK ,e,kp 
, 1 - 1 2 < p p - p whenever u(p) u(p) E I (c:· k ) 1 , 2 P , P , 

where 

{ 

Kp(O) 
R;,e,kp(x(P)) = A , 

IK; ,'l'p(e;kp) _ K; ,'l'p(e;kp-l)l(x(P)), 

. x(P) - x/i1') 
1f bn E Ip (€; kp) , 

otherwise. 

The key points are the following: 

(7 .1.5) 

(7.1.6) 

(7.1.7) 

k 1R;•"• kP (x/i1') + bny(P)) 12dy(P) ::::; 3IKpi~) 12€2; 

S (-o--.nK ,e,kp) ' (p) 2b (p) 2b ]· upport P C [Xo - nCp, x0 + nCp , 
d 

Jo= Jim sup sup J(xo + bny) < oo, where S = II [-2cp, 2cp]. 
n-too yES p=l 

The fact (7.1.5) will be proved later, while (7.1.6) and (7.1.7) are trivial. 

Let us proceed with the main part of the proof. It follows from (7.1.4) that 

1ft K;,u\Pl (x(P)) - ft K;,u~p ) (x(P)) I 

It (r( K;,4\x(q))) CtL K;,u\•l (x(q))) { K; ,u\Pl (x(P)) - K;•u~P\x(P)) }I 
< t (II Kq(O)) /K; ,u\Pl (x(P)) - K; ,u~Pl (x(P))/ 

p= l qf.p A 

< t (II Kq(O)) x;,e,kp(x(Pl) , 
p=l qf.p A 

d 

if U1,U2 E II Ip(t: ;kp)-
p=l 

117 

Here, for every p = l , ... , d, we obtain from (7.1.5), (7.1.6) and (7.1.7) that for all suffi

ciently large n E N 

(II Kq(O)) 2 hd 1R;·",k"(x<Pl)l2 J(x)dx 
qf.p ,;r;;. 1R 
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= (rr JKq(O)J 2
) bn kd 1~·'•kP(xY' ) + bny(P))l2 J(xo + b,,y)dy 

qcpp 

< (rr JKq(O)J 2
) bnUo + 1) - fs 1~·',kp(x~) + bny(P))l2dy 

qcpp 

< (rr JKq(O)J 2
) bnUo + 1) · (rr 4cq) 3lKpi°)l

2

c
2 

q#p q#p n 

= E
2Dp , where Dp = (£ 4cqJKq(O)J 2

) 
3U1c: l), 

which implies t hat 

We therefore have 

li~~s~p II<" lln ~ ~ 4d t. D,. 

It remains to prove (7.1.5). Observe that 

where: 

(I) 

(II) 

Further, it holds that 

(II) b~ l:x; IKp(Y(P)) - Kp(Y(p) + rp(E, kp) - rp(E, kp - 1))12 
dy(p) 

< ~ roo IK (y(P)) - K (y(P) + E2 ) 12 dy(P) 
bn lo P P 

< K~~O) fooo IKp(y(P)) - Kp(y(P) + E2 ) I dy(P) 

Kp(O) Jo 2 Kp(y<P) + E2)dy<P) 
bn -, 

< Kp(O) . Kp(O) E2 . 
b,, 

Since the same bound holds also for (I), we get (7.1.5). 
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[Continuity of the limit process.] Theorem 3.3.2 says that the process u "" Z(u) is 

continuous with respect to the pseudo-metric p on U defined by 

Hence it suffices to show that u 1 "" p(u1 , u2 ) is continuous at u2 with respect to the 

Euclidean metric for every u2 E U. This is immediate from (7.1.3) in the case of a 

smooth kernel. On the other hand, in the case of a monotone kernel, the claim follows 

from the inequality 

IK(x - u1) - K(x - u2)I ::; t (rr Kq(O)) IKp(x(P) - u~p)) - Kp(X(p) - ufl)I 
p = l q,tp 

which can be easily shown by the same argument as above. D 

Proof of Theorem 1.1.4. The assertion (i) is immediate from Proposition 7.1.3 and 

Theorem 1.6.1 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). Next , observe that 

and that 

where Xn is a point on the segment connecting x0 + bnu and x0 + bn(u + y). We can 

obtain the assertion (ii) using the assumption that the kernel function K is symmetric. 

D 

7.1. 2 Estimation of Mode 

In this subsection, we consider the I-dimensional case only. We are interested in estimat

ing the mode of a density f of an i.i.d. data, namely, x0 = argmaxxEIR f(x). A natural 

estimator would be fin= argmaxxEIR Jn(x) , where 

1:/.y ER 

Here, bn is a vanishing sequence of positive constants, and K is a kernel function on JR. 

We now introduce a condition on fin a neighborhood of x0 E JR (we do not assume that 
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x 0 is the maximum point over the whole line JR; the point x 0 should be regarded as a 

local mode of f). 

Condition 7.1.5 For an even integer p 2: 2, the function x --+ f(x) is p-times contin

uously differentiable in a neighborhood N of x 0 with derivatives f (m), m = l, ... , p such 

that: 

• f(ml(x 0 ) = 0 for every m = l , ... ,p- l ; 

Theorem 7 .1.6 For a given point x 0 E JR, suppose that Condition 7.1. 5 is satisfied for 

an even integer p 2: 2. Put the bandwidth bn = n - 1/(Zp+l), and choose a kernel function 

K on JR following either of Condition 7.1.1 with a = l or Condition 7.1. 2. Then, for 
- - p 

any JR-valued random sequence 0n such that 0n --t x 0 and that 

for some En= Op-(n- p/(Zp+ll), it holds that 10" - x 01 = Op-(n- 1/(Zp+ tl). 

Proof. We will check the conditions of Theorem 5.1.2 for r~~ = bn = n - 1/(Zp+ t)_ For

mulation 5.1.1 should be as follows: (0n,d~) is the Euclidean space JR, and 0~ = x0 ; let 

f"(x) = f,,(x) and -yn(x) = fn(x), where 

fn(x) b~ k K (Y ~ X) f (y)dy 

k K(y)f( x + bny)dy. 

We then denote R(J) = {x E JR: (J/2) < lx-xol::; J} for every J E (O,oo). 

To show the FIRST INEQUALITY of M-CRITERION, we denote 

Cp = inf IJ(Pl(x)I and Gp= sup lf'Pl(x)l-
xEN xEN 

It follows from a p-term Taylor expansion off around x 0 + bny that 

where 

k K(y) {J(x + bny) - f(xo + bny)} dy 

(I)+ (II), 
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and 

(II) 

< _ __5!_t5P 
pl2P 

whenever X E R( o). 
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Furthermore, since J(k) (x0 ) = 0 fork = l , ... ,p-1, it follows from a (p- m)-term Taylor 

expansion of j(m) around x 0 that 

f (m)( b ) (bny)p-mf(P)(~ ) c ~ N 
Xo + nY = (p _ m)! Xn 1or some Xn E , 

for every m = 1, ... , p - l. Thus it holds that if o E [Lbn, oo) then 

l(J)I < I: Ix - xolm -11!.-m. Gp r IYlp-mK(y)dy 
m=I m! n (p-m)!}'tlf. 

whenever X E R( o). 

Thus, choosing a sufficiently large L > 0 we can conclude that the FIRST INEQUALITY 

is satisfied. 

To check the SECOND INEQUALITY, we will apply Theorem 2.3.3 (ii) to { (;}iEN = 
{((f 'x lx E IJi)} iEN, where \Ji is a subset of JR and 

Notice that 

_1 IK (xi - x) _ K (xi - y) I 
nbn bn bn 

+ n~n k IK ( z ~ x) - K ( z ~ y) I J( z )dz. 

We may choose a sufficiently small '50 > 0 so that [x0 - 2'50 , x 0 + 2'50] C N; then we 

have J* = supzE[xo-2&o,xo+2501 J (z) < oo. We discuss the cases of smooth and monotone 

kernels , separately; in both cases, let L > 0 be a constant such that [-L, L] is a support 

of K. In each case, for every o E (0, '50) we will construct a DFP IT., = {IT.,(c)} ,E(O,IJ of 

\Ji = \Ji /j = [x0 - o, x 0 + o] such that 

(7.1.8) 

and that 

sup f
1 

✓log(l + Nn0 (c))dc < oo 
5E(0,5o) lo 

IICllrr. ::::; const.<pf(o) Vo E [Lbn, oo) , 'v'n E N 
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for some appropriate functions [J "" cpI (fJ) indexed by n E N. Notice that we have in 

both cases that with \[IO = [x0 - 5, x 0 + 5] 

< n · lsupx K(x) 12. (25 + 2Lbn) . J* 
nbn 

< D · cp2(5) whenever [J E [Lbn , 60) 

where D = 4supx IK(x)l2J* and cpz(5) = n- 1b;;25. Then, Theorem 2.3.3 (ii) yields that 

E sup l(rn - 't)(x) - (rn - -yn )(xo)I ~ const.c/>n(fJ) 
xER(o) 

where c/>n(fJ) = cpI(fJ) V (cpz(J)/cp?(J)). 

[The case of smooth kernel.] For every € E (0 , l], we make a finite partition (x0 -fJ, x0+ 
5] = u:!f (,\ uk- 1, uk] such that uk - uk - I ~ cJ. This can be done with Nn0 ( €) ~ [2C 1

] + 
1, thus (7.1.8) is satisfied. On the other hand, if x, y E [uk-l, uk] with uk - uk- l ~ €6, 

then 

Vz E JR, 

where L > 0 is a constant appearing Condition 7.1.1. Thus it holds that if Lbn ~ [J < 50 

then 

1/Cllno < 1 IL[Jl2 4n · - · - · ( fJ + 2Lb ) · f * 
n2b; bn n 

< ✓12£2 f* · cp?(fJ) 

where cp?(J) = n - 1!2 b;;2J312 . We thus have c/>n(J) = (n- 1!2 b;;2J312 ) V (n- 1/ 251/ 2 ). The 

relation c/>n(bn) = lJ!: holds since we put bn = n - 1!(2p+1). 

[The case of uniform kernel.] For every € E (0 , l ], we make a finite partition (x0 -

5, Xo + 5] = u:!r") ( uk -1, uk] such that Uk - Uk- I ~ c2J. This can be done with Nno (c) ~ 
[2c 2] + 1, thus (7.1.8) is satisfied. On the other hand, if x, y E [uk-l, uk] then 

Vz E JR. 

Here notice that if uk - uk-l ~ c25 then 

l lK c-b:k- 1) - KC ~nuk) 12 dz k IK (b: ) - KC ~:25) r dz 

< K(0 ) k IK (b: ) - K ( Z ~n€

2

fJ ) I dz 

< 3IJ<(0)/2c25. 
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Thus it holds that if Lbn :S c5 < c50 then 

< J121K(o)1 2 J• -cp~(o) 

where cpI(c5) = n- 1! 2b:;; 10 I ! 2 _ We thus have </>n(o) = n- I 12b:;; 1o112 _ The relation </>n(bn) = 
~ holds since we put bn = n- 1/(2P+ 1l _ □ 

Corollary 7 .1. 7 For a given point x 0 E JR, suppose that Condition 7. 1. 5 is satisfied for 

an even integer p 2: 2. Put the bandwidth bn = n - 1!(2p+1) , and set K(x) = ½ - 1[-i,l](x). 
~ ~ p• 

Then, for any JR-valued random sequence gn such that gn --+ x 0 and that 

. ~ p 
for some ln = Op•(n-Pl(2p+I)), zt holds that n 1! (2p+l)(0n - x 0 ) ==} argmaxhER{A(h) + 
JIB( h + 1) - JIB( h - 1)}, where the deterministic process h ""' A( h) is given by 

A(h) = ~) [ (h+y)Pdy 
J(xa)p! -1 

and h ""'JIB(h) is the two-sided Brownian motion. 

Proof. Theorem 7.1.6 asserts that the sequence b:;; 1 (ifn - x0 ) is uniformly tight. Let us 

consider the stochastic process h ""' M" ( h) defined by 

M1'(h) 

where: 

b;/ {fn(Xo + bnh) - fn(xo)} 

yn(h) + zn(h) , 

b-;;_P Un(Xo + bnh) - f( xa) }; 

b-;;_P {fn(Xo + bnh) - fn(Xo + bnh)} -

Noting that ,Jnb;, = b:;;P, we obtain from Proposition 7.1.3 that zn b Zin £00 (K) for 

any compact set]{ C JR, where Z(h) = JJ(x0 ){JIB(h + 1) - JIB(h -1)}/2. On the other 

hand, an easy computation shows that limn->oo yn(h) = Y(h) = J J(x 0 )A(h)/2 for every 

h E JR. Since h ""' yn(h) and h ""' Y(h) are continuous, this convergence is uniform on 

every compact set ]{ C JR. Hence, by the same argument as the last part of the proof of 

Proposition 5.2.5, we can obtain the assertion. □ 
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7.1.3 Remarks for Non-1.1.D. Cases 

Gaussian White Noise Model 

For every n E N, let xn = (XI' )iE(O,JJ be a continuous stochastic process given by 

dXt = f(t)dt + n- 112dB1 , 

where f E .C2[0, 1], and B = (Bi)tE(O, i ] is a standard Brownian motion. Let t0 E (0, 1) 

be a fixed point, and let bn be a vanishing sequence of positive constants. In order to 

estimate the local function u""' J(t0 + bnu), a natural estimator would be 

where K is a kernel function on IR satisfying either of Condition 7.1.1 or 7.1.2 with d = l. 
Then, we can get the same conclusions as Theorem 7.1.4 by using Theorem 3.4.4. 

Multiplicative Intensity Model 

For every n E N, let µn be an JRd-valued multivariate point process on a stochastic 

basis B" = (!:in,Fn,Fn,Pn); µn can be identified with an JRd-marked point process 

{(Tt , Zl'); i EN} through the equality 

µn(w; dt, dz)= L>(Tt(w),Zf(w))(dt, dz), 

where 0 < Ti" < T2 < · · · and each Zf is an JRd-valued random variable. 

We assume that the predictable compensator vn of µn is given by 

vn(w; dt , dz ) = a(t, z)Yn(w, t , z)dtdz, 

where a(t,z) is a [0,oo)-valued measurable function on IR+ x JRd, and yn(w ,t,z) is a 

[0, oo )-valued predictable function on rr x IR+ x ]Rd . 

Let (t0 , z0 ) E (0, oo) x ]Rd be a fixed point, and let bn and Cn be vanishing sequences of 

positive constants. In order to estimate the local function (u, v) ""'a(t0 + bnu, z0 + cnv), 

a natural estimator would be 

where K is a kernel function on JRd+i satisfying either of Condition 7.1.1 or 7.1.2 with 

"d" replaced by "d + l", and where yn- is the generalized inverse of yn _ 

Assume the "local" version of Condition 5.3.1, that is: 
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Condition 7.1.8 There exists a m easurable function y = y(t, z ) on a neighborhood N 

of (t0 , z0 ) such that 

I I 
p n• 

sup n - tyn(·, t, z) - y(t, z) --t 0. 
(t ,z)E N 

Then , under some conditions of smoothness of the functions (t , z) ----+ o:(t , z) and (t, z) ----+ 

y(t , z), we can derive some conclusions about the residual processes (u, v) ----+ Rn(u, v) 

given by 

similarly to those of Theorem 7.1.4 by using Theorem 3.2.4; the term "f(x 0 ) " in (7.1.1) 

is replaced by "o:(t0 , z0 )/y(t0 ,z0 )" , whi le the change of (7.1.2) is clear. 

7.2 Log-likelihood Ratio Random Fields 

7.2.1 Results 

For every rz EN, let Bn = (fr, :Fn, Fn = {F['};ENo , Pn) be a discrete-time stochastic 

basis. Let p n = { pn,,t, : 'ljJ E '11} be a family of probability measures on (fr, Fn) , indexed 

by an arbitrary set '11 , such that pn,1/J « pn for every 'ljJ E '11 . We denote 

dpn,,µ 
zn ,,µ = _,_· -

' dPt ' 

where Pt',,,_, (resp. Pt) is the restriction of pn,,t, (resp. pn) on the a-field?,. We assume 

P0n,,t, = P0 for every 'ljJ E '11, hence we can set z;, ,,,_, = l. For a given finite stopping time 

an on B n, and we suppose also that the random element logZ;n = (logZ;:.1/J l'l/J E '11) 

takes values in £00 (\ll). Here we set 

zn ,,µ 
-~il\_u_" __ l 
zn,,µ 

(i - 1)1\u" 

Vi E N V'lj; E '11. 

Theorem 7.2.1 In the above situation, suppose that the following conditions hold: 

(a1) I:f; 1 4E['_1(f ',,,_,(f '4> ~ C('lj; ,¢) (some constant) for every 'lj; , ¢ E '11 ; 

(a2) sup,,,_,E w II:f; 1 4EI1- 1IC'"' l2 - C('lj;, 'l/J )/ ~ O; 
n - 2 p n 

(b) I:f=1 E;1_1 l(I'I l@'l>e} --t O for every E > O; 

(c) there exists a DFP IT of '11 such that 
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Then, it holds that log z;n ~ X in £00 ('11) , where X( '!j; ) = -½C('!j;, 1/;) + G('!j; ) and 1/J -v--; 

G( 1/J ) is a zero-mean Gaussian process such that EG( 1/J )G( ¢) = C( 1/;, ¢). Furthermore, 

the formula 

p('!j;, ¢) = Jc( '!j;, 1/;) + C(¢, ¢) - 2C(1/;, ¢) Y'!j;, ¢ E '11 

defines a semimetric on '11 such that ( '11 , p) is totally bounded and that almost all paths 

of X are uniformly p-continuous. 

Remark. If a version of the conditional expectation Ef-1 C'"' c,r/> satisfies the assumption 

(a1) , then so does any version. However, this is not true in (a2 ); the assumption means 

that there exist some versions of Ef_ 1 l(f'"' l2 's which satisfy the requirement. 

Example: Ergodic Markov chains 

Let { X;};ENo be an ergodic Markov chain, defined on a probability space (0., :F, P) , 

with values in an arbitrary state space (E,[). Let µ(dx) denote the initial distribution , 

p(x , dy) the transition distribution, and 1r(dx) the invariant distribution. Let us equip 

the space .C2 = .C2 (E x E, 1r(dx)p(x, dy)) with the "inner product" given by 

(h1,h2 )c,2 = f h1(x,y) h2 (x , y)1r(dx)p(x , dy) 
ls xE 

The meaning of the quotation marks is that llhllc2 = J(h , h)c,2 is merely a "semi-" norm. 

Next we define the subset .C5 of .C2 by 

L6 = { h E .C2
: kh(x , y)p(x , dy) = 0 Yx EE and h > -l}. 

Fix a subset ti C .C5. For every n E N, let us consider a family of probability measures 

p n = { pn,h : h E ti} on (0., F) such that: under pn,h, the process { X;}iENo is the 

Markov chain with initial distribution µ and transition distribution pn,h given by 

pn,h(x , dy) = ( 1 + h~)) p(x, dy). 

Here we set F; = a{X0 , ... , X;}. Then it holds that 

Z n,h = dPt ·" = Ili ( h(Xj- 1, Xi)) 
' dn· 1+ r,;; . 

,, j = I vn 

We need some more notations to state the following result, which concerns the asymp

totic behavior of the process logZ~ = (logZ~ ·hl h E ti). For a given KE .C2 (E ,1r(dx)) 

we define the semimetric PK on .C2 by 

( ) 
Px(h1 , h2) 

PK hi , h2 = sup IK( )I xEE X V 1 
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where 

Vx EE. 

Proposition 7.2.2 Let {X;}iENo, (rl,.F, F = {.F;};EN0 ,P) and p n = {Pn ,h: h E 1i} 
as above be given. Suppose that there exists h* E £ 4 (E x E, 1r(dx)p(x, dy)) such that 

suphE7-l lhl:::; h*, and also that there exists KE £ 2(E,1r(dx)) such that 

l ✓1ogN1 1(1i , pK; t:) dt: < oo. 

Then, it holds that log z;: -b X in f 00 (1i), where X(h) = -½ llhlli2+G(h) and h ____, G(h) 

is a zero-mean Gaussian process such that EG(h1 )G(h2 ) = (h1 , h2 )c,2. Furthermore, 

almost all paths of X are uniformly II · llc,2-continuous. 

This result is easily derived from the ergodic theorem and Theorem 7.2.1, hence the 

proof is omitted. Here we give a statistical application. Fix a subset 1{ C £5 such that 

llhllc,2 > 0 for every h E 1i. Let us consider the testing problem: 

hypothesis Ho : p 
against Hf : pn,h for some h E 1{. 

We propose the test statistics 

Assume the same conditions as in Proposition 7.2.2. Then, it holds that 

sn ~ sup l(h, u)c,2 + G(h)I in IR Vu E {O} UH, 
h E1l 

where the process h ____, G(h) is as above. This fact follows from Proposition 7.2.2 that 

implies local asymptotic normality and contiguity, together with Le Cam's third lemma 

and the continuous mapping theorem. In view of Anderson's lemma (e.g., Lemma 3.11.4 

of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)), the statistics sn seems reasonable. 

7.2.2 Proofs 

Let us denote: 

An,a ,,j, 
1 

z;;;tn 
zn,,i, Vi E N V'¢ E w; 

(i-1)/\un 

log z;,,i,1{(7:SaJ Vi EN V'¢ E w Va> 0. 
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The process 'Ip __,,.. log z;l = I:f; 1 log z; ,,j; can be well-approximated by the process 

1j; __,,.. J\ n,a,1/J = I:f;1 >..7,a ,1/J . As a matter of fact, it holds that 

hence using also Lenglart's inequality we obtain 

We consider the decomposition 

Un Un. 

(7.2.1) J\n ,a,,j; = ~En )..n ,a,,j; + ~ {>..n,a ,,j; _ En )..n,a ,,j;}. 
~ t - 1 1 ~ l 1-l l 

i=l i= l 

We will derive the uniform convergence of the first term in (outer) probability, and apply 

Theorem 3.3.2 to the martingale difference array { c;I'};ENo of the second term, that is, 

,;;,w = >..7 ,a,1/J - E'['_ 1 >..7 ,a,1/J . We use the following lemma which will be proved later. 

Lemma 7.2.3 For every a E (0, 1) , there exist some versions of the conditional expec

tations E'['_ 1 >..7 ,a,1/J such that: 

(i) ifsup,J;E w C(ij;,'1/;) < oo then sup,J;Ew II:f; 1 E'['_ 1>..?'a,,J; + ½C(ij;,1/;)I ~ O; 

(. ·) '-'un En \ n,a,,j; \ n,a ,</> __F"'.,_ C(•'• ,I,.) f , I, /4 E ,T,. u L..,i= l i - t"i "; ---, 'f' ,'f' 1orevery '+' ,'f' 'I', 

( 
... ) "'Un I En \ n a w12 pn O { .,. ,T, 
Ill L..,i = l i - 1 A;' ' ---+ JOT every 'f' E 'I'. 

Remark. (i) We will see later that the conditions of the theorem actually implies 

that sup,J;E w C( 'I/; , 1/;) < oo. (ii) The choice of versions of the conditional expectations 

En >.. n,a,1/J >.. n,a,</> is not important 
i - 1 t t · 

Let us proceed with the main part of the proof. It is clear that there exists a constant 

b E (0, 1) such that j log x- log yj ~ 2jfi- v171 whenever x , y E [1-b, 1 +b]. We consider 

the decomposition (7.2.1) for a= Jf+'1 - 1; then it holds that {x: lfi - 11 ~ a} c 
{x: Ix - lj ~ b}. 

First we show the weak convergence of the second term of the decomposition (7.2.1). 

The condition [L2'] is direct from (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7.2.3. It is also easy to see that 

the assumption (b) implies the Lindeberg condition [L2']. Finally, recalling the choice 

of b and the relationship between a and b, we have for any subset \Ji' c \Ji 
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Ef- 1 [ sup I log z-; ,,j; - log .z~·<P 11{c;' :sa)] 
2 

,j;,¢EW ;::,n,pn 

< Ef-1 [ sup 2l(I' ',J; - c;• ,<1> 1] 
2 

· 

t/J,</JE 'V' .rr
1
pn 

Thus the assumption (c) implies the condition (PE']. Consequently, Theorem 3.3.2 yields 

I:f ~I'~ Gin t'00 (w). 

Next we consider the first term of the decomposition. Observe that 

JC(1/J, 1/J ) JEIG(1/J)l 2 

< JEIG(1J; ) - G(</>)1 2 + JEIG(</>)12 = p( 1/J, 1>) + JC('l/J, </>). 

The inequality above and the total boundedness of (1¥ , p), a consequence of Theorem 

3.3.2, imply that sup,J;E w C('l/J,'l/J ) < oo. Hence (i) of Lemma 7.2.3 works to show the uni

form convergence of the first term of (7.2.1). Also, it is trivial from the above inequality 

that 'l/J ,_,... JC('l/J , 'l/J ) is uniformly p-continuous, thus so is 'l/J __,_. C('l/J, 'l/J ). 

Proof of Lemma 7.2.3. For every c > 0 we denote: 

i=l 
o-" 
~ En ;..n ,i,,j; )..n ,i,</> 
L.., i-1 i t · 

i= l 

[STEP 1] First we prove the following facts: for given a E (0 , 1) there exist constants 

K 1 , K 2 , K 3 > 0 such that for every c E (0, a] 

(7.2.2) 

(7.2.3) 

(7.2.4) 
O"n 1 
L IE~- 1)..~•"·'P I::::: 2C('l/J, 'l/J ) + c K 3 + Opn(l) \/'l/) E Ill. 
i=l 

In order to show (7.2.2) , first notice that there exists a constant J( > 0 such that 

I log x - (x - 1) + 2( vx - 1)2 1 ::::: Klfi - 113 whenever lvx - 11 ::::: a. Hence , for fixed 

c E (0, a] we obtain 

I

Bn,i (• '•) + 2 ,f- En 1,n,,J, 121 - n I 
'f/ L ,-1 "' {(; :,:0 ) 

i=l 
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almost surely. Since E:'_ 1 ( z;,,f; - l) = 0 almost surely, the last term on the right hand 

side equals to 

(fn 

< L EI'._ 1IZ;,,f; - lll{(' >e} 
i= l 

almost surely. Thus we obtain 

(7.2.5) I En,, (VJ ) + ~ C (VJ, VJ) I 

< (2 + c:K) It EI'._1l(;,,j;1 2 
- ~C(v; , vi)I + c:K. ~C(v; , vi) 

( 
C + 2) an n ---=n 2 

+ 2 + -c- ~ E;- 11(; I l{(' >e} 

almost surely. In order to get the estimate for all w E nn , we can choose the versions 

of conditional expectations as follows: first, we may without loss of generality choose 

a version of Ef- 1lc:'l 2 1{(>,} which is non-negative identically; next, on the union of 

all exceptional sets for the estimates appeared above, we define the values of all other 

conditional expectations as zero. Then , the inequality (7.2.5) holds identically for all 

v; E 11! . By taking the supremum of (7.2.5) with respect to v; E 11! , and letting n-+ oo, 

we obtain the assertion (7.2.2). 

A similar argument yields (7.2.4). In fact, it is much easier than (7.2 .2) , because the 

assertion of (7.2.4) is v;-wise , for which we do not need any argument about versions of 

conditional expectations. Also, it is easy to show (7.2.3) if we notice the following fact: for 

given a E (0, 1) there exists a constant K > 0 such that I log x -log y-4( y'x- l)(y'Y- 1)1 ::::; 

Kmax{lvx - 11 3
, lv'Y- 113} whenever max{lvx - 11, lv'Y - 11} :::: a. 

[STEP 2] Next we prove the following facts: 

(7.2.6) 

(7.2.7) 

sup IBn ,a(v; ) - Bn•' (v;) I ~ 0 Ve: E (0 , a) ; 
,j;E 'V 

Vv;, ¢ E 11! Ve: E (0, a). 

In order to show (7.2.6) , notice that for given a E (0 , 1) there exists a constant K > 0 

such that I log x i :::: Klv'x - 11 2 whenever lvx - 11 :::: a. For every C E (0 , a) it holds that 

(7.2.8) 
I 

(f n a n I 
~ En ). n,a,,j; _ ~ En ). n,,,,P 
~ t- 1 1 D t- 1 t 

i= l i= l 
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I
f Ef- 1 log .Z;n ,t/l l{E<(7Sa}I 
i = l 

Un 

< KL Ef-11Cf't/ll
2
l{E<l(f1Sa} 

i=l 
Un 

< k L Ef-1lc:'l
2

l{<':'>E}' 
i=l 
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almost surely. We can choose some versions of conditional expectations such that the 

estimate above holds identically for all 'I/; E '¥ , in the same way as in the proof of (7.2.2) . 

Take the supremum of (7.2.8) with respect to 'I/; E '¥ , and let n-+ oo, then we get (7.2.6). 

A similar computation yields (7.2.7). 

[STEP 3] Now it is easy to see that (7.2.2) and (7.2.6) imply the assertion (i), and 

that (7.2.3) and (7.2.7) do the assertion (ii) ; first choose c > 0 small enough, and then , 

let n-+ oo. In order to show the assertion (iii) , notice that for any c E (0, a) 

hence 

It IEf_1,\7'a,t/l l2 
- t IEf_1,\7,E,t/l l2 1 

I
f, En (,\n,a,t/1 + ,\n ,E,t/l )En (,\n ,a,t/1 _ ,\n,E,t/1 )1 
~ i - 1 l 1 i-1 1 1 

i= l 

< 21 log(l - a
2 )1 f 1Ef_1 log .z~,t/l l{E<<7Sa}I 

Un 

~ IEn ,\n,a,t/112 
~ i - 1 i 

i=I 

i=l 

U n 

L l£f_1,\7,E,t/l l2 + Opn(l) 
i=l 

Un 

Opn(l), 

< I log(l - c2 )1 L IEf_1,\7,£,t/l l + Opn(l). 
i=l 

We therefore obtain (iii) by virtue of (7.2.4); first c~oose c > 0 small enough, and then 

Mn-too. D 

7.3 Model Checking for a Non-linear Times Series 

Let us consider the JR-valued time series {X;}iEZ given by 

where 'lj; is an JR-valued function on JR and c; is an JR-valued random variable such that 

almost surely, 
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where F; = a{Xi: j s; i}. 

Let I< : JR -+ [O, oo) be a kernel function with a compact support, and let { bn}nEN be 

a sequence of positive constants such that bn ..j, 0 as n ➔ oo. We introduce the stochastic 

process vn = (Vn(x)lx E JR) given by 

where 

and 

with 

Yt(x) = ~ /_x J( (xi-I - u) du 
bn -oo bn 

{ 
-1 

sign(x) = 
1 

for X :S 0, 
for X > 0. 

The process vn is a "smoothed" version of that of Erlenmaier (1997) who considered a 

process vn with Yt(x) replaced by lc-oo,xJ(Xi- 1)-

In order to state some conditions which we shall assume, we denote by F'n and fn 
the empirical distribution function and the empirical density function associated to the 

kernel function I< and the bandwidth bn , of the data X 0 , ... , Xn_1: that is, 

1 n - L 1(-oo,x](X;_i); 
n i = I 

_l tl( (Xi-I - x) _ 
nbn i=I bn 

We are ready to present our result . 

Theorem 7.3.1 Assume the following conditions (i) and (ii): 

(i) Fn(x) ~ F(x) for every x E JR, where F is a continuous distribution function on JR; 

(ii) there exists a function g E .CP such that llfn/gllc•(IR) = Op(l) for some p, q E (1, oo) 

such that (1/p) + (1/q) = 1. 

Then, it holds that vn -k V in f00 (JR) where V(x) = BF(x) and t ,._,., B 1 is a standard 

Brownian motion on [0, l] . 

Notice that, when the time series takes values only in a bounded subset of JR, a sufficient 

condition for (ii) is that llfnllc• (IR) = Op(l) for an arbitrary q > 1. The result above, 

together with the continuous mapping theorem, yields the following. 
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Corollary 7.3.2 Define sn = suprEIR JVn(x)I- Under the conditions (i) and (ii) of The

orem 7.3.1, it holds that sn b suptE[O,l] IBtl in IR, where t __,_. B 1 is a standard Brownian 

motion on [O, 1] . 

We have thus obtained the asymptotically distribution-free test statistics sn. Notice 

that the time series {X;};Ez need not be Markovian (the noise c; may depend on the 

whole past). 

Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. We can write vn(x) = I:?=1 (f'X, where 

C'x = )nYt(x)Z;. 

It is clear that {(;'};EN = { ((f 'x lx E IR) };EN is an £00 (IR)-valued martingale difference array 

on the discrete-time stochastic basis (D, F , {F;};ENo, P) , where F; = a{X1 : j :'Si}. We 

will check the conditions of Theorem 3.3.2. 

To check [PE'], for every c > 0, choose some finite points {x,,k: 1 :'S k :'S N(c:) - l} 

of IR such that 

x,,o = -oo < x,,1 < x,,2 < · · · < x,,N(,)-1 < oo = x,,N(,) 

and that 

Vk = 1, ... , N(c:). 

This can be done with N(c:) :'S const.c2P, thus it holds that Jd ✓logN(c: )dc: < oo. 

the other hand, it holds that 

- 1_ 1xvy K (X•·-1 - u) du IC'x -C·YI < 
./nbn x/\y bn 

< 1 1x,,k K (xi-I - u) d 
./nbn x,,k-t bn U 

So we have 

< ~ f_ 2_ 1 x,,k K (X;_1 - u) du 
n i= l bn x,,k-1 bn 

r l (x, k-1,x, k](u)fn(u)du j!R , , 

if x, y E (x,,k-1, x,,k]-

(k_ ll(x,,. _
1
,x,.k] (u)g(u)IPdu) l/p · (k_ lfn(u)/g(uWdu) l/q 

< c:
2 

• llfnl9llq-

On 
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Hence the condition (ii) implies [PE']. 
To check [C2'], first observe that 

(7.3.1) Vx E JR. 

This fact is proved as follows. Since K has a compact support and since bn .j.. 0, it holds 

that for any c > 0 

Fn(X - c):::; n~n ~ J_x
00 

K ( X; -;n- U) du:::; Fn(X + €) 

for all sufficiently large n E N. Due to (i), the left and the right hand side converge in 

probability to F(x - c) and F(x + c), respectively. The claim (7.3.1) follows from the 

assumption that x""" F(x) is continuous. 

Let us now turn to the convergence of I:~1 E;_1C 'x{t'Y's. In case of x -I y, we have 

that 
n '°' E i:-n,xi:-n ,y 

L.,, t - l":,z ":,i 

i= l 

_!. f, Yt(x)r;n(y) 
n i = I 

l n - L r;n(x I\ y) for all sufficiently large n EN 
n i = l 

1_:Y fn(u)du, 

which converges in probability to F(x I\ y) due to (7.3.1). In case of x = y, observe that 

n n n '°' E· i:-n ,x-£ i:-n ,x < '°' E · I i:-n ,x 12 < '°' E · i:-n ,x i:-n ,x+E L 1- l":,1 ":,z - L.,, i - 1 ":,z - L.,, i - l~i ~1 Ve> 0, 
i = l i = l i = l 

and that the left and the right hand side converge in probability to F(x - c) and F(x), 

respectively. Thus it follows from t he continuity of x """ F(x) that the middle of the 

above inequalities converges in probability to F(x). We therefore have shown that 

n 

L E;_1C'x{f'Y ~ F(x I\ y) Vx , y E IR. 
i = l 

It is trivial that the Lindeberg condition [12') is satisfied, and all conditions of The-

orem 3.3.2 have been established. □ 

7.A Notes 

The bandwidth processes or/and deviation processes of kernel density estimators as 

random elements taking values in the space C were studied by Krieger and Pickands, III 
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(1981) , Miiller and Prewitt (1992, 1993) , and Miiller and Wang (1990). Theorem 7.1.4 

could be obtained from a general study of "local empirical processes" by Einmahl and 

Mason (1997) combined with a uniform Donsker theorem by Sheehy and Wellner (1992). 

Although the notion of "local empirical process" is more general than the local kernel 

estimators , their approach is essentially based on the i.i.d. setup. 

The asymptotic behavior of the log-likelihood ratio random fields in finite-dimensional 

parametric models has been studied by many authors including Le Cam (1970) , Inagaki 

and Ogata (1975) , Ogata and Inagaki (1977), Ibragimov and Has'minskii (1981) , Ku

toyants (1984) and Vostrikova (1987). Although no result for infinite-dimensional cases 

seems to have been presented in the literature so far , some results in i.i.d. cases arc 

immediate from the Donsker theorems for empirical processes. Theorem 7.2.1 seems the 

first to consider the general statistical experiment with abstract parameters. 

The problem considered in Section 7.2 and the basic idea of the test statistics were 

posed by Erlenmaier (1997), who obtained the same conclusion as Theorem 7.3.1 for 

a slightly different statistics in a Markovian case under an explicit assumption on the 

transition kernel. 
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Samenvatting/Summary 

Samenvatting 

Het doe! van deze studie is entropie methoden te ontwikkelen, welke voor het eerst 

werden ge1ntroduceerd voor empirische processen van onderling onafbankelijke, iden

tiek verdeelde (Engels: i.i.d .) data, ten einde bepaalde martingalen te behandelen met 

toepassingen bij de statistische analyse van stochastische processen. Gebaseerd op 

maximale ongelijkheden, afgeleid in Hoofdstuk 2, vormt Hoofdstuk 3 een hoogtepunt 

waarin zwakke convergentie resultaten voor l00-waardige martingalen worden gegeven. 

De resterende hoofdstukken zijn gewijd aan statistische toepassingen van deze resul

taten; wij houden ons bezig met twee hoofd thema's, namelijk asymptotische normaliteit 

en efficientie in l00 -ruimtes (Hoofdstuk 4) en M-schatten (Hoofdstuk 5 en 6) , terwijl 

Hoofdstuk 7 drie onaf11ankelijke onderwerpen bevat. 

De motivatie is als volgt. Sinds het prominente werk van Dudley in 1978, werden in de 

tachtiger jaren de entropie methoden bestudeerd om het bewijs te leveren voor wetten van 

grote aantallen en centrale limiet stellingen voor empirische processen ge·indiceerd door 

klassen van verzamelingen of functies . Voorts , hebben enkele recente werken aangetoond 

dat de methoden niet alleen bruikbaar zijn voor deze limiet stellingen, maar ook voor 

andere problemen in de statistiek. Het boek van Van der Vaart en Wellner uit 1996 geeft 

een fraaie uiteenzetting van zowel de methoden als een groot aantal toepassingen, met 

de nadruk op i.i.d . data. Echter, hoewel bepaalde aspecten van de methoden een groot 

potentieel hebben om ook toegepast te worden op niet-i.i .d. data, is er geen systematisch 

onderzoek gedaan in verband met martingalen, waarvan het bekend is dat ze belangrijk 

zijn by de analyse van een rijke klasse statistische modellen. We zijn van plan om een 

stap te doen, zij het een kleine, om deze leemte in de li teratuur op te vullen. 

Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 gaan over drie soorten abstracte martingalen, te weten: (i) stochastis

che integralen ten opzichte van multivariate punt processen; (ii) martingalen in discrete 

tijd ; (iii ) continue mart ingalen. In Hoofdstuk 2 introduceren wij eerst bepaalde groothe

den geheten kwadratische modulus en exponentiele modulus , welke een belangrijke rol 

spelen in ons onderzoek. In termen van deze grootheden en van entropie getallen, verkri-
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jgen we enige moment-ongelijkheden voor de martingalen. Onze aanpak in gevallen (i) 

en (ii) is in essentie hetzelfde als de L2-'bracketing' entropie, terwijl geval (iii) gebaseerd 

is op metrische entropie zonder 'bracketing' . 

In Hoofdstuk 3 bewijzen we zwakke convergentie stellingen in /00-ruimtes door gebruik 

te maken van de ongelijkheden uit Hoofdstuk 2. Onder deze stellingen bevinden zich 

natuurlijke generalisaties van Jain-Marcus ' en Ossiander's centrale limiet stellingen voor 

het geval van martingalen in discrete tijd. Deze resultaten worden herhaaldelijk gebruikt 

in de resterende hoofdstukken. 

Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan het eerste hoofd thema dat we eerder noemden. In sec

tie 4.1, beschouwen we het multiplicatieve intensiteit model voor punt processen met 

algemene labels, en introduceren we een veralgemeniseerde Nelson-Aalen schatter die 

een empirisch proces is, ge·indiceerd door klassen van functies op de tijd-label ruimte. 

We leiden de asymptotische normaliteit van de schatter af, onder een V voorwaarde, 

p E [2, oo], waarbij we een resultaat toepassen uit Hoofdstuk 3. Een verschil met het 

geval van i.i.d. empirische processen is dat de L2- 'bracketing' conditie niet altijd opti

maal is in deze context. We tonen ook de asymptotische efficientie aan in de zin van 

de convolutie- en de lokaal asymptotische minimax stellingen. In de secties 4.2 en 4.3, 

geven we een aanpak van niet-lineaire modellen volgens een idee van McKeage en Utikal 

uit 1990. We beschouwen enkele statistische modellen van continue semi-martingalen en 

tel-processen met tijdsafhankelijke covariaten die waarden aannemen een algemene toes

tandsruimtes , en leiden de asymptotische normaliteit en efficientie af van enkele schatters 

van het integraal-type. Als we ons specialiseren tot het geval van Euclidische covariaten, 

verzwakt ons resultaat een aanname van McKeage en Utikal. 

Sectie 5.1 bevat een algemeen resultaat voor het verkrijgen van de convergentie snel

heid van M-schatters, die waarden aannemen in een abstracte ruimte, dat gebruikt 

wordt door heel Hoofdstuk 5 en 6. De overgebleven secties van Hoofdstuk 5 gaan over 

M-schatten van Euclidische parameters met niet-standaard convergentie snelheid. We 

beschouwen het Gaussische witte ruis model en het multiplicatieve intensiteit model in 

secties 5.2 en 5.3, respectievelijk , en leiden het asymptotisch gedrag af van sommige 

schatters. We geven, onder andere, een asymptotisch verdelings resultaat met wortel-n 

snelheid voor een sprong-punt schatter in het eerstgenoemde model. Zowel de maximale 

ongelijkheden van Hoofdstuk 2, als de resultaten van Hoofdstuk 3, zijn hierbij nodig. 

Hoofdstuk 6 gaat over de convergentie snelheid van niet-parametrische meest aan

nemelijke schatters. We beschouwen het Gaussische witte ruis model, het multiplicatieve 

intensiteit model, tel-processen met niet-lineaire covariaten en processen van het diffusie 

type, afgeleid van stochastische differentiaal vergelijkingen. Een discussie over het Lexis 
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diagram is in de beschouwing bevat als een toepassing van het derde genoemde model. 

In sectie 7.1 breiden we de puntsgewijze asymptotische normaliteit van kern dichthei

dsschatters uit in de lokaal functionale zin. De lokalisatie constante dient gelijk gekozen 

te worden aan de bandbreedte. Bij wijze van toepassing, bespreken we het schatten van 

de modus van onbekende dichtheidsfuncties. Sectie 7.2 is gewijd aan het afleiden van het 

asymptotisch gedrag van 'log-likelihood ratio random fields ' in een algemeen statistisch 

experiment met abstracte parameters. Een toepassing voor een ergodische Markov keten 

wordt ook gepresenteerd. In sectie 7.3 beschouwen we een niet-parametrische test voor 

het beoordelen van een niet-lineaire tijdreeks. Een asymptotisch verdelings-vrije test 

wordt verkregen. 

Summary 

The purpose of this study is to develop entropy methods, which were first introduced for 

empirical processes of i.i.d. data, in order to handle some martingales with applications 

to statistical inference for stochastic processes. Based on maximal inequalities derived 

in Chapter 2, a highlight is Chapter 3 that gives weak convergence theorems for €00
-

valued martingales. The remaining chapters are devoted to statistical applications of 

those results; we are concerned with two main themes, namely, asymptotic normality 

and efficiency in €00 -spaces (Chapter 4) and M-estimation (Chapters 5 and 6), while 

Chapter 7 contains three independent topics. 

The motivation is as follows. Since the prominent work of Dudley in 1978, the entropy 

methods were studied to establish laws of large numbers and central limit theorems for 

empirical processes indexed by classes of sets or functions in the 80's. Furthermore, some 

recent works have shown that the methods are useful not only for those limit theorems 

but also for other problems in statistics. The book by van der Vaart and Wellner in 1996 

gives a nice exposition of the methods as well as a lot of applications, with emphasis on 

i.i.d . data. However, although some parts of the methods have a good potential to be 

applied also for non-i.i.d. data, no systematic study has been done in the framework of 

martingales , which are known to be important for analyzing a rich class of statistical 

models. We intend to make a step, which is still small though , to fill this gap in the 

literature. 

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with three kinds of abstract martingales, that is: (i) stochastic 

integrals with respect to multivariate point processes; (ii) discrete time martingales; (iii) 

continuous martingales. In Chapter 2, we first introduce some quantities called quadratic 

modulus and exponential modulus , which play a key role in our study. In terms of the 

quantities and entropy numbers, we obtain some moment inequalities for the martingales. 
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Our approach to the cases (i) and (ii) is essentially the same as the £2-bracketing entropy, 

while the case (iii) is based on the metric entropy without bracketing. 

In Chapter 3, we establish weak convergence theorems in £00-spaces by using the 

inequalities given in Chapter 2. Among them, natural generalizations of Jain-Marcus' 

and Ossiander's central limit theorems to discrete time martingales are presented. The 

results obtained there are repeatedly applied in the remaining chapters. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the first main theme mentioned above. In Section 4.1 , we 

consider the multiplicative intensity model of point processes with general marks , and 

introduce a generalized elson-Aalen estimator, which is an empirical process indexed 

by classes of functions on the time-mark space. We derive the asymptotic normality of 

the estimator, under an LP-bracketing condition with p E [2, oo], applying a result given 

in Chapter 3. A difference from the case of i.i.d. empirical processes is that the £ 2
-

bracketing condition is not always optimal in this context . We also show its asymptotic 

efficiency in the sense of the convolution and the locally asymptotic minimax theorems. 

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we present an approach to non-linear models along the idea 

of McKeague and Utikal in 1990. We consider some statistical models of continuous 

semimartingales and counting processes with time-dependent covariates taking values in 

general state spaces, and derive the asymptotic normality and efficiency of some integral

type estimators. Specialized to the case of Euclidean covariates, our result weakens an 

assumption of McKeague and Utikal. 

Section 5.1 contains a general result for obtaining the rate of convergence of M

estimators taking values in an abstract space, and it is used throughout Chapters 5 and 

6. The remaining sections of Chapter 5 deal with M-estimation of Euclidean parameters 

with non-standard rate of convergence. We consider the Gaussian white noise model and 

the multiplicative intensity model in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, and derive the 

asymptotic behavior of some estimators. We present an asymptotic distribution result 

with rate n for a jump point estimator in the former model , among other things. The 

maximal inequalities in Chapter 2, as well as the results in Chapter 3, are needed for the 

discussion there. 

Chapter 6 is concerned with the rate of convergence of non-parametric maximum 

likelihood estimators. We consider the Gaussian white noise model , the multiplica

tive intensity model, counting processes with non-linear covariates, and diffusion-type 

processes derived from stochastic differential equations. A discussion about the Lexis 

diagram is contained as an application of the third model above. 

In Section 7.1 , we extend the point-wise asymptotic normality of kernel density es

timators to the local functional sense. The localizing constant should be chosen to be 
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the same as the bandwidth. As an application , we discuss the estimation of the mode of 

unknown density functions. Section 7.2 is devoted to deriving the asymptotic behavior 

of log-likelihood ratio random fi elds in a general statistical experiment with abstract pa

rameters. An application to an ergodic Markov chain is also presented. In Section 7.3, we 

consider a non-parametric test for checking a non-linear time series. An asymptotically 

distribution-free test is obtained. 
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